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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

Just Right
for your pocket

!

THE

MULTIMINOR
Sensitivity

19 Ranges
D.C. Voltage: 0- 1,000V in

7 ranges

This splendid AVO instrument has been developed to meet a
definite demand for a sturdy pocket-size multi -range test meter
at a modest price, suitable for use on modern electronic apparatus
as well as for radio and television receivers, motor vehicles, and
all kinds of domestic appliances and workshop equipment.

A.C. Voltage:

5

Readings are obtainable quickly and easily on a very open scale,
and range selection is by means of a robust, clearly marked rotary
Measurements of
switch of the characteristic AvoMeter type.
A.C. and D.C. Voltage, D.C. Current and Resistance are made
by means of only two connection sockets.

Weight

Designed and Manufactured by

0 LTD

D.C.

Resistance
Pocket Size

List

0- 1,000V in

Current:

:

Price

ranges

Accuracy

0 -IA in 5 ranges

On

To

IOS

IS YOUR T.V. TUBE DIMMING?

Pat, pending.
Reg. design.

VICtoria 3404 (12 lines)

LONDON

RD.

14" 17" 12"

NO SOLDERING
NO WIRING

JUST PLUG IN
IT'S AUTOMATIC
IT'S GUARANTEED !
C.W.O. C.O.D.)
One of the most common T.V. Tube faults is low emission,
resulting in loss of brightness, contrast, definition and
focus. The Sinclair Unit restores the cathode emission and
corrects the above faults for a very low cost. Applicable
to all sets operating off A.C. mains.
IMPORTANT. State make and model No. of set and tube
in block capitals, please. Money refunded if not satisfied.

SINCLAIR

ELECTRONICS,

NEWPORT COURT, CHARING CROSS
Phone: REGent 5520
ROAD, W.C.2.
18,

S.W.1

TEEVrOÑ
ES
REBUILT

30'-

instru-

MM.2

YOU CAN EXTEND THE LIFE OF THAT
TUBE AND IMPROVE THE PICTURE

PRICE
Package & Postage 1!6.
Orders.
(Postal

special

ments can be supplied
to a higher degree of
accuracy for a small
additional charge.

Complete with Test Leads and Clips.
Leather Case if required 32,6.

92 -96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE

meet

requirements,

Telephone

AVOCET HOUSE

A.C. 4% of full

scale value.

lb. approx.

£9

:

D.C. 3% of full
scale value.
On

51 x 31 x 1I inches.

:
I

per volt

on D.C. voltage ranges.
1,000 ohms per volt
on A.0 voltage ranges.

0- 20,000 Q. 0 -2M A.

:

:

10,000 ohms

-

-

-

-

-

-

:416

f6. 0.0
0.0
IE8.I0.0
IE7.

Carriage and insurance 12/6 extra.
Customers are requested to send their old
tubes for rebuilding. We offer 48 hr.
In the case of 12" MAZDA
service.
tubes please confirm before sending. All
tubes are guaranteed for twelve months.

MARSHALLS
131

for TELEVISION

Ann's Road, Tottenham,
London, N.15.
Telephone: STAmford Hill 3267
St.
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.

38 CHALCOT ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I.
Telephone: PRIMROSE 9090.
EXPRESS SERVICE ! C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M., EITHER BY LETTER, PHONE OR WIRE, DESPATCHED
THE SAME AFTERNOON, ALL ORDERS RECEIVED BY FIRST POST DESPATCHED SAME DAY.

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS.

ANY ORDER UP TO £10 INSURED AGAINST DAMAGE IN TRANSIT FOR ONLY 8d. EXTRA.
ORDERS OVER £10
INSURED FREE.
OB2
17/6 6C6
6/6 6X4
7/- 19H
10/- 7475
7/6 DL33
9/6 EL32
S/6 KTZ63 10/6 PY82
9//- UCC8420/11
OZ4
6/- 6C8
12/6 6X5GT 6/6 2001
16/- 9002
5/6 DL66
15/- EL33
20/2 L63
UCC85 10/6
6/- PY83
1`//6
12/6 6Z4/84 12/6 20E2 27/10 9006
6C9
6/- DL92
7/6 EL34
17/6 LN152 14/- PZ30 20!11 U0F80 23/6C10
12/6 6/30L2 10/- 20L1
27/IO AC/PEN (5 DL94
9/- EL38 27/IO LZ319 9/- QP21
7/- UCH21 24/4
IA7GT 23/- 6CD6G 31/4 7A7
12/6 20P1
27/10 or 7 pin)24/4 DL96
10/- EL41
11/- MH4
7/- QP25 15/- UCH42 11/I

IC5
IDS
106
IHSGT

12/6 6CH6
12/6 787
17/5 6D3
20/11 7C5
10/6 6D6
6/6 7C6
11/- 6E5
12(6 7D5

6/6

L4
I LDS
I

6E1

27/10

5/- 6F6G
7/5/- 6F6GTM 8/-

ILNS
1N5GT 11/- 6F8

8/-

155

8/- 6F12

174

6/6 6F13

IU5
2A7

10/- 6F14

2P

2X2
3A4

6G6

S/-

3S4

7/6 6J5GTG 5/6
9/6
7/6 616
5/6
5%6

6B4G
6B7
6B8G

OFI8
OLD3
OLD II

6L6G
6L7GT

12/6
13/-

6LD20
6N7

8/-

20/2
24/4
27/10

6PI

6P25
6P28

6Q7G
6Q7GT
6R7G
6SA7GT

10/11/10/8/6

6/6 6SC7
10/6
10/6 6SG7GT 8/4/6 6SH7
8/-

6BJ6

7/6I6SS7

6BW6
6BW7
68X6
6C4

9/6'6U4GT 12/6

6C5

DRM -IB
DRM -28
DRM -3B

LW7
RM -O
RM -1

9/12/6
10/14/-

I5/-

1E3

2A6

8/-

72
2J5GT 4/6 75
2J7GT 10/6 77
2K5 18/10 78
2K7GT 7/6 80

2K8GT

83

14/2Q7GT 7/6
2SA7
8/6
2SC7
8/6
2SG7
8/6

83V

7/6
8/6

5801

9AQ5

24/4

8/6 EM81
6/6 ENSI
7/6 EYSI
10/- EY83

10/6

I5/-

AC/VP2

EBL21

27/10 EBL3I

S/- EC52

ATP4

AZ
B36

14/8
10/9/6

EY86
EZ35

5/6

17/S EC54
12%6

14/8 ECC31

!St- FCI3

25/9 ECC32

CY3I

ECH3 27/10
175 ECH2I 24/4

D42

25/9
8/-

D77

13/6
13/6

9/6
9/6

10/6 ECH42
10/6 ECH8I
6%6

ECL80
ECL82

9/14/12/6

DAC32 11/- ECL83 25/9
DAF91
8/- EF9
24/4
DAF96 10/- EF22
14/DD41

15/- DDT4

6/8/6/-

14/8 EF36

25/9 EF37A

15082

IS/-

DF33

11/- EF39

185BT

34/9

DF9I

616 EF40
10/- EF41

15/-

10/- EF42

12/6

OF96

8/6
34/9
8/6 203THA
8/6
27/10
12/6 220TH 25/9
8/6 305
10'6
10/6 402PENA

DH63

22414 807
956
1821

5763

24/4 7193

DI-163(M)
17/6

DH76
7/6
DH77
8/6
DH107 148
244 DK3 2 23 /7'6 DK40 22/3
3- DK9I 8/17 5 DK92
10/6

12i6.DK96
5/- DL2

9/6

EF50(A)

7/-

EF50(E)

5/-

5/-

EF54
EF73
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89

MU

10/6

8/7/6

-

14 /
10/-

7/6
5/6
8/6

EF9I

10/- EF92
IS/- EK32

UF41

9/-

10/6

UF42
UF80
UF85

19/6

17/6

20/11

/4

16/2

RM -2
RM -3

23/3
22/6

RM-4

7/11

W4

RM -5

7/- W6

VOLUME CONTROLS

All with long spindle
double -pole switch. 4

and

6 each.

25K.
50K,
10K,
100K.
} meg. ) meg. I meg. 2 meg.

9/- WX3
WX4
WX6
24/- 14A86
9/6
18/-

3/6
3/6

14A97

3/6
3/6
3/6

UFB6

24/4

UF89

18/6

10/9/6

27/10

UL4I
10/6
UL44 27/10
SP42
12/6
SPEI
3/6 UL46
15/SU25 27/10 UL84
11/6
SU6I
10/6 UM4
18/1
0A71/81 6/- T41
17/S
24/4 URIC
0072 30/- TDD4 25/9 UU6 20/11
P61
3/6 TH4B 27/10 UU8 27/10
PABC80
TH41 27/10 UYIN
17/5
15/- TH233 34/9 UY21
17/1
PCC84 9/- TH2321 20/- UY41
8/6
PCC85 12/6 TP22
15/- UY85
10/6
PCC89 31/4 TP25
19/6 VMP4G IS/PCF80
9/PCF82 12/6
PC L82
12/6
PCL83 14/PCL84 23/-

3/6

TP2620 34/9

VP2(7)

12/6

TY86F 20/11
U12/14 12/U16
12/U18/20 10/PEN4DD
U22
8/27/10 U24
31/4
PEN25 20/11 U25
24/4
PEN36C
U26
12/6

VP4(7)
VP4B

1St24/4

24/4 U3I
10/13/6 PEN40DD
U33
27/10
HL133DD
25/- U35
27/10
12/6 PEN44
U37
27/10
H L23
10/6
27/10 U43
10/6
HL23DD
PEN45 19/6 U45
10/6
18/1 PEN45DD
USO
8/HL4I
12/6
27/10 U52
8/6
HL4I DD
PEN46 7/6 U76
7/6
20/2 PEN383 24/4 U78
7/HL42DD
PEN453DD U107
17/5
20/2
34/9 U191 20/11
HN309 25/9 PEN/DD
U251
15/HVR2 20/- 4020 27/10 U281 20/11
HVR2A 6/- PL33
20/2 U282
23/8
KF35
8/6 PL36
24/4 U301
24/4
KK32 23/- PL38 27/10 U329
15/KL35
8/6 PL81
16/- U339 20/11
KLL32 25/9 PL82
10/- U404
10/6
KT2
5/- PL83
11/6 U801
31/4
KT33C 10/- PM28
12/6 U4020 17/5
KT36
31/4 PM12
6/6 UABC80
KT4I 27/10 PMI2M 6/6
10/6
KT44
IS/- PM2 4 M 22
22/3 UAF42 10/6
KT61
20/2 PX4
34/9 UB41
12/7
KT63
7/- PX25 62/7 UBC41 10/KTW61 8/- PY3I
17/S UBC81 14/8
KTW62 8/- PY32 20/11 UBF80 9/6
KTW63 8/- PY80
8/- UBF89 10/6
KTZ4I 8/- PY8I
9/- UBL2I 24/4

I8/-

25/-

I4A100
14A124
14A163
148130

leaflet

27/- 14RA 1-2-2
28/- I4RA 1-2-8-3
38/- I4RA 2-1-16-1

19/23/6

16RC 1-1-16-I
16RD 2-2-8-1

8/6
12/-

3S/-

148261

Technical

11/6

on Metal Rectifiers free on

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

Standard Can
ID0 x 400 mfd.,
32 x 32 mfd., 450 v. 5/9 100 mfd., 275
64 x 120 mfd., 350 v. 8/3 200 mfd., 275
60 x 250 mfd., 275 v. 9/6 100 x 200 mfd.,

275 v.12/6
v.
2/6
v.
3/6
275 v. 9/6

8

10/6
10/6

12/7

SP4(7)
SP41

NEW METAL RECTIFIERS-FULLY GUARANTEED
IS

UCL83 25/9

10/-

HABC80

ECH35

DI

pin)
14

R12
24/4 R18
10/- R19

15/-

10/6 FC13C 27/10

12/6 ECC9I
10/6 ECF80
30/- ECF82

or

N37
20/11
34/9 N78
20/11
10/6 NI08
19/6
17/5 N308
21/7
14/6 N339 27/10
6/6 0A70
5/-

EZ81
9/FC2A 25/9
FC4
27/10

10/- EC70

6/6 R2

UCH8I 11/6
UCL82 15/6

10/6 MX40 27/10 506

8/-

EZ40
EZ4I
24/4 EZ80
24/4

CV85
CV27I
CV428

185BTA

11/-

EB9I

DDD

4/6

8/6
9/I5/12/6

85A2

17/-

7/- 9BG6G

6/616V6GTG 8/-

10/6 EM71
EM80

30/- BL63
7/6 ECC33
FW4/500
35/51
12/6 CI
12/6 ECC34 25/9
10/35A5
20/2 CIC
12/6 ECC35
8/6 F W 4/800
3SL6GT 9/6 CBLI 27/10 ECC40 23/7
10/35W4
8/6 CBL31 24/4 ECC81
GZ30
10/6
35Z3
10/6 CCH35 24/4 ECC82
7%6 GZ32
12/6
7/6 CK506 6/6 ECC83 10/- GZ34 14/35Z4
35Z5GT 9/- CL33
20/2 ECC84 10/- H30
s/41 MTL
8/= CV63 10/6 ECC85 9/6 H63
12/6

30/-

4S7

5/- ML6

ACSPEN
EAF42
24/4 EB34
ACEPEN 7/6 E841

AC/HL/

7/6 QSI50/15
12/6
10/6
12/6 QV04/7 15/-

10/6 MPT4 (5

EM34

AZ31
7/6 AZ41

20/2 31
25/9 33A/ 158M

1D3

2SH7
8/- 2SJ7
6B8GTM 5/-i6SJ7
7/6,6SK7GT 8/- 2SK7
6BA6
7/616SL7GT 8/- 2SQ7
68E6
6BG6G 24/4 6SN7GT 7/6 2SR7
9/-,6SQ7GT 9/- 2Y4
6BH6

8/- 6115G
8/- 6117G
7/- 6V6G

10/-

10/6 ML4

27/10 EAC91

EBC33
AC/P4
8/- EBC4I
AC/TP 34/9 EBC81
AC/VPI
EBF80
8/15/- EBF89

2E1

20/II
24/4
9/6

6L18
6L19

10/- y

10/6
10/-

16/9

12/6

6K25

12/6 25Y5
10/6 25Y5G

24/4

6K8GT/G

6LI

OP13
OP14

11/6 MHL4

EL42

I5/- MHLD6

19/6 30F5
11/6 30FLI
12/6 3011
10/- 30P12
16/9 30P16
17/0 30PLI

OF9

10/6

8/6 EL81
AC2PEN/
EA50
2/- EL84
24/4 25A6G 20/2
DD 27/10 EA76
9/6 EL91
8/- 25L6GT 10/- AC4PEN
EABC80 9/- EL95
27/10
24/4

6/6
2AC6 16/2AD6 18/2AE6 14/8
2AH7 8/2AH8 10/6
2AT6 10/6
2AT7
8/2AU6 24/4 42
24/4
2AU7 7/6 43
24/4
2AX7 10/- SOCS
12/6
28A6
9/- SOCD6G
2BE6
10/31/4
2BH7 22/3 SOL6GT 9/6
2C8
15/- 53KU 20/11

9/- 6J7G
3V4
6/5R4GY 17/6 6J7GT 10/6
5U4G
8/6 6K6GT 8/11/6 6K7G
5V4G
5/12/6 6K7GT 6/5X4G
5Y3G
8/- 6K8G
8/-

5Y3GT 8/6
12/6
5Y4
12/6
5Z3
10/6
5Z4G
5Z4GT 12/6
27/10
6A7
16/6A8
8/6AB7
14/6AB8
6/6
6AC7
6/6
6AG5
8/6AK5
6AL5
6/6
7/6
6AM6
8/6
6AQ5
0/6
6AT6
6AU6 10/6

24/4 AC2PEN
DLSIO
24/4 DM70

20P4
20P5

8/6 2525
10/6
8/- 25Z4G 10/3/6 25Z6G 10/7/6 25Z6GT 17/5
4/- 27SU 20/II
15/- 28D7
7/27/10 30C1
9/-

OF

6/6

12/6 6H6GTG 3/12/6 6H6GTM 3/6
6J5G

3Q4
3Q5GT

7S7

12/6
10/6
7/6

27/10 6F32
4/6 6F33

7/-

7R7

18/I

7/6 6F17

3B7

7H7

7V7
7Y4
7/6 8D2
12/6 8D3
27/10 9D2
16/- 0C I
9/6
0C2

6F11

10/6 6F15
4/- 6E16

3A5

8/8/-

12/6

IRS

2C26
2D13C

8/6 20P3

21/-

VPI3C

7/-

6/6
6/6

VP23

VP4I

VRI05/30
VRI50/30

9/-

VT6IA

9/5/-

VT501

5/-

W61M2710
W76

W8IM
W107

/6
6/-

12(6

W729 19/6
X3I
27/10
X4I
27/10
X42

27/10

X61

12/6

X61M 27/10
X63
10/X65
X66
X76M

X78
X79
X109

12/6

12/6

14/22/3
22/3
18/1

XD( 1.5) 6/6
XFGI
18/XH(I.5) 6/6
XSG(1.5) 616
Y63
7/6
Z63
10/6
Z66
20/Z77
7/6
Z719
8/Z729
14/-

16RE 2-1-8-1

18RA I-1-8-1
IBRA I-1-16-1
I8RA 1-2.8-1

I8RD 2-2-8-I

8/6
4/6
6/6

11/15/-

receipt of S.A.E.

Wire-ended Tubular 8 x 8 mfd., 450 v.
mfd., 450 v.
I/9 16 x 16 mfd., 450 v.

3/3/9

4/4/TERMS OF BUSINESS : CASH ))T17I ORDER OR C.O.D. ONI. ',. POST /PACKIN(. ('MARGES 8d. PER ITEM ; ORDER$
VALUT. £3 Olt MORE POST' FREE.. C.O.D. 2'8 EXTRA. WE Alti OPEN FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS MONDAY TO
FRIDAY 8.30 -5.30. SAT(' {DAIS. 8.30 -1 P.M. ALL VALVES. NEW, BOXED, TAX PAID, AND SUBJECT TO MAKERS'
GUARANTEE. FIRST G t tI)I (:110DS ONLY. NO SECONDS OR (REJECTS. CATALOGUE OF OVER 1,000 DIFFERENT
VALVES, {NITR FULI. TER Ms TIF BUSINESS, PRICE 8d. PLEASE ENQUIRE
FOR ANY VALVE NOT LISPED. 3d.
STAMP, PLEASE.
mid., 450 v.
32 mfd., 450 v.
16
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VALUE
DUKE & CO. FOR
RECORD PLAYER

CABINET

R.P.3.

£6. 19.6

79/6

Incorporating auto and manual control
complete with turnover crystal p.u. and
sapphire stylus. P. P. & Ins. 5/6.

looking cabinet
141 x 171 x 8 in. in 2 -tone
leatherette.
Will take a
B.S.R. Monarch 4 -speed Auto changer and 61in. round
speaker. Carr. & Ins. 4/6.
A

delightful

R.P.4.

* COLLARO 4-SPEED
£7.19.6.

79/6

=
=

£4,9.6-

P. & P.

MONARCH
MIXER,

4-SPEED

5,6

L8.9.6.

p.

& P.

P. &

P. s 6.

£9.19.6. P. & P.

CHANGERS,

I I

GNS.

P. & P.

5,6.

* AMPLIFIERS *
12

Months' Guarantee

* STEREOPHONIC
made for portable stereophonic record players. Latest
£7.19.6.

A beautifully

styled cabinet.
Made by a famous manufaccurer. In polka dot cloth with
clipped lid and carrying handle.
Size 16 x 14) x 8ÿin.
Will
take' B.S.R. Monarch 4-speed
Aucochanger and 4 a 7in.
elliptical speaker and most of
the modern portable amplifiers. Carr. & Ins. 4/6.

Beautifully
design with printed circuit. Dimensions 3 x 51 x 91 in. A.C. only.
Mains isolated. Twin amplifiers each side giving 3-4 watts output.
Incorporating ECM triode pentode valve. Full tone, volume
and balance controls. Complete and ready to fit. Knobs 3/6 per
set extra. P. & P. 4/6.

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER MARK D.I. 59/6
Brand new. Latest design with printed
circuit. Dimensions 7 x 21 x Sin. A.C.
only. Mains isolated. 2.3 watts output.
Incorporating EL84 as high gain output
valve. Volume and tone controls. Knobs
2/6 extra. P. & P. 3/6.

Elegant cabinet, cloth covered in grey
or red with sunken control panel and
speaker fret. Size 13 x 17 x Bin. deep.
Takes a B.S.R. Monarch 4 -speed Auto changer. 7 x 4in. elliptical speaker and

most of the modern portable amplifiers.
Carr. & Ins. 4/6.

SINGLE PLAYER
CABINET 3S/6

E

c

79/6

`Printed circuit. Latest design. Dimensions 7 x 21 x Sin. A.C.
bnly. Mains isolated 3 -4 watts output. Incorporating the latest
ECL82 triode pentode output valve giving higher undistorted
output. Volume and tone controls. Knobs 2/6 extra. P. & P. 3/6.

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER MARK D.3.,

89/6
De luxe model. Printed circuit. Latest design, Dimensions
7 x 21 x 5in. A.C. only. Mains isolated 3 -4 watts output. Incorporating the latest ECL82 triode pentode output valve giving

higher undistorted output. Volume, treble and bass control.
Knobs 3/6 extra. P. & P. 3/6.

EXTENSION SPEAKERS, 19/9
R.P.T.

Polished oak cabinet of attractive appearFitted with Sin. P.M. Speaker W.B.
Goodman of the highest quality.
Standard matching to any receiver (2 -5
ohms). Switch and flex included. Ins. &
ance.

or

Smart cabinet. Size 14) x 121 x61in.
Various 2-cone colour
deep.
white handle and
T.U.9. B.S.R. Single
4 x 7ín. elliptical
speaker and amplifier D.l. or D,2.
Carr, & Ins. 4/6.

_ schemes with
piping. Takes
c Player Unit.
E

6.

* B.S.R. MONARCH 4 -SPEED STEREO
5/6
AUTOCHANGERS,
* COLLARO CONQUEST STEREO AUTO -

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER MARK D.2.,

=

5

B.S.R. 4 -SPEED SINGLE PLAYER,

*T.U.9.

c

°=

U.A.12. LATEST
B.S.R.

AUTOCHANGER,

Stylish cabinet by famous manufacturer. Cloth covered in contrasting
colours (red & grey). Grilled front
controls panel. Size 15 x 19 x Bilin.
deep. Beautifully made. A cabinet
of which you can be really proud.
Takes 4-speed B.S.R. Aucochanger.
6_.in. round or elliptical speaker.
Room for any amplifier of your own
choice. Carr. & Ins. 4/6.

LE-

B.S.R. MONARCH
4 -SPEED
AUTOCHANGER

Carr. 3/6.

* IDEAL FOR STEREOPHONIC SOUND !

A " M UST " for the build your
own tape recorder enthusiast

TAPE RECORDER CABINETS
for the
7 V Suitable
Truvox Tape ReS9/6

cording Deck. Less front cast
Size 131 x
speaker panel.
Detachable
15 x 8ÿin. deep.
lid
with compartment for
spare tape. Covered in green
washable plastic material.
P. P. & Ins. 4/6.

Bin. P.M. Speakers, 8/9. With O.P. transformer fitted, 10! -.
4 x 7in. Elliptical speakers, 19/6.
6 /in. P.M. Speakers, 12/6.
P. & P. 2,9.
8 a Sin. Elliptical speakers, 22/-.

B.S.R. FUL -FI CRYSTAL
TURNOVER

CARTRIDGES,

19/6

Brand new. Including sapphire
needles for L.P. and Standard,
giving fullest range and finest tone

obtainable for any player. Can be
fitted to all standard pick -up
arms.

P. &

P.

9d.

DUKE
& CO.
FOR THE

Ty

& RADIO
ENTHUSIAST
ll

11
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Contemporary

T/V CHASSIS, TUBES and SPEAKERS

EXTENSION SPEAKER

17" T.V.
CHASSIS,

32/6

TUBE &

Dark veneered
cabinet.
Attractive
speaker fret. High quality Bin.
P.M. speaker. On and off switch
and volume control. P. & P. 3/6.
18

x 7 x 15in.

walnut

SOLO SOLDERING

TOOL

12/6

Post 2/9.

99/6

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

*

HEATER TRANSFORMERS,

17ín.

25/6
3

elements.

P. & P.

T.V. AERIALS,

2/6.

7/9

GANG CONDENSERS,

1/9

Salvage guaranteed.
Standard size two -gang .0003 and .0005.
All tested and guaranteed. P. & P. 1/3.

SOUND /VISION & I.F. STRIP,

5/9

Salvaged. Complete sound and vision strip. 8 valve holders.
Less valves. I.F.s 16 -19.5 Mc /s. Size 8) x 4) x 41in. Drawings free

2/6.

TIMEBASE,

4/9

Containing scanning coils, focus unit, line transformer, etc.,
less valves.
Drawings free with order. P. & P. 2/6.

POWER PACK & AMPLIFIER,

Output stage PEN45. O.P. trans choke. Smoothed H.T.

29/6

9/9
325 v.

at 250 m.a. 4 v. at 5 amp. 6.3 v. at 5 amp. 4 v. at 5 amp. centre
tapped. Valve base for rectifier. Octal or 4 -pin. Output is taken
rom standard plugs. Less valves. Ins. carr. 5/6.

CO -AX CABLE, 6d. YARD

Good quality. Cut to any length. 1/6 postage on 20 yds.

12

...

1E

MONTHS'

Our

12 months' guarantee (6 months full replacement, 6 months
progressive) illustrates our wholehearted confidence in the
Tubes we offer. We sell many hundreds a week throughout the
country and have done no for the past 8 years. Many of them go to
the Trade, i.e., to Insurance Companies, Renters and Retailers,
who are thoroughly satisfied with our supplies. Remember
they also hold a 10 days' money back guarantee.

AMPLIFIER
Invaluable in a noisy
dffice or workshop. 3
valves UY4I, UF41, UL4I.
Sin. speaker and a suction type vibration microphone. A.C. /D.C.
Size of amplifier 7 x I I x Sin. Fits any type of G.P.O. telephone.
P. & Ins. 4/6.
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f.

9in., 10in., 14in., 15in., & 16in. ROUND TUBES

Our special offer of these sizes, [5. 12ín. T.V. Tubes,
months' guarantee on round tubes. Ins., tarr. 15/6.

E6.

Three

EXPRESS DESPATCH SERVICE

=
_

Please 'phone to confirm tube in stock. Send Telegraph Money
Order. Tube despatched Passenger Train same day. This service
only available with remittance by a Telegraph Money Order.

DUKE & CO.
Romford
ES), 621/3,

Manor Park, E.I2

TELEPHONE

7.10.0

¡LIMO

GUARANTEE

(Dept.

TELEVOX

rect. ...

I4in. rect.

For all channels. Complete with co -ax cable. For use indoors or
in the loft. Postage 1/3.

*

tangular Tube.
12
months'

REGETTERED IMPROVED B
VACUUM T.V. TUBES =

P. & P. 1/9.

For all I.T.A. channels. Outdoor or loft.

P. & P.

IA4iabove,

Gns.

Complete chassis by famous manufacturer. R.F. E.H.T. unit =
included. Easily fitted to table or console model owing to this E.
chassis being in three separate units (power, s/vision strip,
_
t /base interconnected). This chassis is less valves and tube. =
Speaker FREE. I.F.s 16 -19.5 Mc /s vision. Channels -5 easily =
converted to I.T.A. by use of a Turret Tuner. Drawings available
at 2/6 or FREE with order. Ins., carr. 10,'6. 12ín. Tube available
at [6, plus ins., carr. 15/6.

12/9

T.V. AERIALS,

with order.

=

1

12/9

350 -0 -350 v. at 250 m.A. 6.3 v. at 4 amp., 6.3 v. at 4 amp. 4 v.
at 3 amp. 22 v. at .3 amp., 4 v. centre -tapped at 1.5 amp. Primary
200 -250 v. 50 cycles. P. & P. 3/9.

primary.

_
_

with

14" T.V. CHASSIS, TUBE

12ín. T.V. CHASSIS,

DROP THROUGH TYPE,

v. at ; amp. 0-200 -250 v.

=
=

o SPEAKER
guarantee on Tube. 3 months' guarantee on chassis and valves. F.
Chassis with Tube and Speaker (less valves), II guineas. _
Complete and working with valves and Turret Tuner, 19 guineas. Fins., tarr. (incl. Tube), 25/ -.
E

valve superhet chassis, including
Bin. P.M. speaker and valves. Four
control knobs (tone, volume, tuning
w /change, switch). Four w /bands,
with position for gram p.u. and extension speakers. A.C. Ins. carr. 5/6.

12

=

1

11

5

*

Gns.

16

17in. Rectangular Tube on modified chassis. Supplied as single
channel chassis covering B.B.C. channels -5 or, incorporating
Turret Tuner, which can be added as an extra, at our special
price to chassis purchasers of S0 / -, giving choice of any two
channels (B.B.C. and I.T.A.). Extra channels can be supplied at
7/6 each. Chassis size 12 x 141 x lin. less valves. Similar chassis
are used by well known companies because of their stability
and reliability. With Tube & Speakers (less valves) 16 guineas.
Complete and working with valves and Turret Tuner 24 guineas.
12 months' guarantee on the tubes. 3 months' guarantee on the
valves and chassis. Ins., carr. (incl. tube), 25/-.
1

110 v., 6 v., or 12 v. (special adaptor for
200/240 v. 10/- extra). Automatic solder
feed including a 20ft. reel of Ersin
60/40 solder and spare parts. It is a tool
for electronic soldering or car wiring.
Revolutionary in design. Instantly ready for use and cannot
burn.
In light metal case with full instructions for use.

SUPER CHASSIS,

SPEAKER

Send for FREE
catalogue.
Open all day
Sat.
Closed Thurs

TERMS AVAILABLE

Road,

l

p m

Tel.: ILF. 6001/3.
111111111IIIIIIIIIIIl11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111l.''',
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CONDENSERS
Here are two ranges representative of the wide
variety of T.C.C. condensers available, for all possible electronic applications. Details on request.
`

M ETALPACK'

`

These paper condensers
have been developed for
operation in high humidities and high temperatures.
Their ability to withstand
variations from -40°C. to
+loo °C. makes them the
obvious choice for the most
stringent conditions.

METALMITE'

Set a new standard both
for compactness and ability
to withstand extreme tropical

conditions: satisfactory
insulation resistance is

maintained after extensive
tests at too °C. and t00%
humidity.

CONDENSER SPECIALISTS SINCE 1906

LTD.
THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO.
ACORN 0061
RADIO DIVISION

Telephone:

London W3

North Acton

BARGAIN
OFFERS OF

TURRET
TUNERS
other
well-known makers.
By Cyldon and

MAKER'S SURPLUS
COMPONENT BARGAINS
WIDE ANGLE 38 mm.
Line E.H.T. Trans. Ferrox19/6
cube core. 9-16 kV.
Scanning Coils. Low imp
19/8
line and frame
cored
Scanning
Ferrox-cube
Coils and Line Output
EY51
Trans., 10-15 kV.
winding Line Trans. with
width and linearity con50/trols, circuit dia., pair
Frame Output Transformer 6/6
Frame or line block oso
4/6
Transformer
Focus Magnets Ferrox -core 19/6
P.M. Focus Magnets. iron
19/8
Cored
22/6
Duomag Focalisers
300 m/a Smoothing Chokes 10/6
STANDARD 35 mm.
Line Output Transformers

6.9 kV. E.H.T. and 6.3 v.
17/6
winding. Ferrox-cube
Scanning Coils. Low imp
7/6
line and frame
Frame or line blocking
4/6
oscillator Transformer
Frame Output Transformer 7/6
Focus Magnets
12/6
Without Vernier
17/6
With Vernier
7/6
200 mia Smoothing Chokes
.

SPECIAL OFFER

!

(FOR CALLERS ONLY)

TV CHASSIS
Famous
quantity.
Limited
manufacturer's surplus, factory
soiled, complete with 17ín. C.R.T.

12- channel turret
I.T.V. and B.B.C.
Circuit diagram supplied. Do not
First
this
opportunity !
miss
come, first served !

and all valves.

tuning

for

LASKY'S
PRICE

125

Standard 90 deg. Deflection
Coils (Ferrox -cube core), Line
Output E.H.T. Trans. and Frame
Output Trans. with width and
Lasky's Price,
linear controls.
the Set, 59/6.

New and unused in
maker's cartons. List
price, 7 gns. A few
examples :
P.10.L. (series heaters), I.F. 9-14 me /s. 59/6.
P.I6.H. (series heaters), I.F. 16-19 me /s. 99/6.
E.10.L. (parallel hers.), I.F. 9 -14 me/s. E5 /19/6.
Post 3/6.

All other types in stock.

List on request.

"STIRLING " BAND III CONVERTER
available on easy terms.
Very efficient, tunable over all 13 channels and
incorporates own power supply for 200-250 v. A.C.
Brown metal case, 4in. wide, lin. deep, tin. high.
CASH PRICE 6 GNS. Post 2/6.
21/- deposit and 5 monthly payments of 2I / -.
.

*

*

C. R. TUBE BARGAIN
Offer of FERRANTI 9in. C.R. Tubes, type
4 v. heater, triode, octal base, standard
T9/3.
deflection. New and unused. LIST E12/19/-.
Special

Post 2/6.

LASKY'S
PRICE

59/6

Carr.

& Ins.

12/6

LANK Y'S (Harrow Head) LTD.,

Open All Day Saturday. Early Closing. Thurs. Mail Orders to Harrow Rd..,

:

42,

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W'.1. 370. HARROW ROAD. PADDINGTON, W.9.
LADbroke 4075 and CUNntnoham -1979:
Telephone : MUSeum 2605.
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TELEVISION TIMES

..

The Ec'ilor will he pleased to consider
articles of a practical nature suitable
for publication in "Practiral Television."
Such articles should be written on one
side of the paper only, and should contain the name and address of the sender.
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
responsible for manuscripts, every effort
will be made to return them if a stamped
and addressed envelope is enclosed. All

correspondence intended for the Editor
should be addressed to : The Editor,
" Practical Television," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,

Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the
design of radio and television apparatus
and to our efforts to keep our readers
in touch with the latest developments,
we give no warranty that apparatus
described in our columns is not the
subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in
Practical Television" is specifically
reserved throughout
the
countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations
of any of these are therefore expressly
forbidden.

L_

MAY, 1959

TELEVIEWS
MORE LINES ?
HE problem of a third television service is causing much
discussion in technical circles. Apart from the important
question of the frequency upon which it will be transmitted, there are a number of problems connected with the
type of transmission which also tie up with the question of
colour television. The P.M.G. announced recently that he is
postponing a decision on a third programme until the question
of the line definition had been settled. A committee is meeting
to discuss this factor. As readers are aware, the British system
stands alone with 405 lines. Many experts consider that much
better definition is obtained with the American standard of 525
lines or Continental 625. The American standard uses negative
modulation for the picture, and the sound section operates
with F.M. This is the system which has been adapted for colour,
and which the experts in this country have modified to operate
on the British standards.
Would it not be desirable to change our system so as to
standardise it ? Then export markets would be open to our
manufacturers, and advantage could be taken of developments
introduced in any country without having to try and adapt
them to our system. It will be seen, therefore, that the question
of line definition is one which needs very serious and unhurried
consideration.

ADVERTISINQ ON TV
`HERE is no doubt that advertising on TV has resulted in

increased prosperity in many industries and concerns. At
first the advertisers aimed to please the viewer ; they amused
him with cartoons, for example. Now the emphasis is on the
" hard selling " or " direct selling " of goods. The commercials
based on this principle are, in our opinion, harsh to both eye
and ear in many instances.
With the possibility of the establishment of another commercial TV network in the not too distant future, we think it
time for a detailed review of advertising charges and methods,
lest the systems reputed to be employed in the U.S.A. make
their appearance here.

BUILT -IN SAFETY GLASS
American manufacturer has made 23in. tubes with a
AN safety
panel bonded to the face. This new method of
construction will make possible new cabinet designs and smaller
tubes for the same picture area. Also, it is said that the light
output is increased, as there are fewer reflecting surfaces. This
is a logical development from the tube with the separate safety
glass and one which should appeal to set designers.
Our next issue, dated June, will be published on May 22nd
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OF CHOKES AND CAPACITORS
WITH ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

THE USE

interference, but there are still many of the older
type in use.
the cure for interference is to connect a system
of capacitors and inductors or chokes into the
circuit of the offending appliance. This neutralMost cases can
ises the generated interference.
be cured completely, and in others annoyance
can be reduced to a tolerable level.

Use Correct Type of Capacitors

A word of warning is necessary here. The
correct type of capacitors for interference supThese comply with
pression must be used.
BSS 613, and are not the type of component used
in radio construction. They are obtainable from
any good radio or electrical dealer. The capacitors commonly available have a value of 470 pF,
and may be obtained either single, with two wire
connections, or double with three wire connec-

MUCH annoyance can be caused to users of
TV sets by interfering electrical appliThe most common sources of
ances.
trouble are commutator or universal motors.
These are used in a large number of household
appliances, such as vacuum cleaners, hair dryers
and sewing machines. They need
not be faulty in either a mechanical or electrical sense to be a
source of interference, although
m a y
maintenance
inefficient
\
increase the trouble, especially if Mains
the offending appliance has been
in service for a long time.
Domestic electric motors should
be cleaned periodically and all
dust and fluff removed. The comFig. 1.-Showing how to include the chokes.
mutator should be kept clean, and
the brushes examined to see that
tions. Inductors, or chokes, are current rated at
they are well seated on the commutator.
1, 2 or 3' amps., and care must be taken to ensure
Causes of Interference
that the correct rating is used for the appliance
The only other cause of interference likely to being suppressed. Overheating and destruction of
be encountered in the domestic field is from the chokes may be the price paid for overloading.
thermostats of the bi -metal type, as used in irons,
Suppressors may be obtained already built up
Interference can be into units to be incorporated into the flexible
heaters, and refrigerators.
caused when the thermostat opens and an arc is lead of appliances. Generally, however, suppresdrawn between the two contacts. The modern sion must be applied at the source of interference
thermostat has a snap action and causes little to be fully effective. If flex lead suppressors are
Contort Breaker
used they should be connected as close to the
appliance as possible.
TV. Choke

Fig. 2.

-A

TV Choke
47OpF Capacitor
suppressor system for thermostats.

Wiring of the Chokes

If suppressor capacitors and chokes are to be
fitted to commutator motors the chokes are usually
(Continued on page 491)
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Analysing and
Servicing TV Receivers
No. 6-Line Timebase Faults

By " Diadem "
(Continued from page 410

CONTINUING from the March issue, we deal
with more faults associated with the line
time base.

of the March

issue)

width and refocus. A 200 pF -750 pF condenser
will do. The efficiency diode should also be
checked, especially if the raster is not linear.
Sawtooth edges on all verticals, ragged picture.
Check the brie output valve and line transformer
(see sync faults).
Left-hand side stretched. -Check the damping
resistor and condenser across line scan coils for
high resistance and capacity and the anode
resistor in the line generator. In extreme cases
of non -linearity a white bar on the left may be
seen.

Left -hand side compressed. -Check the damping resistor and condenser across line scan coils
for low resistance and high capacity. A low
voltage on the screen grid or a high bias voltage
will also have this effect. Check the efficiency
diode.
Right -hand side cramping and foldover. Drive
voltage may be too high. Adjust drive control
if provided or check the capacity of the condenser coupling the line generator anode to the

No raster, no EHT in self -oscillating line out put stage. If oscillation ceases, check all resistors
for overheating, watch for red -hot anode and
screen grids. A shorted turn in the line output
transformer can cause this. If a raster is present,
and if the line output valve screen gets red hot in
the case of a separate oscillator being used, check
drive from line oscillator output to line amplifier.
Another cause for the line output stage anodes line amplifier control grid. Check the line output
and grids getting red -hot is a C.R.T. with short- valve for low emission, also the booster diode.
ing electrodes; pull off the tube cap and if out- Check the bias resistor in the line amplifier, and
put stage returns to normal the tube must be the screen grid resistor for high resistance. Alterachecked. (Switch off first!)
tion of bias resistance will also affect width: a low
Line ringing; vertical bar or bars. -Check line bias causes a cramped right -hand side.
scan coil resistor and condenser
damping components and also
the width coil (see "striations ").
Very bright line on left
caused by line foldover. Check
line linearity control and its
components and the efficiency
diode.
.
Lack
width. -Check
of
H.T. voltage, rectifier and line
output valve for low emission,
and all its resistors for increase
in value. Screen or cathode
resistors altering in value in
this stage will prevent the stage
from operating at its full
efficiency.
If a separate
generator (oscillator) stage is
fitted, check this valve for
emission and its output condenser for correct capacity.
Increasing the width may overdrive the valve and cause distortion. If no fault can be
found shunt the line scan
coils with a high voltage
capacitor of just sufficient
capacity to give the required
Fig. 24.-A thy atron timebase circuit.
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increase in value of the resistor connected in
series with the hold control. A leaky charging
capacitor should also be suspected. Where a
s
Coi/s
blocking oscillator transformer is used this should
C2
be suspected last, as a fault in this will also
distort the scan if turns are shorting. If the
windings have developed a high resistance, weak
horizontal locking is usually present. Do not
Gt .r,earo,
forget to check the input to the generator from
the sync output (see sync faults) and the line
clipper stage if fitted.
Sron
Wavy edges on raster and verticals wave slowly
down the raster. Poor smoothing or interaction
of frame pulse on line. Do not confuse this with
sound on vision. Long " S " shape on edge of
EL38
raster with one dark horizontal bar across denotes
poor smoothing in half -wave rectification power
E/ir
supply. Check the electrolytic smoothing condensers in the H.T. line, and the smoothing
C/
condensers in the EHT supply if it is mains
driuen. Another check for mains ripple is to
EYSI
reverse the mains plug and the bar will alter
position. Two " S " shapes. one " S" being above
the other, accompanied by two dark and light
bars is the same fault as above but occurs in
Ai t
full -wave rectification circuits,
Red -hot efficiency diode.- Examine the cathode
condenser. This was a common fault in the
Ferguson 978T. The .5 µF develops a dead short
and the PY31 anode overheats. The replacement
condenser must be of 500 v. D.C. working.
Fig. 25. -Line output stage with feedback network for
Faulty generator. -Do not always suspect the
linearity.
A faulty
line amplifier and EHT rectifier.
generator can cause tearing, a touchy line hold,
lack of width, a dim picture, poor focus, and
Lack of width on the right with extended left.
grid even make the size of the raster vary with
Check the efficiency diode and control valve
picture content. Check the generator valve for
resistor in line output stage; the line output
fault or low emission and the coupling condenser
and the H.T. line voltage.
Foldover can also be caused by shorting turns to the line amplifier.
on the line output transformer.
Diagonal white lines across the screen from RESEARCH FLIGHTS BY RADIO SCIENTISTS
corner to corner. Suspect booster diode fault.
Check for
SCIENTISTS of the Radio Research Station
Diagonal band across screen.
D.S.I.R. are flying with the Meteorological
shorting in line scan coils.
Bowed verticals appear while servicing. Keep Research Flight of the Air Ministry to obtain
etc., new data affecting radio wave propagation. They
speaker magnets and transformers, chokes, from
are measuring and recording changes in the
away from the tube, and the speaker away
the line valves or the line may refuse to 'hold. refractive index of the lower atmosphere at heights
refractoIf the fault persists check the H.T. smoothing up to at least 10,000ft. using a microwave work.
meter specially built at Slough for this
condensers.
The refractive index is a measure of the
No raster, no EHT, in self-oscillating line outof
put valve, with the line whistle still operating property of the air which produces bendingconbut weak. This is usually caused by shorted radio waves. Under certain meteorological
ditions the strength of an ultra-high frequency
turns on the EHT overwind.
the set is fitted with fly- signal at a receiving station beyond the horizon
Horizontal drift.
wheel synchronisation, intermittent drifting will is considerably influenced by the atmospheric
index.
take place if any alterations occur in the charac- structure and the variation of the refractive
produced'
teristics of the two diodes associated with this Earlier methods of measurement have
only limited information on this feature of the
circuit.
airHorizontal drift when not caused by the line lower atmosphere- -and it is hoped that this
generator or its components can be caused by borne technique will fill in the gaps in existing
to the knowledge.
the coupling resistor from the sync anodeexamine
The first stage in this research began at Slough
line generator altering in value. Also
about a year ago, when scientists started conthe components of the line clipper if fitted.
a suitable microwave refractometer
Picture ripples when camera swings rapidly. struction of be
installed into a Hastings aircraft.
could
which
condensers.
smoothing
H.T.
Check
flights followed, during which
proving
Equipment
direction.
horizontal
a
in
Picture will not lock
tested under varying conditions.
was
apparatus
the
timebase.
the
in
fault
This is the most common
Now the scientists look forward to going ahead
Check the line oscillator valve and hold control.
with the actual measurement work.
be
to
found
be
always
nearly
The fault will
7T:

T

-

-If
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TELE Vi Si ON KAUIATI 0M
ITS

CAUSES AND CURE

THE purpose of this article is to assist the
home constructor and make newcomers
aware of the interference caused to radio
sets by an unscreened television receiver. The
interference can be particularly bad in large
blocks of flats where many television receivers are
operating. The unfortunate radio listener is in a
hopeless position in these circumstances unless
certain precautions are taken.

Receiver Design
In the last few years, commercial receiver
manufacturers have gone to great lengths to
prevent radiation from the line timebase causing
interference with neighbouring radio receivers.
In an effort to reduce excessive radiation all
manufacturers now work within the accepted
limits of a B.R.E.M.A. standard passed several
years ago.
In the writer's opinion very few constructors
go as far as the manufacturers in screening
receivers. Sometimes constructors use no screening at all. As for the real experimenter, he is
never satisfied until perfection is obtained and
therefore the receiver never sees an ordinary
cabinet, let alone a screened one.
Old receivers and certain types of old surplus
line transformers and components purchased by
constructors are the worst offenders.
All television receivers cause a certain amount
of interference with radio reception. This is due
to radiation from the line timebase. This radiation is rich in harmonics and its fundamental
frequency is approximately 10. kc /s. The resulting
interference appears to be worse on the Long
waveband. The Light programme on 1,500 metres
(200 kc /s) is particularly affected as 202.5 kc /s
is the 20th harmonic of the line timebase
frequency.

Engineer"

By

How Interference Travels
Interference travels from TV set to radio by
three main routes: (i) by direct radiation and
pick -up; (ii) by radiation from the TV aerial
owing to poor layout or faulty decoupling in the
TV receiver. (Also, that part of the aerial lead
in the set may pick up radiation direct from the
line timebase circuit); (iii) by way of the mains
wiring.
The crux of the whole situation is the line
transformer. In some older models this trans Overwind
Line Transformer

Add/tiono/ condenser
or condenser formed
by Tube cooling

Tube

EHT
470K0
EYS/

/000
pF

Fig.

1.- Additional

/OOO

pF =gm

smoothing provided by the tube

coating.

former was provided with a metal casing, but
nowadays it is supplied unscreened. To reduce
radiation, not only must the transformer be
screened but the screening should also include the
line output valve, the booster diode and the width
and horizontal linearity controls. All these components can be fitted into one screening box if
desired or into separate boxes. Where the valves
are included in the same box as the transformer
it is wise to place a screen between the valves
and the transformer to prevent the heat from
the valves melting the transformer wax or affecting its frequency. The box should be of generous

(B)

Meta//ised paper on

Finish here

(A)

Start

meta ///sed
paper here

Fig.

insid(f bottom

pane/

Springs to contact metal paper on back pane/
Lining the side of the cabinet with metallised

2.-
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proportions and at least an inch from the transformer all round including the top. It should be
adequately ventilated at the sides and top and
painted matt black to prevent heat reflection, and
most important of all it should make good contact with the chassis and there should be at least
two or more connections from the box to the
chassis. Holes should be cut or drilled in the
To

Aerial

Aerial
to Set
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without the use of a spring connection. When the
chassis is inserted this will also make contact
with the foil. The ventilation holes, in both
panels must not be covered and will have to be
remade by puncturing the foil when the glue is
dry. Latex adhesive is the most suitable as it is
not affected by heat generated inside the cabinet.
As a safety precaution, make sure it is not possible
to touch any of the metal foil once the panels
are in place.

Radiation Through Walls

Co -ox,

Feeder

O/pF
/KV.W

Screening to

true earth

Direct to chassis
Fig. 3. -The screening of the coaxial lead should be
connected direct to earth.

chassis roundihe base of the transformer to allow
an upward draught. You may think the battle is
nearly over and that we have all the culprits
boxed up, but there are two more still at large,
namely the scanning coils and the tube coating.

The Scan Coils

The deflector coils can be screened by wrapping paper -backed metal foil coaxially round
the coils and connecting the foil to the chassis,
or the coils may be placed in an aluminium can.
As the pulse voltage on the line coils is rather
high, care must be taken against insulation breakdown between the coils and the metal foil.
If the tube is provided with an external graphite
coating make sure that the phosphor bronze spring
is making good contact with the coating and
chassis. Two springs are required for maximum
efficiency. Good connections here will help to
reduce forward radiation from the scan coils.
Whether the tube is provided with an external
graphite coating or not, an extra modification
will help (Fig. 1). Some receivers have the EHT
lead taken direct from the rectifier to the tube
anode cap. This lead should be broken prefer-a
ably at the rectifier end if there is room and
watt resistor value 100kS2 to 2MS2 should be
inserted- 470k12 is a popular value in this position,
but the value must be found by experiment. Now
connect a high voltage condenser between the
tube anode cap and chassis adjacent to the resistor, its value being .001 AF and its working voltage will depend on the final anode voltage, this
may be any voltage from 6 kV to 16 kV.

Metal Foil Screening

Owing to the layout of certain models it may
not be possible to screen all the line components
mentioned, if this is the case the alternative is
to glue metal foil (paper- backed) on the inside
back and bottom panels and connect these to the
chassis via phosphor bronze springs (see Fig. 2).
The cabinet top and sides should be treated in
the same way. As the foil cannot be soldered
it should be glued to the cabinet in one piece,
starting on the outside of the cabinet underneath.
Then when the bottom panel is in place with the
foil facing inwards, electrical contact can be made

As- back radiation appears to give the most
trouble, especially if a television receiver is
installed against a party wall, screening the back
panel as given above will help to cut interference
to a minimum. Even the simple expedient of
placing a metal tray at the back of the receiver
and earthing it has cut down radiation and made
listening bearable for the unfortunate neighbour.
In the place of metal foil. the entire inside of the
cabinet including the back and bottom panels can
be painted with graphite if desired. The procedure
regarding connections and precautions are the
same as for the foil. All the above remarks apply
to direct coupling between the two receivers.
Another test can be carried out if direct coupling
is suspected by disconnecting the aerial from the
TV receiver. If the interference persists, direct
coupling is almost certain to be the culprit.
Indirect coupling. If interference is diminished
somewhat by disconnecting the TV aerial, this
indicates that the interference is mainly due to
radiation from the aerial system. The following
modifications to the TV should then be tried.
Earth the outer screening of the coaxial cable
direct to a good low resistance earthing point (see
Fig. 3). Connect a .01 µF 1,000 v. condenser
from the chassis to the coaxial cable screening.
Connect a .5 µF condenser from the H.T. line to
the nearest chassis connection (Fig. 4). This
condenser should be conHTt
nected as near as possible
to the line transformer
H.T. feed.
Check that all the
Line
screened parts of the
Transformer
cabinet are making good
contact with the chassis.

The Aerial Lead
Where a multi -channel tuner unit is in use.
the re- routing of its
coaxial aerial cable may
be necessary to avoid
Port.
Line
pick -up. If this cable
Output
the
runs underneath
chassis from back to
front, it should be moved
to run along the outside
of the chassis runner Fig.
Additional
and the aerial input co- smoothing for the H.T.

4.-

axial cable screening true
line.
earthed. Make sure no
part of the coaxial screening comes in direct contact with the chassis runner if the receiver is of
the A.C./D.C. type.
No direct connection should be made between

www.americanradiohistory.com
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the chassis and an external earthing point finless
the receiver is working from a double wound
mains transformer which completely isolates it
from the mains.
When radiation from the timebase finds its way
into the mains wiring, this can cause as much
trouble to radio reception as direct coupling.
Each pole of the mains supply should have a
condenser of .05 µF, 600 to 1,000 v. working connected between them and the earth terminal (see
Fig. 5). A more effective method is to fit suitable
filter chokes and condensers in both leads of the
mains supply after the on /off switch. These can
be home wound or a filter can be supplied ready
made by Belling and Lee Ltd.
A filter suitable for incorporation in the set
lead is the type L300/3 rated at A or the L305
at 2 A. These may both be used for radio or
TV mains inputs, and will reduce line timebase
whistle on the medium and long waves.
When designing a filter the maximum value of
capacitor for connecting across the mains su'pply
should be 0.5 µF and fuses should always be
fitted in both wires of the supply on the mains
side of the filter to protect it in case of capacitor
breakdown. The paper condensers should be
1

re°
T
Lz

Choke

000000`

The Radio
The listener can also take steps to reduce the
radiation hazard. The radio aerial should be
disconnected to ascertain whether radiation is
being picked up by the aerial or the set wiring.
If the interference persists with the aerial disconnected, the following can be tried. The receiver
should be moved from a party wall and tried out
in different parts of the room. Screen the cabinet

with foil. If the whistle diminishes when the
aerial is removed the siting of the TV and radio
aerials downleads can be altered in an effort to
keep these as far apart as possible.
A further improvement to interference free
reception is to fit a screened downlead to the
radio aerial. Providing the feeder does not exceed
some 20ft. in length it will not be necessary to
fit a matching transformer.
The radio listener can also fit filter chokes and
condensers in the mains lead to prevent interference reaching his set by this route. Condensers
alone will often reduce the interference.
)H'I

AC Mains

T` o
/l5p

Fig. 5.- Preventing feedback to the mains by means of
choke /capacitor network. This is similar to the Belling Lee L300/3 filter unit.

tested before use, and new stock used, although
some ex- Government Mansbridge types (metal
cased) are suitable. Other types of ex- Government
condensers stripped out of units are nearly always
leaky and should not be used.

Storage
Paper condensers that have to be stored for
future use should be kept in a polythene bag or
a glass jar with a screw top lid, as it is almost
impossible otherwise to keep the damp out.

Winding the Choke
A low- resistance filter choke can be wound
at home to reduce interference in general from
reaching the receiver. This choke consists of 300
turns of 26 s.w.g. enamel covered wire wound on
a ¡in. former, with side cheeks 1fin. in diameter
and ?in. apart. Its resistance is about 2+ ohms.

Parasitic Oscillations
In commercial TV receivers steps are taken to
prevent interference caused by the re- radiation of
parasitic oscillations generated in the receiver
and therefore this is seldom of a serious nature.
In a home built receiver, however, care should be
taken to see that this is kept to a minimum.
Particular attention should be paid to the oscillation stopper resistors in the grid and anode

491

circuits, especially in the line output stage. (These
can be 10 to 30ít, i watt.) Ferrite beads could bz
threaded on to the anode and grid leads as close
to the valve as possible.

TING

TV INTERFERENCE

SUPPRESSORS

(Continued from page 486)
fitted on the brush side of the field coils. The
first stage is to remove the brush leads from the
holders, and a choke of suitable rating is inserted
in each lead (see Fig. 1). The wire ends of the
choke must first be covered with sleeving and the
connections then soldered. Two capacitors, or a
double capacitor are used. The wire ends are
sleeved and a capacitor connected to each brush
holder. The second wire of each capacitor is
then connected to the frame of the motor, as
shown in Fig. 1. If a double capacitor is used
one wire is connected to each brush holder and
the third wire to the motor frame.
There is not usually a lot of spare room
in these motor cases, but the chokes can be tucked
in beside each field coil. A way can usually be
found if the situation is considered.

Fitting Extra Chokes
Should a further pair of chokes be needed to
obtain better results in a stubborn case, they can
be incorporated into the leads on the supply side
of the appliance, shown dotted in Fig. 1. This
second pair of chokes may be mounted in the
hollow handles of hair dryers and vacuum
cleaners. If this is done the heater of the hair
dryer will be in circuit and the current rating of
the chokes must be chosen with this fact in mind.
A suppressor system for thermostats is shown
in Fig. 2. Chokes are incorporated on either side
of the contact breaker, and a 470 pF capacitor is
then connected across the contacts.

"
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net or 16 I by post from
GEO. NEWNES LTD.

"

:

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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Television Receiving Licences
THE following statement shows
the approximate number of
Television Receiving Licences in
force at the end of February, 1959,
in respect of wireless receiving
stations situated within the various
Postal Regions of England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland.

Total England and Wales
...

Northern Ireland
Grand Total

104,486

9,152,927

TV Service f or WalesDiscussed

Total

Region

London Postal ...
Home Counties
...
Midland
North Eastern ...
...
North Western
...
South Western ...
Wales and Border Counties ...
Scotland

weather conditions. However,
as far as can be ascertained at
this time, test transmissions
might begin in July or August.
Signals from one of the sets of
Pye transmitters will be sent
out from a temporary aerial
mounted about half -way up the
permanent transmitting mast.
The effective radiated power will
be approximately 10 kW on
Channel 11, horizontally
polarised. All being well, the
Authority hopes to commence
full-power trade test transmissions on October 1.

..

1,677,785
1,179,081
1,421,129
1.489,990
1,257,708
744,960
543,285

... 8,313,938
...

...

...

734,503

Colour Television

THERE have been a number
of experimental colour television broadcasts undertaken by
the BBC and the international
aspect of this problem will be
studied at the forthcoming
C.C.I.R. International Plenary
Assembly being held at Los
Angeles in April. In the meantime, it is interesting to note
that apart from the U.S.A..
where regular schedules of
broadcasts are made using the
N.T.S.C. system, there have been
colour transmissions in Havana
and Japan, while it is anticipated
that France will follow suit
during 1959.

THE RT. HON. HENRY
BROOKE. M.P.. Minister

May, 1959

for Welsh Affairs, and the Rt.
Hon. Ernest Marples, M.P.,
Postmaster General, recently met
the Welsh Parliamentary Party
at the House of Commons for a
full discussion on the question
of a self-contained television
service for Wales. The Welsh
M.P.s stressed the importance of
such a service to Welsh culture
and the Welsh language, which
the two Ministers gave assurance
that they fully recognised. The
M.P.s asked that the needs for
such a service should be fully
taken into account in considering the future allocation of TV
channels. The Ministers explained the technical background
and assured the M.P.s that the
case which they had put forward
would be carefully considered.

Test Transmissions from
Mendlesham Station

THE Independent Television
Authority plans to send
out low -power test transmissions
from its Mendlesham station
near Stowmarket in the summer.
The precise date depends on the
speed with which the 1,000ft.
transmitting mast can be erected
and this in turn depends upon

Television is being employed by \ :orshall Motors to test car behaviour under
varying conditions. (See page 493.)
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Open Circuit Television

493

a way that it is

TO

help in studying the almost indistingbehaviour of cars and uishable
from
trucks in motion, Vauxhall the original.
Motors' engineers are now using
Mr. A. Becker,

open- circuit television at the
Vauxhall Test Centre at Chaul
End, near the company's Luton
and Dunstable factories.
The camera, mounted on the
vehicle close to the component
being observed, is connected to
a small transmitter inside the
body or cab. The aerial is fixed
lo the roof of the vehicle, and
transmits to a receiver aerial
on the roof of the nearby
Research Laboratory.
This is
connected to a normal TV
receiver inside the building,
where several people are able
to study the picture at one time.
This new " tool " has already
successfully revealed the cause
of intermittent localised vibra tion on some models at certain
critical speeds.

STV's c h i e f
engineer, said:
" We shall now
be able
to
produce a programme at any
time of the day
and insert it into
o u r
outgoing
schedule at any
desirable
time.
It can be flashed
back
on
the
screen
straight
away
in
the
time that it takes
the audio -video
to rewind the
tape,
approximately
two

minutes."

British

ard

North Eastern ITV Homes

A

MID -FEBRUARY survey of
the North Eastern ITV area
-the second to be carried
out by
Television Audience Measurement Limited (TAM) since the
area opened on January 20th
revealed that 358,000 homes
were then receiving ITV pro grammes-an increase of 68,000
in approximately four weeks.
This rapid increase brought the
density of ITV homes to 43 per
cent. of all households in the
area, a very much higher percentage than that recorded in
any other area after a comparable period.
TAM estimate that the number of homes in the North
Eastern area receiving ITV is
369.000 as at March 8th last.
Individuals in these homes
number 1,325.000, rather more
than half of the area's 2,615,000
inhabitants.

"

Stand-

FIXED elec-

trolytic

capacitors

Showing the Marconi 3 -tube colour camera at the
Leipzig Trade Fair.

(aluminium electrodes) for use in telecommunication and allied electronic
equipment." (Part 1: General
requirements and use) -B.S.
2134: Part 1: 1959.
Part
to be published later -will
specify sizes, ratings, etc., of a
standard range of electrolytic
capacitors. Use of this standard
(as with others in the series)
requires reference to B.S.
2011, " British Standard climatic and durability tests for
components," which fully describes a range of tests to which
components may be subjected in
accordance with the requirements of the relevant standards
for the individual components.
Copies of the Standard may be
obtained from the British
Standards
Institution,
Sales
Scottish TV's New Video Tape Branch, 2, Park Street, London,
W.I. Price 7s. 6d. '(Postage will
NEW audio -video tape be charged extra to non
recording machine-Ampex subscribers.)
-recently installed in the
Master Control studios of STV,
is now ready to reproduce a Western Nigerian Television
complete programme on the
Equipment
screen within two minutes of
Obafemi
the original production. One of
Awolowo's
Western
the latest recording machines Nigerian Government has given
in the country, the Ampex is a " letter of intent " to Marconi's
basically a
memory," as it Wireless Telegraph Company
records a complete programme, Limited of Chelmsford, to purboth in sound and vision, in such chase from them television

-

2-

A

PREMIER
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transmitting and ancillary equipment for the Western Nigerian
television network to be
inaugurated later this year.

Industrial Photographic and
Television Exhibition

MAJOR advance in the
history of industry is now
being projected (April 20th to
24th) in the Royal Albert Hall,
London. The Industrial Photographic & Television Exhibition
is the first full -scale display of
its kind, designed to speed and
raise the efficiency of modem
industry through the art of
photography. It is sponsored by
Industrial & Trade Fairs Ltd.
The show has the powerful
support of the various trade,
technical
and s p e c i a l i s t
periodicals of the younger but
no less important sciences in
industry.
Equipment on show ranges
from
basic standard plate
cameras to photo -electric controlled units. The whole gamut
of development is being shown
-industrial television, infrared photography, radiography,
spectrography,
photomicrography, including cathode -ray
oscillographs and other processes.
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wired in series with a lead to tag D, say, on
the rear terminal. The other heater tag, tag F,

should then be connected to the tube heater pin
to provide a series circuit for the heater chain.
The earth lead -tag H -is easily accommodated,
being wired to the nearest convenient point on
the main chassis. Tag M must be connected to
the positive H.T. line, and in some sets this is
available at the second anode pin on the picture
tube base, where the tube in use is a tetrode.
One further point remains to be checked before
proceeding, it is an advantage to know which
of the thirteen channels provided is the correct
one for I.T.A. signal reception. The continuous
rotation obtainable with the switch makes this
a little difficult. The appropriate switch position
number 9 for London I.T.A. -can be identified,
however, by an examination of the wiring
associated with the switch inside the convertor.

-

0.
TG..._ Contrast

Superhet and Straight

When the convertor is connected to a superhet
set, as explained previously, two valves are
is
removed from the set, as their circuit function
replaced by the convertor. The total heater
voltage therefore remains the same in this case.
In the straight set, however, the two convertor
and,
valves are an addition to the heater chain, voltstrictly speaking, some adjustment of heater
v.
age should be made accordingly. A total of 16 be
is required to supply the circuit, and should
resisoffset by appropriate reduction of the fixed chain
tance normally present as part of the heater
of the set.
tapping
If this is impossible then the mains
next lowest
on the set should be reset to the increase
the
range of input voltages. This will this should
H.T. voltage as well, but in general
set.
not seriously adversely affect the life ofa the
safety
For the worried reader, however, to change
precaution can be adopted : this isthe rectifier
the position of the point at whichsome 20 volts
is tapped into the heater chain to
still
or so below the present set Value, whileabove.
readjusting the mains tap as recommended work
As a final comment most sets will
being
satisfactorily unmodified in this respect,
unaffected by the additional 16 v. of heaters
added to the chain. On 240 v. supply the
heaters will then be operating at approximately
7 per cent. lower voltage than required.
The heater chain is generally most accessible
at the base of the tube and one lead of the two
to the tube heaters should be disconnected and

t

n

By Hugh

INSTALLATION AND ALIGNMENT

AT the stage reached in last month's article
the circuit is almost ready for test, the
incorporation of a Band I stop filter being
left until the necessity for it has been proved.
First, however, tag C on the terminal board
be
(Fig. 3) at the rear of the convertor must
accommodated. The circuit shows that tag C
is connected to the earthy side of the cathode
bias resistor in VI. Normally this point would
be connected to a variable resistor, functioning
as a contrast control in the set in which the convertor is installed. For test purposes, this point
may be earthed directly via tag I) on the same
terminal strip, thus giving the convertor maximum
gain. This connection may be left permanently
if the picture ultimately obtained proves satisfactory, but should it appear too contrasty then a
1.000 ohm wire -wound potentiometer, connected
as a variable resistance, should couple tag C
to earth.
Supplies to the convertor may now be con-nected. The heaters in the convertor are series
wired, and are arranged to be connected in series
TV
with the existing set heater line-up. The type
set must necessarily be of the A.C./D.C.
having a series heater line -up of 0.3 A current
rating.

IIIlI

H

Earth

M

H.T.

Como/

t 2501!

Fig. 3. -The terminal board at the rear of the tuner.

The wiring loop starts on position 1, next to
the tag to which one connection of L5 is made.
Count round eight positions in a clockwise
direction viewed from the spindle, and the switch
wipers should now be in contact with the ninth
channel.

Alignment

For test purposes some sort of Band III signal
should be obtainable from the existing Band I
array. If the latter is selective, however, owing
to a complicated series of elements, it may be
necessary to improvise. If this is necesssary a
temporary Band IH aerial can be prepared from
two lft. 2in. lengths of rod, connected as a
dipole to a length of coaxial cable. The other
end of the coaxial cable should be terminated
in tags A and B on the top of the convertor,
the screened braiding being connected to tag B.
To provide an output lead to the set, a short
length of coaxial cable should link the aerial
socket on the set with tags G and H on the
four -way terminal strip on top of the chassis,
tag H being earthed. Ensure that the polarity
of the mains is such that the chassis will not
be live, and then switch on.
(Continued on page 496)
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GR, Tubes-5

MODELS ARE DEALT WITH THIS MONTH

(Continued from page 445

PROCEEDING with the unboxing of Models
V4, VT7 and V7, unsolder the red and
black loudspeaker wires from the tag
strip beside the scan coils, remove the tube base,
the ion trap magnet (note its setting), the EHT
connector, undo the two self- tapping screws holding the scan coil tag strip to the tube cradle and
remove the four 2 B.A. bolts with saucer
washers holding the scan coil and focus
assembly to the tube clamp and remove the
whole assembly, chassis and turret to a safe
place. Lay the set face down on a cloth and
remove the four screws on the outside of the
tube clamp which will release the clamp from
the tube and enable the tube to be lifted -out.
On 17in. sets there are four bars which brace
the tube clamp to the cabinet farther down and
these should be detached from the tube clamp
and swung to the sides prior to the removal of
the clamp. The two inner (self- tapping) screws
on the two bars on the outside of the tube
clamp are locking devices and should be slackened
off a turn where fitted.

Reassembly
Thoroughly clean the cabinet inside and all

parts before reassembling, bearing in mind
the fact that the " safety glass " is Perspex and if
not cleaned with an anti -static compound will
attract dust during the refitting process. Refit
in the reverse order, making sure that the bronze
springs on the tube clamp contact the graphited
bulb, and that the thick rubber ring is placed
over the tube neck first. It is essential that no
strain is placed upon the tube neck when the
deflector coils are refitted and a sleeve of
corrugated cardboard can be fitted as a centering device. Refit the ion trap magnet, tube base
connector. EHT connector (before replacing
turret). resolder loudspeaker wires and set up as
for VTI7.

of the April

By H. Peters

issue)

V14 and V14C Removal of C.R.Tt
Remove card back and four large bolts
underneath the chassis. On V14C remove four
front knobs and loudspeaker leads and withdraw
chassis back through cabinet. On V14 lay
set on it face and lift wooden part of cabinet
backwards off set. Then remove four front

knobs and unscrew black plastic front. Both
models :-Slacken the four screws which tighten
the metal bands' from the tube bowl to the scan
coils. Remove EHT lead, ion trap magnet, and
base. Take off the two brackets at the top
corners of the safety glass and lift out the glass
( *).
Remove the four clips holding the rubber
mask in position and remove the tube and mask.

Refitting
Clean and fit tube to mask face downwards.
Refit to chassis, making sure that the rubber ring
around the tube neck fits centrally over the
scan coils. Fit the clips, window and corner
pieces back and tighten up the four metal bands
so that the focus assembly is concentric with the
tube neck. Ensure that the scan coils are well
forward against the tube by slackening the four
screws in the twisted slots and screwing the plate
in. Refit ion trap magnet, EHT connector, C.R.T.
base, and set up picture as for previous models.

Screen Cleaning
Proceed as for changing C.R.T. as far as
above.

()

Boosting C.R.T.
Use a 6.3 v. transformer as for VTI7. Obtain
Tribe support strap

tension

screws

Mask clips

Corner brackets

nit

adjustment
Ion

trap

magnet

Screen Cleaning
Withdraw chassis to extent of leads, lay set
on its non -turret side, remove card bottom,
bracket holding speaker and rectangular clip
beside it. Peel off the sticky tape and slide the
Perspex sheet down through the slot. If it is
at all stiff a clammy hand placed flat on the
middle of the Perspex usually provides sufficient
adhesion to get it started. To re -use the sticky
tape, heat it 1Tt front of the fire.

Boosting
Use a 6.3 v. transformer, and connect the
secondary to pins
and 12 of the tube, having
previously removed and shorted out the existing
heater wiring. Mains for the booster can be
picked up between chassis and tag No. 5 of the
voltage selector.

Focus

magnet

1

Scancoi

Safety
g /ass

Fig.

tightening

cams

12.-Details

of the tube assembly on Models V14

and V14C. See notes above.
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mains for it from between chassis and the centre
contact of the voltage selector plug.
Important.-Most of the work in the above
tube change is on stiff Philips headed self tapping screws which are close to the tube. It
is preferable to buy the correct sized Philips
screwdriver before you start than to use an
ordinary screwdriver and perhaps seriously
damage some component.

VT7 14in. Transportable
Take off the two halves of
C.R.T. removal
the outer cover by removing two screws from
the underside flange of each half. Remove the
front escutcheon and safety glass (six screws,
around the edge) (t). Remove the EHT cap,
base connector and ion trap magnet, slacken band
around the tube face and withdraw the tube.
Reassemble in the reverse order.
:

To Clean Screen

Refitting
Adjustment of the scan coils so that they are
tight against the bowl is accomplished by slackening the clamp holding their canister and moving
the latter forward. When reconnecting to the
chassis the pink free lead goes to the line transformer, the blue one to the chassis beneath the
tube base. Setting up as for VTI7.

Boosting

Proceed as above as far as (t).

To Boost Tube
Connect 6.3 volt (plus boost) winding of transformer to pins and 12 of tube having removed
previous wires and taped them back unshorted.
Pick up mains from the central (thick pin) con tacts of the two voltage selector plugs, not between
either of these and chassis, as this receiver
incorporates a double wound transformer to
isolate it from the mains.
Note. -For convenience the two chassis are
hinged and may be swung outwards upon release
of the central front screw.
1

-

Pye FV1 and Other Models in the
Range. Changing the C.R.T.

"FV"

Remove back and three screws holding rear
chassis flange. Unplug 12 -way lead from chassis,

TURRET TUNERS
(Continued from page 494)

After warming up, if all is satisfactory, the
I.T.A. raster (or picture) should present itself,
although the sound may not be present. On
the other hand, the reverse state of affairs may
be applicable, and in either event adjustment of
the fine trimmer should yield both picture and
sound.
If sound only is faintly discernible switch the
tuner back to Channel I to receive the BBC
programme, and then adjust the iron dust core
of L8, the output transformer, for maximum
signal. This procedure will ensure that the I.F.
transformer is on tune. Reset the switch to the
I.T.A. channel and readjust the trimmer capacity
via the shaft on the switch spindle to obtain a
picture with sound. Better coverage may be
obtained by careful variation of the spacing of
the turns on L5, using a matchstick, say. Some
adjustment of L7 may also be necessary to
optimise results.

Modifying Aerial Array
On completion of the preliminary

EHT lead and the pink and blue free leads.
Chassis will now withdraw. Stand set on face,
unsolder loudspeaker at tag strip, remove C.R.T.
base connector and ion trap magnet, undo large
nuts at " scissors " supports on the side of the
tube cradle and lift out cradle placing it face
downwards. Slacken band around tube bowl and
lift tube cradle off tube and mask. Clean, fit new
tube to mask and replace in reverse order, making
sure anode cap comes in the same relative
position.

alignment

Remove wires from pins 1 and 12 of the
C.R.T., short the wires together and, tape them
off. Connect 6.3 volt side of boost transformer
to pins
and 12 of C.R.T. Mains for the
transformer can be obtained from the two
shorted pins. on the 12 -way plug and the chassis
wire next to them, making it convenient to
service the set without first having to remove
the transformer front the woodwork.
1

.

Earlier Models
The majority of earlier receivers have the tube
strapped to the chassis. The method 'of changing
them is thus self- evident upon unboxing and
provided the general principles outlined in
previous articles are observed, no difficulties
shtwld be experienced.
(To be continued)

the screening cover should be replaced after
switching off the set, and the cabinet drilled to
facilitate mounting access to the controls.
However, should tests in conjunction with the
correct aerial array show a prohibitively large
amount of BBC breakthrough on I.T.A.-an effect
which makes itself apparent as annoying varying
bands of light moving across the picture, and
in some bad cases actual BBC picture moving
in a random horizontal fashion superimposed on
the I.T.A. picture -then it may be necessary to
modify the aerial array.
Greater protection against cross -talk can be
achieved by tuning the aerial elernents to I.T.A.
resonant lengths only. On Channel 1. the BBC
will still be received although the aerial will not
be functioning as a true dipole.
An alternative and more academically correct
solution, involving a little more work on the part
of the reader, is to incorporate a simple filter
circuit in the converter. This can take the form
of a series -tuned circuit designed to resonate at
45 Mc /s, and coupled to the I.T.A. Channel
contact on the input wafer of the switch and
earth. As a rule, however, aerial adjustment is
all that is necessary to obtain an acceptable
picture on both channels.
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A TV OSCILLOSCOPE -3
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE

COMPLETE CIRCUIT

(Continued from page 453

N

i
the cathode -follower valve -voltmeter circuit

of the April

By

R.
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Coates

issue)

to some, but it is the standard method of biasing
which was shown in Fig. 6 last month the many oscillators, e.g., the Colpitts oscillator used
voltage on the input grid is developed almost in most superhet radio sets. The principle is that,
entirely across the cathode resistor in the form of if the grid capacitor is initially uncharged, then
a difference voltage which is then compared with grid current will flow when the grid is made posithe voltage across the resistor in the cathode of an tive by the incoming signal. This grid current
identical circuit. The matching of valves or will be of such a polarity as to charge the input
resistors is rendered unnecessary by the inclusion capacitor in such a way that the grid will become
of the " set -zero " preset potentiometer, which negative. Naturally, the charge will leak away
should be placed in series with the cathode resistor slowly through the grid resistor, so that the grid
which proves to have the lower resistance of a voltage will drift slowly towards zero again. This
pair that are nominally identical. There is no is prevented when the next positive peak of the
need to measure these values if you do not have waveform causes grid current to flow momentarily
the facilities, as if you connect the potentiometer once more, thus restoring the grid to its negative
in the wrong circuit you will not be able to set voltage.
the zero: the potentiometer should then be wired
in the other circuit, when the setting will be Pulses
found.
Now, if we consider the anode current during
this operation. we find that it is almost cut off for
Potentiometer Value
most of the time. but naturally,
the grid
The value of the " set -zero " potentiometer goes positive momentarily, the when
current
should be about one -third of the value of the reaches a high maximum. Thus weanode
find that the
cathode resistor, which should be calculated from waveform at the anode
the values of the voltage across them (assuming consists of a series of
the cathodes to be at earth potential), divided by sharp, short pulses. These
the required anode current in each valve. These pulses will be negative,
currents should be the same. Ifthe potentiometer that is, the anode will
will not zero the meter when set in either circuit, normally remain at a voltthen the circuits are perfectly matched, and age close to. that of the
should be put out of balance by adding a resistor H.T. supply, but will
of value about half that of the potentiometer in become
more negative
the circuit which does not contain the potentio- (i.e., less positive) during
meter. On the other hand; if the potentiometer is the pulses, so that a series
found to have too low a value, then it should be of negative pulses will be
placed in that circuit in which it comes closest to delivered at the output.
balance, and a resistor of value about half that This is then joined directly
of the potentiometer should be added in series to the synchronisation
inwith it. An alternative method of setting the zero put of the timebase, that
is by adjusting the voltage on the grid of the is, the screen grid.
reference valve: this may be done in the same
If we wish to display on
E
way as the suggestion for the provision of Y -shift the screen more than one
Fig.
7.Circuit
of
mentioned above.
the
cycle of the waveform
sync amplifier.
The input grid resistor may have a very high being investigated, we
value indeed, if it is so desired. The A.C. output may well find that the pulses provided by this
should be taken to the potential divider gain circuit are of such great amplitude that the time control of the amplifier. Various ranges of D.C. base will not lock to any but the exact frequency
measurement may be obtained in the usual way of the wave being investigated: we must then
by switching in various values of series resistor attenuate the output of the amplifier, and this is
to the voltmeter.
best performed by fitting a variable resistor in
the anode load position in Fig. 7, and taking the
output via the existing capacitor from the tap on
The Synchronisation Circuit
In most home -constructed oscilloscopes it is the variable resistor. A potential divider circuit
considered sufficient to use as a source of syn- should not be used directly between the two
chronisation signal the output of the final Y- circuits, as this will have an upsetting influence
amplifier. It is certainly possible to obtain on the D.C. conditions of the timebase, so, if it is
reasonable results in this way, but here it is desired to use this particular method, two coupling
assumed that the constructor requires a better capacitors will be essential.
circuit than this simple arrangement.
A suitable amplifier circuit is shown in Fig. 7, Valve Life
which uses a high-gain pentode such as a 6AM6
It may be thought that the valvé is being
or EF91. The biasing arrangements may be new operated under adverse conditions with regard to
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length of service, but this is in fact not true.
The value of the grid current flowing will be
limited to a very small value if the grid resistor
is fairly high, say, half a megohm. The value of
the input capacitor will need to be determined
experimentally: it is possible that in some designs
the optimum value will need to be changed with
frequency, in which case it is best altered by a
switch ganged to the timebase frequency switch.
The anode load can be high, and a quarter of a
megohm would not be excessive: the screen
resistor should be about twice the value of the
anode load. The screen decoupling capacitor need
not be large, and neither need the output coupling
capacitor.

Distortion

There is one disadvantage of the use of this
type of circuit, and that is the tendency to distort
the incoming signal. If only one cycle is being
examined, however, this distortion is of little
importance, as the part of the trace which is
distorted will be the part which occurs during,
or very close to, the flyback. The distortion is
caused by the sudden very short pulse of current
which flows to recharge the capacitor: thus there
are two methods of reducing it, firstly by using
a small value of input capacitor, and secondly by
feeding the circuit from a source of low impedance. The best input point is one of the Y- plates,
but this is a high impedance source, so the amplifier may be fed from a cathode follower which is
R -C coupled from one of the Y- plates.

Picture Display Facilities

This is the only point mentioned in the original
specification which has not been covered by the
description so far, but it is mainly a matter of
providing suitable switching : the grid we have
the
already mentioned as being brought out to and
front panel for the brightness modulation,
the only other considerations concern the timebases. As the requirement in the oscilloscope
is for a voltage deflection system, it would seem
to be best to use the variable timebase for Xdeflection, as usual, and insert. the Y- deflection
at the normal Y- input.,

The Complete Circuit

All the foregoing has been to explain the
details of the basic design of the various circuits
which go to make up the complete oscilloscope,
and reference has been made to the interconnection of each separate circuit, but it is possible
by
that some beginners have been confusedhave
these cross- references even though they
been deliberately restricted for this reason.
in
Accordingly, the complete circuit is shownwill
Fig. 8, and it is hoped that reference to this
clear up any remaining doubts or queries that
may have come to mind.
On the left is shown the simple D.C. valve
the
voltmeter circuit, as found in. Fig. 6. Here,voltcircuit has been completed, to show the
meter range switch and the set zero control.
Note that the output must be via a capacitor'.
The gain control system has been omitted from
the completed circuit in order to avoid the
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confusion which would inevitably result from
such complication of the diagram. However, the
positions of insertion are marked, and full instructions are given in Fig. 5 for the wiring.
Although the input is shown via a capacitor,
the negative feedback amplifier is here shown
in its D.C. amplifier form. This is so that the
complete diagram will tie up more closely with
Fig. 4. The necessary modifications for conversion are detailed in the text.

X- and Y- shifts
The method of Y-shift mentioned in the text
is shown in the complete circuit, coupled, as
recommended, with the X -shift control.
The tube circuit and timebase circuit are
exactly as described previously, and the only
modification to the sync amplifier is that it has

been connected to the negative supply rail instead
of the positive. In actual fact, this makes no
difference whatsoever, except to the consideration
of the respective supply currents. The circuit,
complete with its buffer amplifier, may be
transferred to the positive supply without any
modification. The buffer cathode follower is
perfectly conventional in design.

Power Supply

It will be seen that the power supply circuit
satisfactory for general use. There is no vital
necessity for the use of full -wave rectification of
the negative supply, and metal rectifiers are to
be recommended. ' On the other hand, a conventional double diode rectifying circuit for the
positive supply would be perfectly satisfactory.
Modern rectifiers do not even require a separate
heater supply, as they are made to withstand
the high tension voltage being placed between
heater and cathode. This point, incidentally, will
need to be watched if valves are used in the
positions marked for the sync amplifier valves,
as they will need either a high heater -cathode
insulation or a separate heater supply. The
manufacturers' data should be consulted.
The grid of the cathode ray tube is seen to
be brought out to the front panel for brightness
modulation, and this terminal should be earthed
when not in use, in order to prevent unwanted
50 /cs brightness modulation owing to the heater.
As an alternative, it may be conected to the sync
amplifier anode for fly -back suppression, the
latter also being brought out to the front panel
for external synchronisation purposes.
is of the form of Fig. 1(a), this being the most

Valve Testing

There are many uses to which an oscilloscope
can be put in addition to the normal one of
waveform inspection, and one of the most useful
is the display of valve characteristic curves.
The theory of the method is that a signal is
applied to the grid of a valve, and simultaneously
to the X- deflection plates: this signal peed not
have any particular waveform, and a sine wave
will do just as well as a linear timebase. Now,
if there is a small resistor in the anode circuit,
a voltage will be developed across it which is
at all times proportional to the anode current.
If this A.C. signal is now displayed, via an
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amplifier, on the Y- deflection plates, the tube
will trace out the grid voltage /anode current
characteristic of the valve being tested. By
measurement of the slope of this curve, the gm
of the valve may be determined the complete
instrument is best calibrated initially using two
or more valves of known gm, as most radio
dealers have facilities nowadays for measuring
this characteristic.
It will be a relatively simple matter to arrange
that the anode, screen, and grid voltages are
variable, so that the complete valve tester is fully
versatile and can be used for a wide variety of
valves.

amplifier, or tuned circuit. The best source
signal for this purpose is the timebase in the
unit. which is displayed in the normal way. The
output of the timebase is also used to control
:
the frequency of an oscillator.
The oscillator is arranged in such a manner
that its frequency of oscillation is dependent
upon the voltage which is applied to an input
terminal. This may be brought about in a
number of ways all of which are too intricate
to be discussed here, but any constructor who
is interested will find that quite a lot of literature
has been published on this subject.
If the timebase output is used as the input to
such an oscillator, then the frequency of oscilaDynamic Characteristics
tion will rise at a steady rate as the timebase
By the provision of a switched range of anode output voltage rises, and then fall suddenly
to
resistors, the dynamic characteristics of the valve its lowest value, this cycle being repetitive. As
may be measured. These are simply the mutual the frequency rises, so the spot on the cathode
characteristics measured under operating condi- ray tube will move from left to right. The
tions, i.e., with a sizeable anode resistor which starting frequency is controlled within
the
causes large fluctuations in the anode voltage oscillator, and the range of sweep of frequency
when an A.C. signal is applied to the grid. The is controlled by the sweep voltage amplitude
anode resistor for measuring the mutual charac- applied to the oscillator input.
teristic should be as small as possible, in order
If the output of this
is used as the
to give the minimum of such variation of anode input to the amplifier tooscillator
be tested, e.g., an I.F.
voltage consistent with supplying a suitably large strip, the output of this amplifier
is rectified and
output signal.
applied to the Y- deflection plates, then the spot
As mentioned above, the input signal may be on the screen will trace out the frequency
response
of any waveform: the frequency also is of no of the amplifier. With this trace on
importance at all, and the amplitude should be the tuned circuits in the amplifier the screen,
sufficient to give a wide swing of grid voltage, adjusted to give the desired frequency may be
response.
so as to display the cut -off and grid current The system is not, of
limited to high
parts of the characteristics. The source pro- frequencies: there is nocourse,
why, with a
viding the signal should have low impedance, suitable oscillator, the samereason
system should not
and a heater voltage supply is perfectly suitable be applied to audio frequencies.
if of sufficient amplitude to drive the valve from
cut -off to grid current in each cycle.
Null Indicator
The oscilloscope with its associated amplifier is
Frequency Response Testing
very effective null indicator. This is the type
Another very useful application of the oscillo- aof indicator
is used to indicate a balance
scope is the direct display of the frequency on an A.C. which
measuring bridge. One
response of any component, such as a transformer, of the easiestcomponentto construct is the type called the
AMP./TVOE

ac

TT

VOLTMETER

z

72/8

FREQ.

INPUT

COOPSI

ÓI

T/MEBASE
ON

SI/ET

<77>

o

PUSHFEw+á°

íF

PULL

STAGE I

SYNC.

AO/L[/A

STN[
AMP/Fi

lf14'
[

MOTE: CAIN CONTROL NOT 5/AWN
INSERTED AT POINTS MARRED X

Fig. 8.-The complete theoretical circuit diagram.
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transformer bridge, which is fed by a sine -wave
oscillator of a suitable frequency. The input
signal is fed to the primary of a transformer,
which has a double -wound secondary. These two
windings should be identical as far as possible.
The component to be measured is connected
between one end of the winding and earth, and
the oscilloscope is connected between the centre
tap of the double -wound secondary and earth. No
signal will be seen on the screen when the other
end of the secondary winding is connected to
earth via a network which is identical to that
being measured.
If an inductor is being measured, then it may
well be inconvenient to compare it with another
inductor, in which case there should only be a
resistor in the " standard " arm, and a variable
capacitor should be connected in series with the
unknown inductor. When the null setting is found,

Suit - pJthL ce.
By H. J. Barton

MONOSCOPE equipment is used quite extensively by both the BBC and Independent
Television Companies, to provide test card
pictures for the benefit of the industry and the
trade in checking receiver performance. This
special apparatus is primarily a post -war development, but it is interesting to note that equipment
was designed prior to the war for testing sets
without in any way being dependent on an
external transmitter for the signals. The vision
signal itself was produced through the medium
of a special type of tube which to all intents and
purposes was a modified form of cathode ray
tube. In place of the usual fluorescent screen
was mounted a nickel plate on which was
" printed " a picture. The picture, a positive one,
was made from a half tone block, similar to
those used in these pages, so that both half tones
as well as black and white effects would be
included in the picture.

Function of Tube

The tube functioned on the principle of varying secondary emission. When the electron beam
produced by the normal electrode assembly

scanned the picture on the plate, varying numbers
of secondary electrons were released according to
whether the beam was traversing the metallic
portion of the plate or the special composition
filling the interstices of the metal. More electrons
are released by the metallic portions than by the
composition, and this varying secondary electron

(Above).-The picture tubé.
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the value of the inductor may be calculated from
1
the well -known formula: f =
2n VLC
or 1/L = 4n!f2C where f is the frequency in cycles,
C is the capacity in Farads, L is the inductance in
.
Henries, ,,T= 3.14159
The frequency of an unknown signal may be
measured by the use of an oscilloscope by displaying it on the Y- plates, via the amplifier, if necessary. Then a known variable frequency is
displayed on the X- plates, and adjusted in
frequency until one of Lissajou's Figures is seen.
If the two signals are of the same frequency,
then a circle will be seen. If the unknown frequency is half the known, then a figure -of-eight
will be seen. If the unknown is twice the known,
then a figure -of -eight will be seen, but lying on its

...

side.

3ilanzirnittivL
Chapple, B.Sc.
emission constituted the picture signal, being
picked up by a collector anode formed by metal lising the inside wall of the tube.

Equipment Housed in Two Racks
The whole equipment was housed in two racks.
The picture tube, magnetically focused, was
mounted in the top section together with a two stage vision amplifier, the output from which
constituted the vision
signal proper. Below
this was the monitor
tube, mounted vertically, the picture being
viewed in a horizontal
mirror.
The necessary power
supplies were at the
base of the rack while
the second rack housed
the frame and line
synchronising pulse
the
generators of
picture tube and the
cathode ray tube monitor. The signal output
could be made to
modulate a standard
carrier fed round the
factory and so provide
a convenient and efficient test signal.

(Right) The rack mounting for the equipment.
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AT

£14

(P. & P. 10/ -)

Why buy a F.M. Tuner at the same price?
Tapped input 200 -225 v. and 226 -250 v. A.C. ONLY.
Chassis size 15" x 61" x 51" high. New manufacture.
Dial 144" x 4" in gold, red and deep brown.
Pick -up. Extension speaker, Ae., E. and Dipole sockets.
Five " piano " push buttons-OFF, L.W., M.W., F.M. and
Gram. Aligned and tested. With all valves.
Covers 1,000 -1,900 M. ; 200-500 M. ; 88 -99 Mc/s.
Valves EZ80 rect., ECH81, EF89, EABC80, EL84, ECC85.
Speaker & Cabinet to fit, polished with back, 70/ -.
8" x 5" ELLIPTICAL SPEAKER 20/ -.
TERMS
(Chassis) £5 down + carr. and 5 Monthly
Payments of 38/- or with Cabinet and Speaker £6 down
+ carr. and 6 Monthly Payments of £2.

:-

We are specialists in I.T.A. Converters. All our converters give direct
power pack, metal rectifier, co -axial plug, can be fitted in 5 -10 mins., switching I.T.A. to B.B.C., have internal
and need no alteration to your set. ALL
AREAS, ALL SETS, ALL CHANNELS. 12 months' guarantee (3 months
on valves).

NOVEL
" PLINTH "
CONVERTER
Your set stands on this

Price £4.7.6 (3/- post),
grey metal finish, 2 valves
ECC81. Switch positions

converter

giving
neat
appearance.
Size
16r x
144" x 3 ". Valves PCF80 and
PCC84. Switch positions I.T.A.
I.T.A.(2)- B.B.C.
Separate gain controls. PRICE only £4.15.0 (3/- post),
or without power pack £3.3.0, post free.

OFF -I.T.A.- B.B.C.

ANOTHER " READY TO USE
I.T.A. CONVERTER

(l)-

"

CHASSIS CONVERTER INTERNAL MOUNTING.
Specification as Plinth Converter
above ; with leads for power
supply, etc. Size 9" x 2" x 5" high.
PRICE £2.17.6 (2/6 post).
Power pack, fully wired with
connection instructions, 25/- extra.

Separate gain controls.
Valves
PCF80 and PCC84. Switch positions I.T.A. (1)
I.T.A. (2)
B.B.C. Bakelite moulded cabinet
x 4" x 6 ".
/85.5.0 P. & P. 3/ -.

-

-

I.T.A. TABLE TOP AERIAL
An I.T.A. table top aerial with
amazing performance. The Wolsey
Hi -Q at 19/6 (2/6 post).
Gives
good reception up to 20 miles,
and has cross -over unit in base
with socket for B.B.C. aerial.

GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER with 5in. SPEAKER

WHY PAY MORE?

CYLDON 16 Mc /s and 19 Mc /s
TURRET TUNER with two sets
coils (state B.B.C. & I.T.A.
channels). Extra pair of coils,
5/- pr. With knobs. ONLY 77/6
(2/6 post).
Valves PCC84 and
PCF80
included,
or valves
UCC84 and UCF80.

NEW SILVERED MICA CONDENSERS.

ferent values, 10/ -, post paid.
RESISTORS. 50 different values.
5' -, post paid.

and model no. when ordering.

INCREMENTAL TURRET
TUNER by famous manufacturer
for 35 Mc/s only; with knobs.
Valves PCC84 and PCF80. ONLY
77/6, post free, or valves UCC84
and UCF80.

dif-

50

} watt to

1

watt.

I.T.A. AERIALS clipping to existing mast -2" dia.
3- element, 27/- ; 5 -el., 35/- ; 9 -el., 55/- ; Loft mountg.
1

3 -el.,
5 -el.

THE BRAYHEAD TURRET
TUNER, £7.7.0, post free.
Complete with booklet and
fitting instructions. State set

7,1313%)

On Fabric -covered Baffle l24" x 5'.
Mains and Output Transformers. Metal Rectifier.
ECL82 Valve. Tone and Volume Controls. On -off
switch. Plenty of volume. Fully Guaranteed. Two
Knobs supplied. Ready to play.

20/-

27/6 ; Combined single B.B.C. and
I.T.A., 75/- with chimney lashings ; Co-axial
cable semi -air-spaced, 8d. yd. or 20 yds., 12/6 ; aerial
and cable prices carr. pd.
SEND 6d. FOR CATALOGUE.
BATTERY ELIMINATOR. Converts your Battery
Set to Mains. For 4 Low Consumption Valves (DK96
range). 90 v. 15 mA. and 1.4 v. 125 mA., 42/6 (2/6 post).
200 -250 v. A.C. Size 5¢" x 3 }" x 2". Also for 250 mA.
1.4 v. and 90 v. 15 mA. at same price. Please specify
which, or state valves.
;

5 -el.,

PERSPEX UNSCRATCHED, post 2/- each size, 6 post
free ; sizes in ins. 144 x 11 x 3/16 clear, 5/- ; 12 x 94 x
} clear, 4/- ; 16 x 14 x 3/16 clear, 7/- ; 15 x 12 x }
tinted or clear, 6/ -.

:-

Posted Orders to Worthing, please. Delivery by relu n. Terms
One -third down and balance plus 7/6 in
four equal monthly payments. Postage with down payment. (C.O.D. 2/- extra.)
These terms are applicable to all items except A.M. -F.M. chassis.
All goods are new unless otherwise stated.
4w
58a

Ii A D S T O N E RADIO,
High Street, Camberley, Surrey.

Tel.

:

2633

25
;

WORDSWORTH ROAD, WORTHING.

and 3, Church Road, Redfield, Bristol.
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SUFFOLK REBUILT TV TUBES
Suffolk can rebuild your own C.R. Tube and return

it to you within

72 hours -backed by a seven

months guarantee from the invoice date -with free

-

delivery in the London area. For quality

aux0-004,1-

a ae8

..

.

sym,60Y

The sign of first class workmanship in tube rebuilding.
In

addition to rebuilding your own tube, Suffolk can

supply completely rebuilt C.R.T.'s with new Gun

Units at prices (inc. P.T.) that are truly economical.

Write or call for full details

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD
HALL,

SUFFOLK

1

-3,

UPPER

ROAD,

RICHMOND

PUTNEY,

S.W.15.

Telephone

:

VAN

4304, 5267

LTD., Dept. N, 5 7 COUNTY
ARCADE, BRIGGATE, LEEDS, 1
EX -GOVT. MAINS TRANSFORMERS
under f2.
C.O.D. under £1. Postage 1/9
Post 1 erras C.W.O. or C.O.D. NOa.m.
All 200 -250 V 50 cis input.
to 8 p.m. Wednesdays until 1 .m. S.A.E.
2!9 under £5. Open to callers 9
Removed from New ex -Govt. units. 2 2 9
with enquiries, please. Full list 8d. Trade supplied.
275 -0-275 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 7 a, 5v 3a
BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT
230- 0-230v 80 ma. 12.6 v 1.5 a. 5 v 2 a... 119
All parts for converting any normal type
...169
..
R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS
250e- í50v150 ma, 5v3a
of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200 -250v
350-0-350 v 160 ma. 6.3 v 5 a, 5 v 3 a ... 279
Fully Guaranteed
50 cis. Supplies 120v, 90v cr 60 vat 40 ma,
400 -0-400 v 250 ma, 5 v 2 a. 5 v 2 a... 189
L.T.
Interleaved and Impregnated
fully
smoothed
and
fully
smoothed
450 -0-450 v 250 ma, 6.3 v 3 a. 6.3 v 1 a,
Primaries 200- 230 -250 v. 50 c/s screened
of 2 v at 0.4 a to 1 a. Price including cir-

RADIO SUPPLY CO extra
TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH
260-0-260v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a. 5 v 2 a ... 18/9
18i9
350-0-350v 80 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a...
250-0 -250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v.4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 23/9
350-0350v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5v 3 a... 23/9
350 -0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 29/9
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
250-0-250 v 6G ma. 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a
... 17/9
...
Midget type 21-3- 31n....
250-0-250v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5v 3 a... 23/9
300 -0-300 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a ... 23/9
3
a
... 23/9
a,
5
v
350 -0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4
350- 0-350v 150 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5 v 3 a... 33/9
425-0 -42.5 v 200 ma. 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v
4

a.C.T.5v3 a...

.

...

...49/9

..

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
200 -250 v 50 c/s Primaries

All with

1.5 a, 5/9

6.3 v 2 a, 7/8

:

:

6.3 v

0 -4-6.3 v 2 a, 7/9

:

12v1 a,7/11 :6.3v3a,8 /11 :6.3v6a.17/9.
:

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
.9:
0-9-15
-9-15
2o0 -9-15 V 6 a, 239
5
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
4/9
Standard Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms ...
... 3/9
Small Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms
SMOOTHING (CHOKES
... 8/9
...
...
100 ma 10 h 250 ohms
...
10
.. 4/11
60 ma 0 h 400 ohms
SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS
ma.
v 5500 a, 4/11 : 120 v 40 ma. 3/9
24 v 2 a, 14/9: 612 v 1 a F.W.. 3'11
6/12 v 2 a F.W.. 8/11: 6/12 v 3 a. 9/9 6'12 V
4 a. 12/3: 6/12 v 5 a, 14/8: 6/12 v 6 a F.W.,
6/12 v 10 a. 25/9 : 6 /12 v 15 a, 35,9.
15/8
CO-AXIAL CABLE tin.
gd. yd.
...
...
75 ohms 14/36
... 11d. '.d.
Twin-screened Feeder ...
:

;

(LEEDS)

cuit. 49/9. Or ready for use, 9/9 extra.
ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY
ELIMINATOR KIT.-All parts for the
construction of a unit (metal -case
51-41 -2ín.) to supply Battery Portable
receivers requiring 90 v and 1.5 v. Fully
smoothed. From 200-250 v 50 cis mains.
Price. inc. point -to-point wiring diagrams. 39/9. Or ready for use, 48/9.
D.C. SUPPLY KIT. -Suitable for Electrans.
tric Trains. Consists of mains
200 -250 v 50 c.p.s. A.C. 12 v 1 a Selenium
F.W. Bridge Rectifier. 2 Fuseholders, 2
Fuses. Change Direction Switch, Variable
29/9
Speed Regulator. Partially
drilled Steel Case, and Circuit.
EX -GOVT. CASES. Well ventilated,
black crackle finished. undrilled cover.

Size 14 x 10 x 81ín. high. IDEAL FOR
BATTERY CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT
CASE, OR COVER COULD BE USED FOR
AMPLIFIER. Only 9/9, plus 2/9 postage.

TELEVISION RECTIFIERS
ma. Size 3 x Ilion. Brand

250 v 201)

New, 8/9.

EX-GOVT. VALVES (NEW)
IRS

íS5

3S4
5Y3G
5Z4G

7/9
7/9
7/9

819

7/9
9/9
8/9
5114G
4/9
6KSG
9/9
6SJ7GT 8/9
OVES
7/9

6U5G
6J6
61(7G

607G
6X5GT

3/9

MH4

4/9
7/9

69

ÉBB9

8/9
4/6

4/9 6AT6
8/9 DF96
9/11
7Ì9 ECC91

13/9

6SN7GT 819 EF91
39
SLOG
11/9 EL32
5/9
807
7/9 EL91
12A6
7/9 FW41500 8/9
35Z4
9/9 SP61
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12.5

v3a.5v3a

...

...

...

...12/9

EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES... 2:11
...
60 ma 5 -10 h. 250 ohms ...
...
.. 8'9
..
80 ma1Oh150 ohms
... 3 11
100 ma 5 h 100 ohms Troplcalised
8/9
100 ma 8-10 h 100 ohms Parmeko
... 8 9
...
...
120 ma 12 h 100 ohms
6,9
150 ma 6 -10 h 150 ohms
... 9/9
..
...
150 ma 10 150 ohms
... 7/9
200 ma 3-5 h 100 ohms Parmeko
... 19.9
...
...
250 ma 20h 200 ohms
ELECTROLYTICS (NEW)
Can Type
Tubular
8-8 mfd 450 v 2 /11
8 mfd 450 v
1/9
8-16 mfd 450 v 3/11
16 mfd 450 v
2/9
mfd 450 v 4/11
16-16
8-16mfd500v 4/11
32-32 mfd 350 v 4 9
25mfd25v
1/3
32-32 mfd 450 v 5.9
50mfd12v
113
150 mfd 450 v 5,9
50mfd50v
1/9
100 -100 mfd 350v 5 9
100 mfd 25 v
2/3
100-200 mfd 275 r
3/9
3,000 mfd 6 v
8.11
6,000 mid 6 v 3/11
BATTERY CHARGERS
For 200,250 v 50 c/s A.C.
12 months
mains.
guarantee. Attractive.
well ventilated. hammer
finished cases. 6 v or 12 v
amp, with meter
4
and variable charge
rate selector. as illus75/carr.
4/6.
6 v or 12 v 1 amp type.
Also suitable for electric
train power supply. Only
27/9. post 2/9.
.
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TROUBLES)
THEIR
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SYMPTOMS AND HOW THEY MAY
-9
By G. J King

CURED

14T4 (Lack of Sync)
If there is neither vertical nor horizontal lock
the sync pulses are lacking from both timebases.
After a check has been made of the sync separator valve and this is found to be in order, a check
should be made of the 0.05 µF sync coupling
capacitor connected between the video amplifier
anode and the grid of the sync separator valve.
This is C74 in the circuit in Fig. 2.

IN this article

we deal with timebase and sync
faults in Ferranti receivers. Over the years
a large number of Ferranti models have been
created. and although some of them have chassis
which are almost identical to a model of a different number, each will be considered under the
appropriate number in this article. One should,
therefore, bear in mind that a fault given under
any particular model may well apply also to
receivers of similar chassis construction.

14T3 (Frame Hold at End of Range)
The symptom in this case is that the frame will
lock only with the frame hold control set almost
at the end of its travel and with the height control turned to maximum. Any deviation from
these settings will result in frame slip, sometimes
known as " picture roll."
In some cases, the trouble is caused by an
alteration in characteristics of the ECL80 frame
timebase valve, and can be cured by valve replacement. Value increase of one or more of the
resistors in the frame oscillator circuit is another
cause, particularly the 1 Mft resistor connected to
the slider of the hold control.
However, in obstinate cases of the symptom,
attention should be directed to C45, which is an
0.003 µF capacitor connected to the anode circuit
of the sync separator valve (see Fig. 1). This
often goes open- circuit or reduces in value.

Broad Black Bar Horizontal Across Picture
While this symptom may not be connected
directly with timebase or sync trouble, the impression that the cause lies in these circuits may be
given when the symptom is first encountered.
The trouble is caused by a heater -to-cathode
leak in the picture tube, and the symptom may
not appear until the receiver has been running
for an hour or so. 'Conclusive evidence that the
tube is, in fact, responsible can be secured by
gently tapping the tube neck while the symptom
is present. If this action temporarily clears the
effect, the tube is to blame, and should either be
replaced or a low -loss isolating transformer
installed.

Incorrect Frame Speed
This is a fairly common symptom on Ferranti
models, and can often prove bewildering when all
the smaller parts in the frame oscillator stage
appear to be normal.
The trouble is generally caused by a faulty
frame blocking oscillator transformer, which may
well exhibit the correct winding resistance and
yet have a shorting turn which completely alters
its characteristics. The only conclusive test when
such trouble is suspected lies in transformer substitution. The winding resistances of the transformer can also be checked. The resistance of
the primary should be about 375 SZ and that of
the secondary about 1,150 SZ.
Apart from the obviously incorrect timebase
speed which cannot be corrected within the range
of the frame hold control, the effect is that the
picture
is
severely
folded over and little
more than 2in. in
R3/
3PKf1
height.
C4S
It is often possible to 003,uF
bring to light transro
former
trouble
by
V9A
R32
pressing the windings
Cathode
/SKCl
with the blade of a
screwdriver; this may
temporarily correct the
EFBO
V8
effect.

-T

Line Timebase
Whistle in
speaker

Loud.

It is usual to hear
the 10,125 c/s whistle
from the line output
transformer (if one has
an auditory response
which extends to such
a high limit). However,
if the whistle comes
from the loudspeaker,
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Fig. 1. -Basic circuit of
the sync separator stage
in Ferranti Model 14T3.

C74
OSpF__
To

Control Grid

of pentode
section of
V9

(ECL80 Sync.

Separator)

V8

EF80

To

Tube

Cathode

Fig. 2.-Part of the video
amplifier stage of Ferranti
Model 14T4. Loss of line
and frame sync is caused if
C74 goes open-circuit.

then
something/ is
wrong.
In the 14/17T4 series
the line timebase signal
sometimes gains admittance to the A.F. stages
by way of unwanted?
coupling between a
bunch of wires in
proximity to t he
volume control tags.
The cure lies in separating the wires concerned so as to reduce
the coupling, but in
obstinate cases it is
necessary to fit a small
metal shield (earthed
to chassis) so as to
screen the volume control tags and connections.

Ripple on the Picture

If this trouble happens to be caused by defective smoothing electrolytics, the ripple resulting
from the hum is usually steady on the screen.
Where the ripple slowly ascends the screen, however. attention should first be directed to the line
output valve (PLBI), for if this has poor heater to- cathode insulation or other troubles it may
be responsible. It is best to check by substitution if possible.
When this is the cause, the line hold control
may also be rather critical and require frequent

resetting to hold the picture.
1
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7K4 (Frame Flyback Lines Visible)

If the frame flyback lines are clearly visible at
normal picture brightness even though the frame
is locking properly, the trouble is almost certainly
caused by open- circuiting of the 0.005 µF capacitor connected between the anode winding of the
frame blocking oscillator transformer and the
grid pin of the picture tube. Its replacement
should effect a cure.

the protection circuits have been brought into
action.
If the receiver is allowed time to warm up, the
effect on the screen when it is switched off may
well provide a clue. Usually, there appears a
diffused patch of illumination on switching off,
but before this happens it is often possible to get
'a glimpse either of a vertical line (indicating
that the line timebase is at fault) or a horizontal
line (signifying frame timebase trouble).
In the latter case, the Varite frame stabilising
feed resistor should be checked. This is mounted
between two tags on an insulated strip on top of
the mains transformer, but is hidden from view
beneath the strip.

24SK4 (Black Horizontal Lines on Picture)
Internal coupling between the EHT generator
and the vision circuits causes this trouble, and in
most cases it is due to low value of the main

electrolytic smoothing capacitor.

129 (Line Timebase Drift)
In order to hold the line oscillator in sync this
trouble makes it necessary frequently to reset the
line hold control, but this eventually means that
the control is at the end of its travel and will not
control the lock any more.
The trouble is often due to value alteration of
one or both of the 68 k resistors which shunt the
line scanning coils, there being a resistor across
each coil section. These resistors should be
replaced when this symptom is experienced.

T1205 (Frame Jitter)
Sometimes the frame blocking oscillator transformer is to blame, but there have been many
reports of the symptom being due to value
increase of the frame linearity control.

T1405S (Critical Line Hold)
The effect here is that the picture tends to fall
(Continued on page 505)
H.T.t

17T5 (Insufficient Height)

After making the usual tests, a symptom of
this kind should lead to a check of the frame
scanning coils. Each of the two sections of the
coil is shunted by a 2.2 k resistor, and if the coil
section goes open- circuited continuity is maintained by the appropriate resistor. This, though,
results in reduced frame scan with either the top
or the bottom of the picture being considerably
compressed.
Another symptom that this fault produces is a
wavy band of picture with four peaks across the
screen about 2in. in height.

20T4 (No Frame Scan)
This is a projection receiver which features a
tube protection circuit which comes into operation -and cuts off the tube beam current when
either timebase tails. Without a battery of instruments it is sometimes difficult to establish (a)
whether a blank screen is caused by timebase
failure and (b) which timebase is responsible if

EL38
L/n
Osç<Vnp.

Va/ve

Fig. 3. -The basic line oscillator /output stage of
Ferranti Model TI405S. If resistor R decreases in value.
a

critical
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hold

often

results.
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USEFUL DEVICE

REMOVE UNWANTED

TO

SOUNDS

By G. Zygmund
HOW many times do you turn your TV
sound on and off every day ?
With
the TV " Silencer " you can turn your
set off without getting up from your chair,
from anywhere in the room
a cost of less
than ten shillings.

-at

Components Required
Few parts are required. An SPDT toggle
switch, a -watt resistor of from 10 to 1,000 ohms,
ten or more feet of three -conductor cable and
a small box (the author used an aluminium
cigarette case designed to hold an American style " pack "). Optional is a three-conductor
socket and two plugs.
What the TV " Silencer " does is to switch
the secondary of the output transformer from
the speaker to the load resistor. Just breaking
the speaker circuit would eventually damage the
output transformer, so the artificial load of the
resistor is switched in.
This remote switch can be installed on any TV
set without removing the chassis
the speaker
leads are accessible.
1

-if

Installation
Installation is simple.
Optional

-

Cut one of the leads

shorting plug

Female

Pu/

plug

/ watt

/0- /000(2
Resistor

going from the output transformer to the speaker.
Attach each end of the cut wire to one of the
conductors in the three -conductor cable. The
third conductor is attached to the other speaker
lead, but do not cut this lead.
The SPDT switch should then be soldered to
the other end of the cable. Wiring should be
arranged so that in one position the SPDT switch
completes the speaker circuit, and shunts it
through the resistor when in the other position.
Fig. 1 explains most of the constructional
details, but there are a few things that should
be mentioned. An extra plug and socket may be
wired in. This serves two purposes. First it
allows the TV " Silencer " to be disconnected,
and replaced by a plug wired to complete the
speaker circuit. The second' reason is that in
case someone stumbles over the cable, the plug
will pull out before any internal wiring is
damaged. In spite of this precaution, however, it
is still a good idea to anchor all wires well.

TELEVISION TROUBLES
(Confirmed from page 504)
out of line lock very easily as the picture brightness varies, and that the trouble can be produced
simply by increasing the setting of the brightness
control.
This model uses a self-oscillating line amplifier
stage (EL38), whose circuit in basic form is given
in Fig. 3. In most cases of the symptom, resistor
R in the anode circuit of the valve has been
found to have decreased in value from 120 k to
50 k. Replacement should be made with a 3 -watt
component.

T1415 (Poor Frame and Line Holds)

Cut here
Fi1g. 1.

-The

505

Output
Transformer

constructional details.

SPOT

Switch

With this fault the locks become, considerably
more stable at a high setting of contrast, but then,
of course, the picture is far too " contrasty."
In this model the video, sync and frame time base circuits are decoupled by way of a common
40 µF electrolytic. Low value or open-circuit of
this component causes the trouble due to common
coupling effects.
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THIS IS AN ASPECT OF THE DESIGN OF TELEVI
TO THE DETRIMENT OF THE PICTURE QUALITY

Triggering Accuracy

It is assumed that the reader
is familiar with the way in

Fig.

1.-Perfect interlace.

THE subject of interlace is one which has
caused considerable worry to many viewers,
and it is found that in many cases,
receivers are operating with only a single scan,
or with what is known as " pairing." Fig. 1
(above) shows a scan taken from a 17in. tube
with correct interlace, whilst Fig. 2 shows to
the same scale, the same scan without interlace.
From this, it is clear that pictures seen with the
lino structure of Fig. 2 will be coarser than those
in Fig. I, and at the normal viewing distance
the line structure will always be visible if there
is no interlace.
Degree of Interlace
It is, of course, a rare occurrence for interlace
to be completely absent. but very seldom is it

Odd
Frames

Even
Frames

which alternate frames begin
and end in the middle of a line,
and the half-line -width vertical
displacement relatively of odd
and even pairs. This understood, it is not difficult to appreciate that the perfection of interlace depends directly on the
accuracy with which the frame
timebase generator is triggered
on both odd and even frames.
In the ensuing discussion, it will
be assumed that " odd " frames
begin with a half -line and
" even " numbered frames end
with a half-line. Fig. 3 shows
this convention graphically.
Examination of the sync pulse
wave-form during the frame
pulse shows that the arrangement of line and frame sync
pulses is different for odd and
even frames. This must necessarily be so, since in odd frames
the first frame sync pulse comes at the end of a
line and in even frames half -way along the line.
Moreover, to keep the line timebase generator
syrt`chronised during frame flyback, line sync
pulses are kept going at a steady rate throughout
a transmission. Fig. 4 shows the difference in
sync pulse wave-forms for odd and even frames.

To

of

Fig. 3. -The lines of " odd

"

and

"

even

" frames.

perfect in either commercial or home -built
receivers-or one might hear less clamour for
" more lines." Most often the lines are paired,
the divergence from perfect interlace ranging
between 20 per cent. and 60 per cent. It is,
mòreover, not always the cheapest receiver that
errs most. " Pairing " gives the appearance of
lininess at normal viewing distances, and because
the average living-room gives an average viewing
distance of about 8ft., a 17in. tube is often really
too large. If full interlace can be achieved, the
lines on a 21in. tube dó almost disappear at 9ft.
or thereabouts.
While it is a simple enough matter to specify
the conditions needed for perfect interlace, the
practical side is quite a different matter.
However, it will be as well to set forth the task
in theory, so as to see what practice entails. It
will then be possible to suggest means whereby
the difficulties may be overcome.

Anode
Sync

Separator

Fig.

5.- Interlace

D.C. Component

diode.

Although over a considerable period, for
example over the whole of the sync period, the
D.C. component of the two pulse trains is the
same, during the short period at the beginning of
the pulse and likewise at the end, there are notable
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ac
RECEIVERS

WHICH

IS

OFTEN NEGLECTED,
By D.

i

Bowman

R.

differences in the way the D.C.
component would " build up "
or "decay." Now these are just
the periods when matters are at
their most critical for synchronisation purposes. It follows that
accurate synchronisation cannot
be obtained if the sync separator
relies upon the difference in
D.C. component between line
and frame pulses to trigger the
frame timebase. This is where
the plain " integrator " circuit
fails: such a circuit converts
differences in pulse duration into
differences in pulse amplitude,
and because on odd frames less
time elapses (since the previous

4.-Sync

Fig.

2.- Complete

lack of interlace.

odd and even frames affect the discharge of the
capacitor in the generator, thus causing poor
interlace once again. It is hence possible for a
sync separator to give good interlace on flyback
with poor or no interlace on scan. Conversely,
the scan may be well interlaced whilst the
flyback is not. In such circumstances the error

oda

Fig.
pulse wave -forms
for odd and even
frames.

Even

line pulse) than is the case on even frames, the
resulting voltage starts off at a somewhat greater
value. In other words,. the sync voltage for odd
frames builds up at a greater rate from a higher
initial level; the pulses are slightly different for
the two frames, and good interlace cannot be
obtained -except perhaps by accident.

Frame Generator
Something also depends on the type of waveform generator used for the frame scan. If thy
flyback is achieved within the frame pulse, differences in the sync pulses at the end of the pulse
make no difference. If, however, the frame sync
pulse ends first, any differences of the pulse for

Cine

Sync.

c/

/OOpF

Ji-

r

in triggering is just offset by the error at the end

of flyback.

Identical Pulses
It may be said in conclusion that for accurate
interlace on " scan," the sync separator must
produce identical pulses on odd and even frames
either at the beginning of the frame pulse
the
timebase generator flyback is completed within
the frame pulse -or at both beginning and end
of the frame pulse, where the flyback takes longer
than the frame pulse. The frame sync pulses
take altogether about 400 µs; it is therefore necessary to have a timebase generator of less than
400s flyback time, compared with a scan period
of 20,000s
ratio of 50:1, which is not easy to
achieve
the flyback is to be achieved within
the frame sync pulse.
In general, therefore, it is more practicable to
aim at the second and more exacting of the above
requirements. With a thyratron or blocking
oscillator generator, a short flyback can be
obtained, but with the more usual multivibrator
the flyback is relatively long.
There are only three circuits known to the
writer which comply with the requirements stated
in a really reliable manner. Others, which are
commonly encountered in receivers, are not
described here.

-if

-a

-if

The Interlace Diode
Fig. 6.-Flip -flop sync separator.

Fig. 5 shows the best -known of the circuits.
It is preceded by the usual pentode sync separator,
from the anode of which line sync pulses are

www.americanradiohistory.com

taken in the usual way. In this circuit R1,C is
given a time- constant of about 40µs (or somewhat
more). C should be kept small -100 pF is a good
value-and R1 to suit will be about 470 k. 200 pF
and 220 k also work well, as these values are not
critical.
The action of the circuit is as follows. The
sync separator is fed with positive -going sync
pulses (negative -going picture). This is usually
taken direct from the C.R.T. cathode though the
usual D.C. restoring capacitor and grid leak
(0.1 µF and 1 Meg.). Negative -going pulses are
thus passed into the first diode of Fig. 5. V is
thus cut off during the pulse and C discharges
through R. Between pulses C is charged to the
full H.T. voltage through the internal resistance
of V and the anode load resistor of the sync
separator stage.

-a

three -minute exposure of the
Patchett's Separator
camera indicates the high rigidity of scan which is
obtained.

On line pulses C has time only to discharge a
little, and the cathode of V does not fall below
its anode in voltage, which is less than the H.T.
voltage because of the voltage dividing network
R2, R3. Since the individual frame pulses are
of 40 As duration each, during these pulses C discharges to a much greater extent; the cathode of
V2 falls below its anode in voltage, and a pulse
of current flows through V2 and R2 to charge C
again.

Differentiation
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In order to obtain a sharp leading edge to the
output, it is as well to differentiate the voltage
obtained at the point " X." As it stands, the
leading edge is not sharp, but quite " sloping."
Connection of "X " through a capacitor of about
100 pF to the grid of the timebase generator,
using a grid leak of 100 k. or less will give a
suitable sharp -edged pulse for synchronising purposes. It will, however, be positive -going and
suitable for a thyratron generator.
Alternatively, a small transformer may be used

to complete the timebase generator. The primary
winding should be put in series with the anode
of V2, and the secondary connected to the grid
of the generator. A miniature audio -transformer
has been found suitable. Where a blocking
oscillator follows, a tertiary winding of about the
same number of turns as the primary can be
used for the coupling.

The Flip-flop Separator
The second type of circuit to be described is
also dependent on discrimination between the
durations of line and frame pulses. It is an
equally simple circuit, and is shown in Fig. 6.
The circuit is essentially that of a transitron
flip -flop. Assuming Cl to be completely discharged, the screen is nearly at H.T. potential
and the suppressor is at earth potential. Screen
and anode current both flow, resulting in a drop
in screen potential because of current flow
through Rl. This drop in potential is transmitted through Cl to the suppressor, driving it
negative; this causes anode current to be diverted
to the screen and screen current increases still
more, and again its potential drops further. This
in turns drives the suppressor more negative; the
action is cumulative, resulting in a rapid cut -off
of anode current and increase of screen current
until the screen is " bottomed." At this point,
screen potential cannot drop further, and Cl
begins to charge again. As soon as the suppressor
potential has risen to the point where it no longer
cuts off anode current completely, current begins
to be diverted from screen to anode; screen
potential begins to rise and the upward trend of
screen voltage, communicated to the suppressor
via Cl. causes the suppressor to go more positive.
This then diverts more current from screen to
anode, again causing screen current to decrease
and screen potential to rise. The action is
cumulative once more, ending when the anode
is " bottomed " by heavy anode current: at
this point screen current is minimum and the
screen nearly at H.T. potential. The process
repeats, giving fairly rectangular pulses at
screen and anode, the width of which depends
op the time -constant C1.R3.

Valve is Cut -off
To effect sync separation, a negative -going
video signal (sync pulses positive) is impressed
on the control grid through the D.C. restoring
components C2, R4. The low operating potentials of the pentode ensure that the valve is cut
off at black level, conducting only during the
sync pulses. It is, therefore, only during such
sync pulses that the transitron can operate. While
cut -off at black level, anode and screen currents
are zero, and anode and screen are at H.T.
potential.
When a line sync pulse appears on the grid,
the screen draws current and immediately the
suppressor is driven negative; anode current thus
cannot flow. If line sync pulse were of considerable duration, the transitron would begin to
oscillate, but if Cl.R3 is given a suitable time constant greater than the line pulse duration, the
line pulse ends before the suppressor can recharge.
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Aerial Attcnuators
THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

S

NCE the power of the BBC London transmitter was increased we have received an
Increasing number of complaints of overloading from this station. Difficulty also seems
to be experienced as viewers adapt their receivers
to two- station reception, owing to one signal
being much stronger than the other. One of the
most effective forms of reducing a signal is by
means of an aerial attenuator, for reasons which
will be explained later, and in response to many
requests we give below some details of this device
which was originally published in 1952, but which
is now entirely out of print. It should be emphasised that the information is applicable only to
Band I.
I
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background of interference and, further2° more, if the installation
is
situated
alongside
a
main
thoroughfare,
t h e
radiation from traffic may
also mar reception.
In such cases a great
improvement is effect' ted by erecting an
outside aerial, such as
a single dipole or
H ' type, on the
roof of the dwelling,
but then the chances
are that the signal
input to the receiver
is much too great.
Having secured an
-h5 improved
signal-tonoise' ratio, it then
becomes necessary to
reduce the amount of
100
200 300 400
/K
90
SOO
signal reaching the
Ohms
receiver and for this
purpose a simple resistive network can
be inserted between
the aerial feeder and
"H" and "O" the receiver input
socket. The descripnetworks
tion " simple resistive
for
network " is real in
balanced
practice, but examinapair.
tion of the curves
shewn in Figs. and
2 reveals that the
combination of resistance values f o r
of " T," " 7r," " H " and " O " attenuators different levels
of
of 8012 for use with television aerials.
attenuation is cerFig, 2

24

c
0

if the signal is too strong it will produce an
over -white picture lacking in high-light details,
which is obtained even with the contrast control
turned to minimum; if the brilliance is reduced,
a " soot and whitewash " effect is observed, i.e.,
a picture in which there is an absence of all the
intermediate tones between black and white.
An indoor or other low -efficiency form of
aerial may provide a satisfactory solution to the
problem in the majority of cases, provided that
the level of mains -borne and other forms of
interference is negligible. In some instances,
however, where the indoor aerial happens to be
situated in a closely built -up area, despite a highfield strength, there is a possibility that local
industrial and domes500 700
tic equipment will
200 300 400 600 800 /K
B

F/9./

26

,t70

OF SIGNAL STRENGTH CONTROLS

..o
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tainly not so simple as one might expect.
The reason for this is that not only does
required attenuation call for a definite
a
proportioning of the elements A'. A ", and B.
but that the input and output resistance of the
attenuator must always be constant, i.e., in this
instance 80 ohms. If an
/n
attenuator has an input
and output resistance other
than 80 ohms, it may

their configuration the names "T " and ".7r " are
easily recognised. Neither has any functional
advantage over the other, but for attenuations
greater than 30 dbs the B resistance in the " T "
type can be replaced by a short length of screwed
6 BA rod or thick wire as described later.

Use of Graphs
The calculations necessary to determine the
values of the resistances for any desired level of
attenuation are relatively straightforward, and a
number of examples for both " T " and "'w

types have been worked out and presented in the
form of an easy -to -work graph for quick reference. An illustration of the use of the graph can
be given by assuming that the input voltage to a'
receiver is to -be reduced by 10 times (or 20 dbs
in power, whichever terminology is preferred) and
Out
then reading the values of resistance in ohms at
the points where the 10 times (20 dbs) line interthe A' A" and B curves. From the graphs, a
introduce reflections back sects
T " attenuator requires A' A" resistances of 65
along the aerial feeder. "ohms,
a B resistor 400 ohms. In any example
The fact that it also de- taken and
from these graphs the attenuation factor,
livers more or less attenuainput and output resistances will be accurate to
tion than originally intended is of little importance, but as mismatching can, under some
fie B
conditions, introduce undesirable responses on
the picture, all that need be stressed here is that
in a correctly terminated aerial circuit distortion
of this nature is absent.
Fig. 4. -A practical interpretation of an attenuator of the
type shown in Fig. 3, showing
a suitable screening can.

Type of Attenuator

An attenuator used for the purpose described
here is a resistive network designed to introduce
a specified power loss when inserted between two
circuits of known impedance. The term impedance must be mentioned here because the practical
circuits with which we are concerned, i.e., the
aerial and input coil of the receiver, contain
inductive and capacitive reactance as well as
resistance, and it is not usual for such circuits to
maintain an entirely resistive condition over the
band of frequencies needed for television reception. However, the sum total of resistance and
reactance can still be visualised as " so many
ohms " and for our convenience the generalised
use of the term " resistance " will, where necessary, imply a combination of both -components.
and 2 illustrate two types, and from
Figs.
1

Fig.

3.- Practical layout of an attenuator.
B

In

-A

length of screwed rod forms the B resistance
Fig. 5.
in this arrangement. Note that the output lead screening

Ca/cu /ate Á A "and
Calculate A' A"and B
as for F79.2
as for Fig. l
Networks for a balanced line.
Fig.

B

6.-

about 5 per cent., and the use of 5 per cent.
resistors will keep mismatch and attenuation
factors within acceptable limits.

Construction
The layout should be symmetrical, as shown
in Fig. 3, with the internal connections kept, as
short as possible by using small carbon composition resistors to assist this requirement. It is
best enclosed within a small screening can as
suggested in Fig. 4 which is the most convenient
form for immediate use.
At 28 dbs attenuation, the B resistance in the
" T " type has a value of 6.5 ohms and at
45 Me /s a lin. length of 6 B.A. rod has a reactance of approximatèly 4 ohms. If the A' A"
resistances are made 80 ohms and a lin. length of
6 B.A. rod is used as the B resistance (Fig. 5) an
attenuation of 32 dbs is obtained. Other lengths
may. of course, be used.
The attenuators described are for use with
an unbalanced (co- axial) feeder, and where an
attenuator is required for a balanced line the
A' A" or B resistors are reduced in value by one half and inserted in both sides as the configuration shows in Fig. 6. Constructional details are
as previously described.
IWIRELESS COILS, CHOKES AND TRANSFORMERS
Price 6/-, by post 6 II.
8th Edition.

is earthed.
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Transistors in TV Receivers
THE

FIFTH

ARTICLE OF A

SERIES DEALING WITH THE USE OF TRANSISTORS
IN MODERN TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

(Continued from page 460

of the April

issue)

indicated in Fig. 18(a). The effect of fringe fields
and other requirements (raster shape) modify this
simple conception but it will at this stage in the
discussion establish that the deflection defocusing
problem is not outright impossible.
Special measures are needed to maintain focus
in the horizontal direction as the beam is deflected
vertically. Consider the system with the magnifySensitivity to EHT Variations
ing lens removed and note two of its properties.
As the magnification of the magnifying lens Namely, the depth of focus in the horizontal
in the horizontal directions is large the virtual plane is very small (Fig. 19(a)), and owing to the
object distance of this lens is relatively short. A relatively large deflection angle in the vertical
small absolute change in the position of the plane the image field curvature produced by the
virtual object produces a large change in deflection assembly is large (Fig. 19(b)). The
result is a significant
position of the real
movement with frame
image. Consequently the
The information give n in this short series is
scan of the magnifying
final focus is very sensitaken, with permission, from a Paper read to
lens' virtual object such
tive to changes in the
the Television Society by B. R. Overton,
that the deflection deEHT potential and in
, and published in the i
B.Sc.(Eng.),
A.M.I.E.E.
focusing effect shown in
the focus lens (see Fig.
Journal
that Society.
of
Fig. 20 is produced.
17).
In the receiver a
change of EHT potential
Correction may be effected by additional windings on the deflection yoke,
of 50 volts in 18 kV is noticeable.
Having achieved a small size for the undeflected energised by the frame timebase, and arranged to
spot the problem is to maintain this with deflec- give added divergence in the horizontal direction.
tion. Simple theory suggests that the field in the A complete deflection yoke is shown in Fig. 21.
magnifying quadrupole should have a constant
gradient along both the vertical and horizontal Raster Shape
axis in the plane of the quadrupole. Thus the
The use of a magnifying lens of the form
beam suffers the same focusing or defocusing shown in Fig. 18(a) results in considerable pinaction as it is deflected by either deflection systej
cushion distortion of the vertical edges of the
acting by itself. This field shape (Fig. 18(b)) is raster. This arises from the greater path length
achieved (ignoring end effects) by the use of poles of the electrons in the horizontal diverging field
shaped as equilateral rectangular hyperbole. An when they are also deflected vertically. Thus the
adjustable quadrupole of this ideal shape is
THESE quadrupoles have their diverging
planes set at 90 deg. relative to each other.
The optical analogy of the pair is shown
in Fig. 16. Figs 16(a) and (b) can be compared
to the requirements shown in Fig. 15. Figs. 16(c)
and (d) show the complete system of focusing
and magnification for an axial beam.

-

5

P/one of simple

Focus lens equivalent
to Focusing quadrupoles

I

IC

(a)
Cathode

1

Pone of simple focus lens
equivalent to Orthogonal
pair of Quodrupoles

Cathode

(c)

Conventional
Focus

plane

(b)
16.- Quadrupole focusing system- Optical
Fig.
Analogy. Solid lines represent extremes of axial beam
in quadrupole focusing system. Focusing action of
orthogonal pair of quadrupoles : (a) Horizontal plane.
(b) Vertical plane. Focusing system in combination
with magnifying lens. Dashed lines refer to a conventional focusing system. (c) Horizontal plane.
(d) Vertical plane.

Cathodes

Orthogonal
pair of
Focusing
quadrupoles

Line scan
Magnifyng /ens

CPT

Screen

Field scan
Magnifying lens

i

(d)
Plane of simp le Focus lens equivalent
to Focusing quadrupoles
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of Magnifying
(diverging) lens

Plane

magnifying lens must have a field with relatively,
greater diverging properties along the horizontal
axis than away from the axis in comparison to
the field shown in Fig. 18(b). A magnifying lens
giving good raster shape may have the form
shown in Fig. 22.
One form of a complete system comprising
Sliding
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joint

Rubber sleeve fixed to M.S.
shunts and brass spacers

Plane of eguivolent
Focus lens

(a)

CRT Screen

Mild steel
Brass
spacer

-

(b4

Cathode

Brass
Magnets

Mild
steel

shunt

(a)

Fig. 17.- Diagram illustrating the sensitivity of the
final focus to change in EHT potential. (a) Optical
Analogy-horizontal cross section. The extreme case
is illustrated in which the initial focus moves the short
distance (d) to take it to the centre of the magnifying
lens, thereby losing all final focus. (b) The conventional
tube optical system to the same scale. The effect of a
proportional change in focus (d1) is so small as to be
inconvenient to show on the diagram. This can be seen
from the angle involved.

had already begun to emerge, but no suitable
transistor was likely to be in production for a
very long time. Scan magnification changes the
situation so completely that the circuit techniques
may need rethinking. For example, the EHT
supply can no longer be looked on as an almost
free by- product of the line scanning. Is it still
the best plan to keep these functions of line
scanning and EHT generation together? Will it
be possible to have a common stage and yetachieve the degree of EHT stabilisation required?
These and many other questions will be answered`
in the future. For the present the experimental'
receiver employs a separate line scanning stage'
CPI

Neck
(e)

(b)
Fig. 18. -An adjustable quadrupole having pole shapes
(a) Isometric view.
suggested by simple theory.
(b) Idealised field shape.

focusing, deflecting and magnifying elements is
shown in Fig. 23.
The system of scan magnification described
herein achieves a power saving of 100:1 for the
line timebase and approximately 4:1 for the field
timebase. It imposes certain restriction on the
focusing and EHT systems. Nevertheless, it seems
certain that with further development scan magnification will be an essential part of television like display units designed to be most economical
in power.

Line Timebase
The problem of the line timebase was mentioned in the introduction. Circuit techniques

sa:291111====

liZZ,L=22:22Z2Z=ZZZIE2104,

Position
ofplane

Plane
Cathode

of absent

of

Magnifying
Lens

deflection

e

(b)

Fig. 19.- Action on electron beam of focusing and
deflection system without magnifying lens. (a) Horizontal plane- dotted lines show the effect of horizontal
deflection. (b) Vertical plane- dotted lines show effect
of vertical deflection.
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Tr26), a short rectangular positive -going pulse
being produced at the collector of the transistor
Tr26. A sawtooth waveform having an extra
positive -going pulse during the flyback period is
generated by the network R113, C92, R114, RVS,
C93 and R115 and applied to the base of the
driver transistor Tr27.
A positive -going pulse is applied directly to the
output transistor base via the components C91
and L36. (The latter is required to permit initial
regeneration in the multivibrator.) This positive
pulse provides a reverse bias on the output transistor and ensures a quick clean -up of stored holes
at the start of scan. The pre -set variable resistor

Line
deflection
winding

Windings in series with Frame
deflection winding to provide dynamic
divergence in horizontal plane

Fig. 20 (Left). -Spot size variation for frame scan
without image plane curvature correction.
Fig. 21 (Right). -Scanning yoke having correcting
windings for image plane curvature.

employing currently available low power transistors in an energy recovery circuit.
The deflector coils require a current of approximately 400 mA p -p and have a resistance of
0.76 Sl and an inductance of 0.9 mH. They are
choke-capacitor (L38, C95) coupled to the
grounded emitter output stage (Tr28). This form
of coupling is necessary to compensate the stretching of the picture edges which occur with flat
faced tubes if they are scanned with linear current
waveforms. (The system of scan magnificatiop
somewhat accentuates this effect.) The circuit
operates in the efficiency diode mode, the efficiency
(D4) diode conducting for 40 per cent. of the
scan. A saturated reactor type of linearity control
(L37), and a flyback tuning capacitor (C94), complete the output collector circuit.
The grounded collector driver stage (Tr27) is
required to minimise the loading on the oscillator
stage so that low power H.F. transistors may be
used for the oscillator. Thus fast switching is
achieved in the oscillator multivibrator (Tr25 and

0
Movable mild

steel shunt

Mild steel

Mild steel

Fig. 22.- Adjustable magnifying lens having a field
corrected to give good raster shape. Non -magnetic
parts of the complete structure are not shown.

Fig. 23.- Complete focusing, deflecting and magnifying
assemblies in position on 90 deg. picture tube neck.

RV5 is used to set the bias conditions on the
driver and the output stage so that the output
stage does not bottom too hard, and so to minimise the hole storage.
This arrangement leaves much to be desired as
no stabilisation against temperature is incorporated. The same criticism applies with particular
force to the oscillator (and in fact to many parts
of the field timebase about to be described).
Considerable development is needed here; a start
has been made by some workers, but the possibility of a practical output stage gives added
point to the problem.
The present circuit has a total consumption of
32 mA from the 12 v. H.T. line. The output
transistor has a peak collector potential approaching 60 volts, a peak collector current of approximately 200 mA and a mean current of 58 mA.
The mean efficiency diode current is about 35 mA.
A circuit for the line timebase referred to above
will be given next month.
(To be continued)
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News From the Trade
whilst it cannot be guaranteed that all tubes will
Model -948F Cossor
NEW 17in. Fringe Model 948F printed respond to treatment, the operation is so cheap
A1 circuit " unit " construction television and simple that it is always worthy of trial.
The period of time for which the tube can be
receiver has recently been announced by Cossor expected
to give reasonable service after rejuvenaRadio & Television Ltd., Cossor House, Highbury
a number of
Grove. London, N.S. It is similar in appearance tion is also indeterminate, but in
to Model 948 and, as with that model, all controls instances it has been proved that some six months
When one
are positioned to permit adjustment to be made of additional life has been obtained.tubes
and the
with screen in full observation. It costs 69 gns. bears in mind the high cost of C.R. virtually
everMatching legs are fact that the Labgear rejuvenator is
including purchase tax.
lasting, it will be seen that at a net trade price of
optional at 2 gns. extra.
£13 10s. it represents a first class business propo-

sition. The instrument measures 7 }in. X 4fin.
X 5f in. and weighs 81b. It is made by Labgear
Ltd., Willow Place, Cambridge.

Television Tubes and Valves Reduced
SIEMENS EDISON SWAN LTD., have now
considerably reduced the prices of many

Ediswan -Mazda television tubes and valves.
These reductions have been made possible by
improved manufacturing methods and the use of
high speed automatic equipment in the company's_.
Sunderland factories.
The maximum reduction is on the most popular
17in. types which with the reduced purchase tax
show a saving of up to £3. 4s. 10d. to the man
in the street.

"Truvu" Tubes

TH reference to the note on page 447 of the
April issue, concerning the manufacture of
television tubes in Scotland under licence from
the Radio Corporation of America. we are asked
The 17in. Model 948F Cossor.

Labgear Tube Rejuvenator
THE new Labgear Tube Rejuvenator provides a calibrated
heater supply so that the tube
may be overrun in a controlled
fashion for a period of time
(normally about 25 per cent.
excess voltage is recommended).
Simultaneously a positive bias is
applied to the control grid by
the instrument and the cathode
current is monitored by a dual range moving coil milliammeter.
In practice it will generally be
found that the cathode current
The Labgear Cathode Ray Tube Rejuvenator Type E5119.
starts at a very low value but
quickly rises. The rate of rise decreases as the to point out that the price which was quoted is
rejuvenation process nears completion, and when a trade price, and at the time of going to press,
the cathode current has become reasonably static no retail price has been decided upon, and all
the rejuvenation process is complete, and the tube prices quoted by the manufacturers and distribumay be operated in the normal way, but should tors (Bryterlite Ltd.) are strictly net trade.
be " soak " tested for a few hours. This rejuvenaPrices of part of the Ferranti range of teletor is supplied complete with a universal adaptor vision cathode -ray tubes have now been
at the end of a multi -way cable enabling any reduced.
popular cathode ray tube to be treated without
The 12in. and 14in. have been reduced to
removing the set from the cabinet. It will be £10 10s. (purchase tax £4 12s. 2d.) and the 17in.
appreciated, therefore, that a minimum amount of have been reduced to £17 Ss. 4d. (purchase tax
labour is involved in undertaking the process and £5 5s. 4d.).
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TV CONVERTORS

TV TUBES

TV SETS

INTERNAL FITTING. Tamable to any Band I
station plus any 2 Band Ill stations -switch
tuned, T. R.F. Band I, superhet Band III. Famous
Make complete with escutcheon knobs, gain
controls, instruction, PCF80, PCC84 valves,
easily adaptable almost all seta.
ppqq
Sal /1 O/Listed over £7. ('are. 3 / -.
EXTERNAL I.T.Y. CONVERTORS WITH INTERNAL POWER PACK. Well -known make, at
a very competitive price,
mpletely enclosed.

FACTORY REVACUVXED. ALL GUARANTEED
6 MONTHS. Carriage and insurance 12/8.
Enquiries welcomed for any types not listed.
Due to the high quality of our tubes and low
number of returns, we are able to maintain the
following unusually low priers.
8/16, 1013K, 6501, 6604, 6505, CRM91, CRM92,

5- CHANNEL T,V.e. Modern. Table 12in., tester)
pictures before dispatch, all good tubes. tunable
all B.A.C. stations, all top

Finished in hammered gold.
Very compact.
(km be put inside practically all T.V.s. Gain and
Trimming controls. Listed at
ir9/1
fa /La
ddGWa7
.7 V
E7.î.0. Our Price. Carr. 2/6.
TURRET TUNERS. Compact 13 Channel, with
all coils. PCFOO, PCC84 Valves. 38 Mies or 10
M /cs it as fitted in Pye T.V. seta. 82.15.0.

TV AERIALS

-

Price List of 1 to 12 element hand I and III
aerials at amazing competitive prices. (3d. stamp.)
CO-AX CABLE. Low lose High Grade 70/80 ohms.
1.19 yds., 7d. yd; 20 -99 yds., 6d. yd.; over
100 yds., 5kd. yd.
LATEST B.O.R. TYPE AU8 AUTOCHANOERS.
Gold and Fawn finish, 10 records all sixes, unrepeatable value at. 88.19.0. Carr. 4/ -.
AUTOTWO -TONE
RE%INE
PORTABLE
CHANGER CABINETS. Attache case type with
lift -up lid and front speaker cut out complete

with uncut motor board amplifier back, snap
fasteners, carrying handle. 83.8.0. Carr. 3/ -.
B.S.R. 4 -SPEED AUTOCHANGER PORTABLE
RECORD PLAYERS. Consisting of the above
type AUN autochanger and 2.2 watt amplifier
with speaker, assembled in a two -tone resine
case. Truly amazing value. (Listed over £-20.1
113,13.0. Carr. 6/,
4 -SPEED SINGLE PLAYERS
COLLARO 4 -speed R(,Y;534 ,,.
.,.
18.19.0
87. 7.6
GARRARD 4-speed 4ßP
...
88.19.0
GARRARD 4 -speed TA MRII ,,,
Carr, and pack., 3/ -.

GARRARD
GARRARD
GARRARD
GARRARD
G,4RRARD

-..

RC75A Senior
RC8OM A.C. /D.C.

ßC88/4

.

...

...

-.

11C120D MEIT ..-

RC121 /4 MAIII

Carr: and pack.,

.,-

13.19.6
18.17.8
56.19.0
27.19.0
810.19.0
518.18,0
59. 7.8
59.19.0

4 /-.

VALVES

14

days.

-

PURCHASERS

of any SIX VALVES marked in black type (15%
dusses). Post: 1 valve, Od.; 2-11 1 / -.

to

5Y30

8/8
lÁ7 - 14/6 5Y3GT 8/6
1C5OT 11/6 57A(1
9)6/- 5Z4GT 11/6
1C8
14,3

105

918

151-

6A80

11150T 10/6 BASS
4/6 6AC7
114
1N50T 10 /6 6AG7
1R5
7/8 6.4.17
6/8 (iAK5
165
5/8 6AL5
164
2A7
8/8 BAMB
2D21
4/8 BATE
3Q5GT 91- OBBG
384
7/8 6BÁ6
1V4
8/8 OBRO
4D1
5/8 61106G
61940T 111- 68J6
.'iÚ4(3
7/- 611116
5V40
9/8 3BR7
Post :

8/-

613W6

6BW7
61328

604
6C5C4T

£7/10/ -

H.T- RECl'I3IERS

26/-; 18RA 1.1.16.1, 7/9; 14RA 1.2.8.2,
18RD 2-2 -8 -1, 14/ -; 14RA 1- 2-8 -3, 52/ -.

6J5GT

-

TV SALE
SATURDAY IS BARGAIN DAY. At our store
at the junction of Somers Street and Green
Road, Southaea. 100's of Television from 22
COMPLETE Cabinets, Chassis, eta., etc.

8/e 12250T 4/- 185BT
6Q70T 10/8 12K7GT 6/6 807E
808
6ßA7
71- 12K8GT
0807
13/6 813
6/8
68H7
6/- 12Q7GT 8/6 2050
8827
7/- 128.77
7/- 5763
08K76T 7/- 19AQ5 9/6 AZ31
09L7GT 7/- 20131
0/6 888
QSN7GT 5/6 20F2
9/8 CBL31
6U40T 11/6 20L1
16/6 CCH35
BV80
6/- 20P1
14)- CL88
15/- CY31
BV6GT 8/0 20P3
6114
6/8 20P4 .57/10 DOS
6X50
6/- 85A60 8/- D77
OXSGT
7A7

4/6 7117
4/6 787

618

two

18/-;

CHARGING EQUIPMENT

RECTIFIERS. Iron selenium full wave. 12 v. 1
amp., 5 /-; 12 v. 2 amp., 8 /-; 12 v. 3j-I amp., 9/0.
TRANSFORMERS. (Primary 0-210 v.-240 Secondary 0.3.5 v -9 v. -17 v.) for charging 2 v., 6 v. or
12 v. batteries. 1 amp. sise, 9/9. 1/- post. 2 amp.
size, 14/6, 1/6 post. 4 amp. ells, 19/ -, 1/9 post.
AMPLIFIERS, 2.2 watt, 2 valve, 2 stage A.C./
D.C. high gain volume and tone controls mounted
on baffle with Tin. x 4in. or 6jin. speakers, gold
fret, fits most portable eases. Complete with
UCL83 -ÚY85. 23.19.0. Carr. 3/,

6/- 7C5
8/- 7C6

81- 615G

,

280L17079A (440 v. 80 mA), 6 / -; EMI, 6/ -;
RM2, 6/6; 7/M3, 9/-; RM4 (ER4), 15/8; RBI
(ER5), 21/ -; 14A88, 17/ -; 14A97, 23/ -; 144,100,

7B7

8/6 623

6/8
8/6
6/6
4/6
9/8
9/8
11 /4/8
6/6
5/-

£4/15/ -

6901A, MW43180, C14BM, C17BMp, CCRM152A,
CRM152B, CRM153, MW41 /1,
3t4!/10/TA15,
TR14/2,
MW43'69,
e21HM, C21NM, CRM211,
CRM212, MW53 -20, MW53 -80.
Supplies of a few types, parlirnlarly 13 -inch round
types, are al prams irregular.
TRANSISTORS AND DIODES
RED SPOT. Transistors for LE., L.F. and Output
up to 800 kc /e, 6/6. WHITE SPOT, R.F. and
I.F. 2.5 me /e., 9/9; %A103, 18/ -; %A104. 17/6;
XB104, 10/ -.
GET1S. 25/ -.
GERMANIUM
DIODES. General purpose famous make, 91.,
8/- dos. DIODES. Equivalent to GEX44, 8/9.
RECTIFIERS. SPECIAL OFFER. Fully guaranteed ex- equipment.
11M4, 9/8; 14A/86, 9/6;
14RA 1- 2 -8 -2, 9/8; 14RA 1-- 2-8.3, 9/6,

5/- 7V7

6J7M
9/6 7Y4
61160T 7/6 10C1
6/- 6C9
5/- OCIO
6K70
3/6 10C2
6K7GT 5/6 1031
6/- OCHE
6K80
7/- 6D9
7/- 10F9
4/6 603
6K6OT 1016 1OLDI1
6/- 6D0
6K25
/- 10P13
7/8 811
9/6 6L1
13/6 10P14
4/- 6F60
71- 6L60
5/- 12AT0
6/- 6312
5/- 6L7
6/6 1'2AT7
6/- 6F12
9/6 6LI8
9/6 12AU7
12/- ßF14
9/6 61.I8
11/6 12AX7
7/- 61,15
9/6 6LD20
9/8 12BA6
8/- 6F33
8/8 026
9/8 12BE8
11/- 6H6M
2/6 028
11 /- 12BH7
2 lbs. I/6, 4 lbs. 2/-, 7 lbs. 2/9,
LIST OF .000 ITEMS 6d.

11/- 6C6

£3/19/-

712250417,

212-54

3131, 12KP4, 12KP4A, 14104. 14KP4A, 121K,
141E, 6708A, 710ß, 7201A, 7202A, 7203A,
AW38 X21, C12B, CRM121B, CRM123, CRM141,
CRM142,
MW81/18,
MW31174, ICI
0
MW36/24, MW38 /44, T12/549, TR14/4,
3I8Á, 4/15, 17APRA4, 17ASP4, C17FM

6Q70

GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS. 24 HOUR SERVICE
FREE TRANSIT INSURANCE. All valves are new
or of fully guarantee) ex- Government o exequipment origin. Satisfaction or Money r Beck
Guarantee on goods if returned unused within

10% DISCOUNT TO

1IW81/18, MT

MWM4S43, CRMW43///64,a7801A.

LABORAR SPIRAL COMBINED BAND I AND
BAND III T.V. AERIALS. For localities of high
rignal strength. Adjustable matching unit incorporated. Plug Into standard co -ax socket
e.g. either straight into the back of the T.V. set
or Into a wall socket. (Price 3/6 it required.)
Listed 27/6. Our Price, 9/6.
BURWELL T.V. AERIALS. Complete Illustrated

10 RECORD AUTOCHANGERS
...
COLLARD ßC511 :t spd.
COLLARD CONQUEST 4 Spd.
...

£2/15/-

MWß2 /17, MW22/i8 TAAlOO4C,_
8/18, 6703A, 6801A, 6802A, C12D, C12F,
CISFM, C14FM, CRM121, CRM121A, CR51122,

"

TECHNICAL TRADING CO.

18/- NMI
6/- EBC3
15/- EHC88
45/- EBC41
2/8 EBC91

£$/-/-

makes. Carr. etc. I5 /-.

T,V.e.
12in. 5-channel B.B.C.
T.V. with separate mains-driven Ban, Ill converter (new-, )dote,) £7).
Carr. etc., l5/ -.
12in. T.V. CHASSIS. Channel T. Complete in
Standard Table Cabinet with glass, etc.
L.7
Famous Makes. Carr. 4/ -.
12in. 6- CHANNEL T.V. CHASSIS.
Standard
R.R.C. type In beautiful Table Cabinets.
13- CHANNEL.

1

29/.

It/-

`BJ

C'arr. 4/-,
GUARANTEED P.M. SPEAKERS.

Standout 3
ohms, ez- equipment, relied, top makes, performance guaranteed.
Lin
121 -; Olin., 9/ -;
7 x 4, 12 / -; 8in., 9 / -; 10 x ß, 14/ -; loin., 141 -.

14in. T.Y. CABINETS. Table, Mask Glass. 7 ei 4in.
speaker. Baffle. 19/ -, Carr. 9/ -.
Centring and Focus
W.A. FOCUS MAGNETS.
controle, 9/8. Ditto Double Magnet, 12/6. W.A.
DEFLECTION COILS. Standard Ferroxide. Low
impedance, 19/ -. tin. ALADDIN FORMERS.
Tags, lugged, M. ea., 4/- dos. Ditto Screened,
lilo. high, Od. ., 5/- doz. EKCO TYPE T.V.
high, lin. deep. Shagged,
COILS, Screened, a1i'
5d. ea., 4 / -dos. L.F. CHOKES. 5H 250 mA. Small,
4/6; 7H 300 mA., 6/6. E.H.T. CONDENSERS.
500 pF 18 kV., 3 /6; .001 12 kV., 2/8; .002 18 kV.,

4/6.

I.F. STRIPS. Takes 6 EF91
Less valves, 7/8; With valves
(tested), 21.10.0.
STARE GALAXY SAPPHIRE PICKUPS. Single
hole mounting, lightweight adjustable needle
pressure. For any 3- or 4 -speed turntable.
1. with latest Steig sod Reuter Cartridge.
interchangeable with and similar to the
ACOS GP65. Excellent reproduction
17/6
.. ... 16/Cartridge only
2. As above, but fitted with the famous
Sonotone turnover needle cartridge ... 19/6
17/Cartridge only ...
3. As above, with Aces GP65 cartridge ... 25/...
Cartridge only ..
... 2218
45 Me /s MIDGET

type valves.

.

ACOS

H0P37 Cartridges ..

-

25/-

From a
1 WATT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS.
single 6 V. all -dry battery. Latest G.E.C. Hype
In PUSH -PULL.
GET15 Power Transistors.
Two Translator High (lain Amplifiers Tramformer coupled to output stage. Output transformer (3 ohms), 54.19.0, post 2/6.
BATTERY PORTABLE RECORD PLAYERS.
Above translator amplifier with latest Staar
miniature 45 r.p.m. record player unit. Compact
polka dot portable case. Storage for approx. 20
records. Half the original price. 112.10.0, Carr.
4/-.
Latest H.S.R.
4 -SPEED RECORD PLAYERS.
TU9 Turntable, together with lightweight Stasr
Galaxy dual sapphire crystal turnover pick -up
head. Tru y amazing value at 53.15.0. Carr. 3/ -.
-

PY82
8/8 UCH42 9/9/6 PY83
9/- UCH81 10/6
32/6 PZ80
9/8 UCL82 14/6
8/- SP4B
0//e/e 8P41
3/- ÚP42
9/6/- EBF80 9/- EF89
6/6 SP61
8/- UF80 10/9/- EBF89 9/- 1R91
e/- SU2150A 6/- UFNS 10/9/8 EBL31 12/6 2292
16/11/- T41
7/8 1.1F86
24/4 EBL81 11/- EF95
9/- TH30C 12/8 UF89 10/8/8 ECU
EL32
14111.4
8/6
4/418/6 1.18
9/- U1A1
9/6 EC91
13/4/8 EL38
9/0
U22
6/8 ÚL44
7/6 ECC31 111- ELM
1124
9/8
9/6 1(78
12/8 ÚI.46
4/- ECC32 9/- EL41
1125
9/8 2108
16/- UL84 10/8
418 ECC33 7/6 EL42
1126
4/8 P41
18/8 UM80 10/8
25L6G
6/6
UU6
6/8 D152
5/- EOC84
9/9/- EL84
10/- P61
11/6 25L6GT 9/5 DAC32 10/6 ECC81 7/- EL85
Ú33
9/8
9/6 ÚU7
11/- PCC84
8/- 26Y5G 9/- DAF91 7/8 ECC82 7/- EL91
1135
4/- PCC:83
9/6 UU6 27/10
8/- 26Z4G 8/6 DAF96 9/8 EC088 8/T EL95 10/- yCX.89
U50
7/8
6/8 U-US
1752
ÚY41
7/- 25Z8
B/8 DD41
4/8 ECC84 9/8 EM34
PCF80
8/8/7/8/6 278II 36/- DF3S 10/8 ECC85 9/- EM80 10/- PCF82
9/6
U78
5/6 I7YECi
6/8
101- 30C1
9/- r P91
8/- ECC91 4/8 EM81 101- PCL82
U201
7/6 VP41
81' 30FL1 9/6 DF96
9/6 RCF80 12/8 EM84 101- PCL83
17281
5/6 VP163 9/8/- 30L1
8/6 DHSS
8/6 Ei-_,782 11/- EM85 101- PCL84
U282 ll/- Yß160:307/6
9/- 35L6GT 9/8 DWI
7/6 ECH35 8/8 EN81 12/6 PEN25 61- U403
6/8
9/6 W76
12/8 35W4
8/- DK97
7/6 ECH42 9/- EY51 1016 PEN45 12/8 U404
ó/7/6 9V77
9/6 35Z4GT 6/8 DK92 10/- ECH81 9/- EY80 13/6 PEN48 8/8 U801 81/4 %61M
9/6
10/6 35Z5GT 8/6 DK96
X65
9/8 ECL80 11/- EZ40
11/7/8 PEN883 9/- UABC80
12/6 42
7/6 DL35 11/6 ECL82 12/- EZ41
X66
9/6
9/8 PL88
9/8
10/14/- 5005
10/6 DL92
7/6 EF38
41- EZ80
12/8
8/8 PL36 18/8 UAF42 9/- X78
12/- 501.60T 9/6 DL94
8/6 EF37
9/8
7/- EZe1
9/- PIN 14/8 UB41
8/6 X79
9/- 53KU 111- DL96
9/6 EF89
6/6/- 617,32
9/8 PL81 14/6 UBC41 8/- Y63
7/- 54KU 11/- EA50
91. EF40
14/. GZ34 12/6 PL82
8/8 UBC81 12/7/- OdEDo
9/8 EABC80 9/- EF41
9/8
9/- HL41DD 9/8 PL83
9/6 UBF80 8/. Z66
618PT 11/- EAC91 8/8 EF60
5/EVES 6/8 PY81
8/6 UBF89 9/6 Z77
5/6 80
6/8 EAF42 9!= Brit. 3/- KT83C 8/6 PY32 10/- UCC85 10/- 2159
6/6
9/- 83
6/6 EB34
1/5 Red
8/8
0/6 PY80
3/5 KT38
81- UCF81
9/- Z7I9
9/8 90AV
4/6 EB41
7/6
11.S,A.4/6 KT44
ZD162
PY81
910/6
8/8 UCF82 9115 lbs. 3/6.
No C.O.D. Callers always welcomed, (E. C Weds.)
ALL ITEMS LESS 5%ó AND POST FREE IN DOZENS.
4/6 EF42
9/- EF64
81- EF80
9/- EF85
9/- EF86

9/6
3/6
8/6
7/14/6
9/6

KT81
KT66
KT81
KTW'61
KTZ68
6/- L68
6l- LN152
7/- 1,2319

.

(Dept. W), 350-352 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH
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TELEVISION SPARES

By return of post

All Models

All Makes

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
FRAME OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
DEFLECTOR COILS
LINE AND FRAME BLOCKING OSCILLATOR TRANSFORMERS
ALL POTENTIOMETER AND SLIDER CONTROLS
MAINS DROPPERS
METAL RECTIFIERS
GERMANIUM DIODES
FOCUS MAGNETS
ION TRAPS
E.H.T. CONDENSERS
is probably the most extensive in the country and includes all Spares for Tape Recorders,
Radio and Record Player Units.
Technical Advice Free.
Service Manuals supplied on loan.
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. All Components are supplied at list prices, plus 2/6 p.p.

Our Range of Spares

Please

with all enquiries.

enclose S.A.E.

NEWBURY RADIO
272, ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST GATE,

LONDON,

MARyland 3100

E.7.

YOUR C.R.T. completely
FACTORY REBUILT
New heater and Cathode assembly

9

months'

Guarantee

COMPARE OUR PRICES

*
*

12 in.

£5

.0 .0

*

14 in.

£6.0.0

(Money back if not completely satisfied)

17 in.

£7

.7 .0

*

21 in.

£8

.8 .0

Carriage and Insurance add 12'6
All Mullard and Mazda Types Rebuilt -Fast Service
Send your Tube now -Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D.

KING'S TELE SERVICE CO.,
101 -111,

DAWES ROAD

::
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(UNDERNEATH THE DIPOLEJ
A MONTHLY COMMENTARY

By Iconos
,..

VE

^

_

caught

hi -fi bug !
Taking a little holiday from
the TV set, I have invested in an
ambitious array of pre- amplifiers,
power amplifiers and loudspeakers
which reproduce sound from VHF
radio, magnetic tape, or discs
with the finest possible clarity,
realism and " presence." Of these
descriptive adjectives, the last" presence " -is the most important. Leaving my hi -fi speakers
to visit a friend's house one night,
I could hardly believe the degradation in sound quality that he was
cheerfully accepting.
To me it
sounded woolly and distorted,
Utterly lacking in both presence
and intelligibility.
I had been
drugged " with good quality
---hi -fi sound -this was the other
the

extreme.

Baffled!

IT

.

does seem to me that while

are a very good idea, anyway, and
they can be stood below and in
front of the TV set.

negative film (for transmission by
phase reversal) or to a final positive
print. Mr. Macnamara's paper
was packed with valuable practical
Tape Progress
information and he was ably
SURPRISING new facts are assisted by Mr. David Stiles,
being revealed almost every who is in charge of A -TV's
week by users of video tape Video Recording Department.
In
machines. Speaking at the Royal the discussion which
followed
Society of Arts recently, Mr. T. C. the paper a large audience
of
Macnamara, Technical Controller technicians plied the
speakers
of A-TV, told a British Kine - with questions. I have since
heard
matograph Society audience that of further possible uses to which
it ought to be possible to get the Ampex machine could be put.
better quality telerecordings on It is a proposal that
mm
film via an Ampex video tape negative scenes could be16 transmachine than by direct tee- ferred on to Ampex
tape, for
recording.
He
immediately followed up this
assertion by showing excellent

demonstration
films, which supported his cautious
forecast:
Direct
telerecording was
a chancy opera-

the picture side of commercial tion,
said,
television sets is steadily improving which he
sometimes
the sound side gets worse and
gave
very disworse.
Utterly inadequate loud- appointing
results
speakers are pushed into the through
s o me
chassis, usually at the side, and
slight discrepancy
t many of the fundamental
principles
any one of the
of good loudspeaker designs and in
seven
or eight
housings are ignored. Of course, links
of recording,
I realise that the most important printing
factor in the choice of a television cessing. and proFaults in
set by the man- (or more likely the
early parts of this
woman -)in- the -street is the appear- process
are magance of the cabinet, and that the
nified in later
shape which presents a large
picture filling the entire front of the stages.. On the
l set has a big feminine appeal, for other hand, direct
recording
some reason or another. I think, magnetic on to
video
however, it would be fairer to the
tape immediately
males (who, after all, want to hear
the
the football and racing results overcomes
clearly) if external loudspeaker first contrasts
connections were provided as a hazards, making
istandard facility.
The husband possible a later
who wanted to hear more clearly trap Ter under less
tthe words of some of the mumbling urgent and more
actors could then connect.up his controlled condiI he Postmaster General, The Rt. Hon. Ernest Marples,
hi -fi loudspeaker set, complete tions, either direct watching a videotape recording of himself opening the
extension to the Granada TV Centre in Manchester.
with crossover netwosk .._and _ into- a reversal new
In the foreground may be seen the very wide tape which
tweeters.
Separate loudspeakers positive film, to a
is employed.
'

.
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improved results in the subsequent
It
" playing off" on the air.
seems that the machine (and
amplifying equipment used with it)
can be used for grading and
generally levelling out the photographic qualities from shot to
shot.

Programmes and Commercials
in the U.S.A.
SENATOR JOHN MARSHALL
BUTLER, a member of the
Senate Commerce Committee in
Washington, recently stated that
" a great proportion of American
TV programmes are not even

second -rate -they are just plain
trash." This is a pretty strong
statement to make, which will
surprise British viewers of the
many American TV films shown by
the BBC and I.T.A. organisations.
However, it has been confirmed to
me by three or four visitors returning recently from the U.S.A. that
American TV is not always ahead
of us. One of these disillusioned
people was Paul Beeson, a well known British film cameraman.
" The quality that is tolerated by
the public on the receiving sets is
atrocious," he said. " My hotel room set was in such bad shape
that I 'phoned for room -service
attention. A few minutes later, a
radio engineer arrived to repair it.
He took a glance at the picture and
said- ' Say, boss, it must 'a got
right while I was on my way up in
the elevator.' To him it looked
O.K. " An actor from England
noticed some fine new equipment
in one of the studios. " If only we
had equipment like that in the
British television studios " he
said. A technician pointed to the
labels -which had under the manufacturer's name the heartening
words " Made in England."
!

!

far more annoying than the socal led " natural break " for advertising used over here by I.T.A.
As for the American programmes
we see over here ; these, I am told,
are the very best -the few choice
grains of wheat selected from
many bushels of chaff. It seems that
we can lift our beads fairly high
on artistic, technical and organisational matters in TV. But we must
give full credit for the fantastic
evolution of the Ampex video tape
system, world acceptance of which
has resulted in the expansion of the
Ampex factory at Redwood City,
Cal., into a veritable city over a
period of months.

"The Melody Dances"
BRIGHT and gay musical shows

have become relatively commonplace on TV. In fact, there is a
comparative embarrassment of
riches in this particular department.
I am happy to record
appreciation of The Melody Dances,
the streamlined musical and dance
show starring Cyril Stapleton and
his band. Producer Dicky Leeman
carried this show through at a slick
pace leavening a wide choice of
dance orchestra close -ups with
well -presented vocal numbers by
Shirley Sands, Jo Shelton and
Michael Desmond. There was also
some delightful exhibition ballroom
dancing by Brenda Winslade and
Desmond Ellison ' and formation
dancing 'by the Maurice Jay
Dancers. All were cheerful, good looking and splendid artists, even
when viewed by this writer through
the jaundiced eyes of approaching
influenza. The Melody Dances
may be routine stuff, but it is
first -class of its type.
On the same evening one of the
poorer episodes of that usually
good, but never-ending- Wagon

May, 1959
Train followed, My germs had
evidently thrived on the discordant musical background, so I
gave up the struggle and went to
bed ! But I firmly believe that had
it not been for The Melody Danes
my 'flu would have been far worse
On the other hand, I like to kid
myself that the 'flu would never
have developed had I switched off
after the last genial close -up of
Cyril Stapleton before Wagon
Train started.

" Land of Song"
IT is not very often that

we in
London see features from the
smaller provincial programme companies or from the BBC's regional
TV centres. Plenty of shows come
from Manchester and Birmingham,
but nothing much from elsewhere.
It was, therefore, a great pleasure
to see and hear TWW's " Land of
Song " one recent Sunday. This
was a well- conceived production,

with excellently designed sets, firstclass camerawork and a good
general gloss and professional
touch, which the smaller local
stations rarely have the opportunity of attaining. Christopher
Mercer directed this musical programme which took full advantage of the spacious 60ft. by 80ft.
stage at Pontcanna Studios, Cardiff.
It is a sensible, useful floor area
and the clearance height to the
girders is only 23ft. This is useful,
too. Greater height clearances are
wasteful for an all -purpose studio.
The floor area gives plenty of
space for sets which can be used
and re -used only requiring refurnishing and re- dressing. Small area
stages are a mistake, constantly
requiring sets to be built and struck
to make space for new sets. Compliments to TWW and to Walter
Kemp,,their Technical Controller.

Fred Karno TV
ANOTHER visitor, managing
director of one of the new
I.T.A. programme companies, described the happy-go -lucky methods
of operation at some of the smaller
American stations, resembling in
many respects the combined efforts
of Heath Robinson and Fred
Karno. " Nobody bothers very
much and many of the operators
are part- timers, whose principal
source of income is from the local
garage," he said. But the main
grouse of American viewers themselves is the way in which commercial plugs are introduced into
the sequences and action of
programmes, a method which is

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

CHIEF CONTENTS OF MAY ISSUE
NOW ON SALE, 1/3.
PRINTED CIRCUITS
A MASTER RELAY UNIT
ALL -BAND T.R.F. RECEIVER
BEGINNERS' MAINS TWO -VALVER
ALIGNING WITHOUT INSTRUMENTS
A DIRECT-COUPLED TRANSISTOR RECEIVER
PORTABLE POCKET SIZE ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER
NEWS FROM THE CLUBS
ETC. ETC. ETC.
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another TRS Winner
Latest 4 -sp. BSR Player
Unit and P.U.
... C4.12,6 corr. 3/6

SPECIAL OFFER

2 e. Amplifier wired complete with speaker, etc.,
on Mounting Board.
L3. 5.0 corr. 2/6
Contemporary
styled
light- weight case in
Maroon and Grey. 141in.
a II lm. x ó1n. ...
... LI. 7.6 corr. 2/6

oll 3 units

.

II

II I I tl! 1111111111111111IIIIIIIiIII

only

f9

corr. 4/6

liI I111111111111N1111111111I I I I II I II II11111111111111111111111111111111111111111II111

BAND 3 T/V CONVERTER -iso Me/s-106 me /6
Suitable for London, Midland, North, Scottish,
Welsh and I.o.W. ITA Transmissions.
Mk. 2 Model, as illustrated. Latest Caecode circuit using E(V54
and EFSO valves giving improved sensitivity -f 1ri db) over standard
circuits. Built-in Power supply AC 200 =259 v. Dimensions only
61 in. o 31n. Ht. 4in. Simple and easy to tit -only external ptog.in
connections, wired, aligned and tested ready for me. state Channel
ELBCfROLYTIC3 ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
require!. Boar. Bargain Otter --good results 1r full refund, only
Tubular Wire Ends :r3+3r3/:i:50 t. B. E.1'. 6.8
13.19.8. Carr. & Pack., 2/6. Band 1-Hato ii c o So itch and IIBC 25/25 v.50/12 v.
1 9 Can Types, Clips 3d. ea.
-rt, r. 8
aerial socket, fitted and wired to
21/50 v. T.C.C.
21- 8/5011 v. Dub.
3150/50 v., 4/5181 v.
8-'4+8/450 v. T.C.C.
4-6
160/25 v.. 2/45(1 v.
2/-8+16/450 v. Hunts
616
CONVERTER ACCESSORIES
8/450
v. T.C.C.
213116+ 16/450 v. T.C.C.
5/Var.
Band 1 -Band 3 Cross-over Vnit, 716.
S+8/430 v. B.E.C. 4/833/350 v. B.E.C.
9/6
Attennatora tdtr30db., 711. BBC Pattern Filter.
8+16/450 v. T.C.C. b.1-32+33/275 v. Hunts
41Band 3 Aerials-outside Single Dipole with
818.
16/450
v.
T.C.C.
v.
B.E.C.
3/632+32/450
8!8
'4 yds. co-ac., etc.. 10/8.
3 Element Beam. 59) -.
4¡-1250/350
16/500
v.
Dub.
B.E.C.
y.
8!8
New Improved types -mains prim.
5 Element, 32/6, etc.
16+16/450 v. T.C.C. 54;00/350 v. T.C.C.
8 8
200/2.50 v. topped.
32/350 v. B.E.C.
4/-.60+100/350 v. B.E.C'. 11!6
VOLUME CONTROLS
_111 isolation Tmnofonners now supplied with
32/500
v.
Dub.
v. B.B.C. 124
5/-160+2511/275
10,111111 14111. -2 Megohsno. All long spindles.
altetvative so Most plus 230i,, and plus 111%
:50+56,
3511 v. B.E.C. 816 100+200/275 v. B.E.C'.128
Morganite Midget type. liin. diameter. Csar.
1,0016 tapa. at so ertrs ehasge.
1 year. log. or lin. Ration. Leas Sw. 3/ -. II.)'.
2V
2A type 12/6 (P. A P. 1 /6)
Sw. 416. Twin-ganged controls, ì meg.. I metro
6.3.V.
.6A
12/8
CYLDON BI /B3 TURRET TUNER
tneg., all less Sw., 919 each.
10.5V.
.3A
12/6
1

I

,

-'

C.R.T. Heater

Isolation Transformers

1

13V.

RECORD PLATES CABINETS
Contemporary Cabinet

style,

covered

la

Price

cab

x 131 x

ht.

89 in., fitted with

a

n d

a ut o change rs,

etc. Uncut record
player mounting
' board 14 x 13in. supplie,].
2-vá ere AMPLIFIER Mk. 2
Latest developed circuit giving a higher fidelity
response and greater output I2 -3 wattal using twin
Cage valve ECL82 and neg. feedback Tone Control.
Complete with knobs wired and tested with (ties.
Speaker, etc., ready to fit in abnve cabinet. Only
13.19.8. ('arr. 2 /6.

RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS

New Reduced Prices I
SINGLE PLAYERS 4 -speed BSR (Ttr9),
92/8: 4 -speed GARRARD (4 S.P.). 97.15.0.
GARRARD (TA Mk. II), 90.5.0. Carr. and
Ins. 3/6.
AUTOCHANGERS 4epeed BSR (ÚAS),
4 -speed
18,19.8:
COLLABO,
97.19.8;
GARRARD (RC721 /D Mk- ID Ping-in head,
stereo adapted. 10 ewe. BOA UA12 latest
/monaural
model,
Carr.
stereo
10 gm,
and Ins.
4/6. All above mite are latest 4.speed model.,
fitted lightweight crystal pick-up and twin
sapphire styli. Complete and ready to use.
FINEST SELECTION AVAILABLE
ALL BRAND NEW AND GUAR.

-

Liste,l
(to -k.

Tmna

jJ$

:

NEW
BOXED
1E5, 1T4 7/6 DP96
Si- Eí4
105
7/8 DK96
11,'- EPSO
384, 3V4 8)- DL96
9/. EF86
524
9/5351.6
10/8 EP9t
6AT6
5/6 EABC8U SISSIL41
6K7
816 EB91
616 EL84
6K5
8/6 ERC41 1016 eä65
64.97

68E7

9/6 EY51
8/6 EC1'84 128 EY86
7/8 ECP80 12/6 E240
7/S &CPA:: 1916 E980
716 131.1142 10/8 ESSI
9/- ECHOS I5ISML'14
S16 ELY183

Is 'F62 16/6

10 6 PI'LS3 12/6
14'6 l'I..61
14/6
8 6 Pt.osi
10/-

10.8

p1.3

11 6 P

11

L'

a6

6PYSI

1216.P1'82
14/8 PY83

me,* (PAIL). Series .3 a. heaters.
Complete with valves and knobs, eta'.
Listed 7 gne, Bargain 99/6, p. re P. 2/6
Male .hanneI require!
I. P. 9 -14

VALVES106GUARANTEED

anodised metal
fret. Space available for all modem amplifier. and

-

Brand new, unused, ex manufacturers

12/8

or equiv. valves, 36/-, poet tree- Illustrated band
book with full details. 2/- post. free. FREE WITH
KIT, 48 hr. alignment service, 710 puna 2/- P. d P

accessorie,,
including bailie
all

board

,

JASON F.M. TUNER UNIT 87 -105 incr.
Designer Approved IC' it of imrlo to build this modern
highly eoeeeliefut mit, dolled chassie and eaperio
type dial. Coils, casa, and all quality components
etc., for only 5 gnu., post free. Set of 1 spec. EF91.

£3..0

fawn
and
brown with cream Carr. and
interior.
Sine lus. 3/6.
184

.8A

OM, collages in eaurne of production.
small sire and tag terminated for easy ft ring.

11/6

918

E.H.T. Type FlySENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.
back Voltages. K:3;25 2 kV., 5( -; K3/40 3.2 kV.,
6/9 : K3/45 3.6 kV., 713 K3/504 kV., 7/9 ; K3 /100
a kV., 13/8. RAINS TYPES. -ßH1, 125 V. 80 mA.
4/9 ; EMI 125 V. 100 rnA., 5/11; RM3 126 v.120 mA.,
718; R214 2,50 v. 250 mA., 18 / -; Rä48 type 270 mA.
17/5 ; RM5, 256 v.300 mA., 21/-.
:

SPEAKER PRS!.- Expanded Bronze anodised
metal 8 x 8111., 2/3 ; 12 x 8 in, 9/- ; 12 x 121n., 4/6;
12 x 15in., 6/- ; 24 x 12 in., 9/ -, etc.
TYGAN FRET (Murphy pattern) 12 a 12in., 1/-f12 X 18in., 3- ; 12 x 241m, 41 -. etc.

98 SPEAKERS P.N. !3 ohm 29 in. Else.. 17/6. 31 in.
C,o,almans, 188. lin. S a A., 17/5. Sin. Celetion,

8/6
10/6

7 x fin. Goodman., 18/5. 8in. Rela, 90/ -. 81n,
Special Cone C'mons, 21/8. l0in. R. A A., 96/
EMITAPE Recording Tape ALL NEW A BOXED.
7C5
Type 88 1Sta,d1.
Type 89 (Long Play)
7Y4
8/6 ECI.80 1216 PCC84 10 /61ÚL41 10/6 Sin.
250MM, 9/...
175ft., 71DAF96 9/- ECIS2 19/8 PCF80 10/8CY41
016 5ín.
...
600fí., 39/85011., 24)a.5119..., 24/6
51in. ...
7,200M, 81/0
SPECIAL PRIOR PER IBM
1,800/1., 45/1;200ft, 30/11t5, íT4, 185,341. or 3V4
...
...
... 278 7in.
1/8/96, DP96, DAF96, DL96 ...
...
... 351- Spare Reels (Unboxed) 7in. metal, 116 ; 7ín plastic
6K8, 6K7, 6(37, 6V6, 3Z4 or 6X5
...
... 35/- (EMI, 3/6.
RECORDING TAPE. -1,200 ft. on 7 in. Plastie reel
88 type. Hi (lustily Product. Each boxed. 22,8.
TUBES
RE-

6V0

6X4
6X5

SIS
9)6' -

1x16

18/6.

-

818'LCH42 1016
10/9/61CF41

GUNNED TV

GENUINE OFFER
New Heater, Cathode and Gun Assembly
can now be fitted to your old Tube
Fully
Reconditioned virtually as new.
guaranteed to highest standards-as used
by our own Service Dept.

-

I7in. E10.
12in. ER.
14ín. 01.10.0
Regret only Mallard and Mazda types at present.
Delivery approx. 7 days. Can. A im. 12)6.

aove

are only a few items from our very large
Scud '3d..Uu1p today for Complete Bargain List.

NEW REDUCED PRICES I
CO-AX CABLE
Serni-airipaccd loo -1ío high 111.1Ity tin Ohm
x ill.
utraode,i c m,luctor, etvudael jiu.

80 OHM

,

dis.

Famous nuke. ONLY 8d. per yard.
See what you wive by ordering :
20 yds.
40 yds.
..
124
22
Carr. 1;6.
Carr. 2/ -.

6

TRANSFORMER & COIL WINDING CAPACITY
AVAILABLE FOR PROTOTYPES & SMALL RUNS

C.W.O. or C.O.D. Kindly make chequer, P.O., etc., pavans N y'.R.S, P.«/?.eking sop to lib 74., 11b. 111, 3J8. 1/8.639. 2/ -, 1018.2,9,
p.m. Wed. Open all day Saturday.
1
Hours : 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
70

BRIGSTOCK

50 yards

ROAD, THORNTON

Thornton Heath Station.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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for

SERVICE

and,

PEAK QUALITY
in REBUILT
T.V. TUBES
seven months from the date of the invoice.
In addition we are able to offer you from stock,
rebuilt TV tubes of all sizes at remarkably low
cost (inc. P.T.). These tubes are fitted with
new Gun Units and are covered by the same

If you are faced with the problem of a failing

cathode ray television tube write now for
details hnd pr-ices of Midland's unique
rebuilding service. We can completely regun, rebuild and return your own tube
to you within 72 hours -guaranteed for

comprehensive guarantee.

INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

FOR COMPLETE

MIDLAND TUBES LTD.
37

GEORGE STREET, MANCHESTER,

Telephone

1.

:

CEN.

4568

Now ... in your own home LEARN
,

RAIDvad,GVOLIA9110110W
Gum
((
J TR 01%000
of

TECHNICAL
NO PREVIOUS
EXPERIENCE

trained electronics
ngineer has a great

P

EQV ppMENT

A REAL
tlNCtu.¡pUCORY

Go/ES

L TRA

G

Practical Radio
Radio & Television
Servicing
Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering
Automation
and
Practical
Basic
Theoretic Courses tor
beginners in Radio,
T.V., Electronics, Etc.
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
& Guilds Radio
Amateurs' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.G. Certificate
" NO PASS -NO FEE "

City

LLL

him." Valuable FREE Book shows how E.M.I.
Institutes.School of Electronics can train you for today's
areer ahead

wonderful opportunities.

Radio, Television and Electronics provide an exciting field for the trained man-high pay,
independence in your own business. If you are
a prosperous future--or if you prefer
trained at home by E.M.I. you will be in the hands of specialists who know the quickest
you
for
one
of the fine jobs open to trained electronics -men. Whether you
way to prepare
are a beginner or an advanced student with an examination in mind, E.M.I. Institutes
Electronics
has
of
a
Course exactly suited to your needs-with or without practical
School
equipment-from electricity and magnetism to automation techniques.
w e Definitely Guarantee

it-

"NO

PASS

-NO

FEE"

Full details of the Courses,
Practical Equipment, convenient
monthly payments, our Employment and Advisory Depts., and
much other helpful information
is given in our Guide to Careers
in Electronics. Write for your
There is no
today.
Obligation and the book will be
obligation
sent to you quite free of charge.

FREE BOOK

-

POST NOW

Please send me a free copy of your Guide
to Careers in Electronics.

!

ilpES

NAME
ADDRESS

p

ill

00
l

1E14s

Subject or Exam
of

E.M./. /NST/TUTES

.

ELGt.
IM

SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
The Specialist Electronics Division of the British Institute of Engineering Technology.

(DEPT.

SE/20),

COLLEGE

HOUSE,

29 -31,

WRIGHT'S LANE,

www.americanradiohistory.com
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CORRESPOMDEN
COLOUR TELEVISION
SIR,-Compatibility is a term we have come to
associate with lack of progress in the field

521
The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by
the name and address of the sender (not
necessarily for publication).

inverted Tee loft aerial for Band I. This gives
me the choice of Channels 1, 2 and 3. -A. W.
LvoN (Worthing).

of Colour Television. Because of this rather
RECEIVER DESICdN
naïve desire to progress and stand still at the
seems to my way of thinking that most
same time, a situation has arisen which is both SIR,
designers have thrown away many refinefrustrating and downright stupid.
With colour television we had a chance to ments which would ensure the viewer better
dispense with silly conventions and give the viewing such as line flywheel sync.
Recently a well -known organisation brought
public a really high definition picture in full
colour. But what do we do? We shackle our- out the 'Syncroguide " system which I should
selves by clinging to the old out -of -date 405 line imagine would be economical to produce and
system: we add enormously to the time and could be included in every make of TV as it
is designed around a
money spent on develop-- -_._._._ ._.. __................
single valve of the
ment work by trying to
variety,
double - triode
SPECIAL NOTE
ensure that peop with
but some made one run
black and white receivers
Will readers please note that we are unable
with this facility and
also get pictures from
to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of ex- i
then they have reverted
the colour transmitter.
makes
etary
of
proprietary
or
t
apparatus,
governmen
back to the blocking
One wonders if the old
we
of commercial receivers. We regret that
oscillator
or
multi low- definition television
vibrator systems, which,
are also unable to publish letters from readers
were still in existence
I should think, are just
seeking a source of supply of such apparatus.
whether the colour
as costly to produce as
experts would be making
the "Syncroguide" system.
provision for it as well !
I would sooner pay the extra pound or two
Colour television cannot develop fully until it
is completely divorced from its black and white for a receiver with an efficient A.C.C. system and
counterpart. As the theatre and cinema have flywheel sync, rather than pay less for the old
developed side by side for years past, so must style receiver.
When shall we be able to purchase a receiver
these two mediums of television be allowed to
develop along their own channels. One medium with these refinements cheaper than they are
may eventually disappear but this is the price of being sold today ? -F. MALPASS (Hednesford).
progress ! One thing is certain. No real proUNUSUAL PHENOMENON
gress will be achieved until we have dispepsed
I recently came across the following
with this idea of " compatibility. " -R. D. COYLE
phenomenon. On fitting a Band III con(Harlington).
verter unit to my TV receiver a strong interference
pattern persisted on the ITV signal even after
AERIAL RESULTS
and accurate adjustment of the converter
SIR,-On page 116 of PRACTICAL TELEVISION, careful
tuned circuits. Various methods such as wave
October, 1958, issue, reference is made to a traps,
proved to be of no avail. On checkBand III aerial described in the June, 1957, ing theetc.,
connecting the aerial to the R.F.
issue. I made this aerial at the time but could amplifier, leads
it was found that an unscreened lead
only get sound. After much experiment I found had been used.
surprisingly enough, were
the dimensions given were wrong for Channel 9 the original leadsThese,
used by the manufacturer. This
which the author claimed to be receiving. So in ran from the aerial
terminals from the
order to remedy this, I remade the aerial to the back of the receiver forinput
of about ISin.
correct dimensions and at once got a trace of along the right -hand sidea distance
of the set to the R.F.
picture. I then made a duplicate array for use in end up in front.
The strong Channel I signal
parallel and got slightly better results. However, was being
up by this lead and hence
the final aerial which gave me a good picture causing the picked
strong interference pattern on the
was by removing the two folded dipoles and screen. Replacement
of this lead by a short length
replacing them with a skeleton slot as described of standard 7211 coaxial
in another issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION. With coupling coil eliminated soldered direct to the
this interference comthis I used a ;In. mesh galvanised wire netting pletely and now an excellent
interference -free
reflector.
picture
is obtained.
I have now no need of this loft array; with
May
I
take
this
opportunity
of thanking you
the opening of Chillerton Down on Channel 11 for an excellent and informative
monthly
a normal six -element array suffices.
magazine.
-P.
E.
PERERA (London).
Nevertheless, I think it quite an achievement
to receive Channel 9 with a loft aerial at this
REFRESHER COURSE IN MATHEMATICS
distance. I can well imagine after my better
8 6, by pose 9 9.
Sch Edition.
By F.
CAMM
reception with a slot aerial that the quad aerial
horn GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.
described in recent issues must be very effective
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
for fringe area reception of Band III. I use an

-It

"

:

SIR:

J.
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from p. 526
must be attached to all Queries, and if a postal
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
must be enclosed.

May, 1959

disconnected on F.M. Voltage flyleads C and D
must be set to the tapping correct for 10 volts
higher (i.e., to 250 v. from 240 v.) to compensate
for the absence of the tube from the heater chain.

PYE V4-BBC ONLY
My set is five years old and the picture is very
good except for a 3in. strip on the left -hand side
of the screen which is quite dark. Ow increasing brightness it becomes milky and the rest of

the picture lacks contrast. On increasing contrast the picture becomes silvered or negative.
Could you please tell me, in simple terms, what
may be the cause of this as I would like to
repair it myself if possible.
Also could you please suggest a suitable converter or turret tuner which would be simple
Graham (Glasgow S.5).
and easy to fit ?
Your shading is probably due to an open
circuit bias condenser 25 AF 25 v. between the
cathode of the PL81 and chassis. We suggest
you use a Clydon P16H turret tuner on your

-D.

set.

COSSOR 933A
Advancing the
The picture is very dark.
I intend to fit a turret tuner to my receiver. brightness control just brightens the raster and
I will dispense with the first stage R.F. (Z77), removes the picture; advancing the contrast
making the X78 the first stage. Will the RFT1 control makes the picture break up.
aerial input at present serve as an input coil
Voltages around the tube base, taken on the
from tuner to the new I.F. stage ? If not, can 500 volts range of a Universal Avominor, show
I make an input coil to suit this purpose ? I first anode 240 v.; cathode 180 v.; grid 0 -50 volts,
realise I have upset the heater chain by this relative to chassis. I have tried increasing the
modification. How can I check and adjust to grid voltage to a maximum of 120 volts, without
get this heater line correct ? I have a good satisfactory results, also lowering first anode
multimeter. -N. Parry (Liverpool, 8).
volts.
Inject tuner output to pin 2 of V2 (X78),
The set failed when I first had it, and a service
removing .001 µF, and 220 k22 resistor, wiring a engineer took it away saying the tube had failed,
100 11 resistor in place of the latter. Remove conHe returned it to me with an old tube fitted,
nections to pins 6 and 7 and connect these pins to which, he said, should last for a while. After
Derive tuner H.T. from pin 7 of V1 and tuner a few months the set failed again and I assumed
3.
heaters from pins 3 and 4 of V1. Set voltage it to be the tube, so I obtained a rebuilt tube
adjustment from 5 to 4 or 4 to 3.
and fixed it into the set according to instructions
I read in " Practical Television," with the results
EKCO TC209
that I have already mentioned-i.e., very dark'
I have had the above set for three years and picture. The picture is quite normal in all other
the picture is perfect except that it has been respects.--A. Palmer (Rotherham).
slowly dimming until daylight viewing is now
You describe all the symptoms of yet another
almost impossible and the sound has lost some faulty C.R.T. We suggest that you first check
of its volume.
the ion-trap magnet, which may have lost some
I thought that if I renewed the rectifiers and of its strength or may have slipped, and the
boosted the tube it would help. If you agree 6BX6 video amplifier which is on the lower
with me please tell which valves to change and deck adjacent to the video plug and socket. This
how to boost the tube and any other informa- valve may be exchanged with one in the sóund
tion. I did try moving the mains tapping from I.F. strip as a quick check.
240 v. to 230 v. and it gave quite an improvement though not enough to bring the set up to EHT DISCHARGER

H.M.V. 3807

standard.-R. Sourbutts (Wembley).
The H.T rectifier is the metal Automat TV5
which is along the front of the chassis, and
which is unlikely to be faulty. We suggest you
first try boosting your tube using a 13 volt low
Connect the
capacity C.R.T. transformer.
secondary to pins 1 and 12 of the tube having
previously removed and shorted the orange and
yellow wires. Mains for the transformer may be
taken from between chassis and voltage flylead
A. taking this latter wire via the spare set of
contacts on the F.M. ¡TV switch so that it is

I have been asked on several occasions to
examine television receivers, but am dubious
about handling the EHT circuits, as I have read
of test prods disintegrating. Could you suggest a
tool for discharging the EHT condenser with
particular reference to suitable insulators.-R.
Dent (Newcastle).
A simple tool to discharge EHT lines can be
constructed from a length of flexible insulated
wire (2ft. of coax inner) with a crocodile clip for
(Continued on page 525)
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T/V TUBE
FACTORY £20,000 PLANT
OUR

SUPER

Mike and 8' Loudspeaker

A.C. Mains 110/250 s. Size 10/
in. x 6lin. x 211n. Incorporat-

ing 6 valves. H.F. pen., 2
triodes. 2 output pens., and
rectifier. For use with all
makes and types of pick -up
and mike. Negative feedback. Two inputs. mike and
gram. and controls for same.
Separate controls for Bass
and Treble lift. For use with
Std. or L.P. records, musical
instruments such
£.19.6
as Guitars, etc.
Plus P. & P. 7,6

t

WITH

REBUILT AS NEW

QUOTATIONS

Example

Or 35/- deposit plus P. & P. 76
& 3 monthly payments of 25 -.

SIGNAL GENERATOR

Months' Guarantee

12

-

-

BY RETURN

I7in. £7- IOs.

-

OTHERS

PRO

Free

RATA

packing

EXPRESS ELECTRONIC AND
CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
281 Parliamentary Road, Glasgow, C.4
Bel. 4569

£6.19.6 or 251- deposit and 6
monthly payments of 2118.
P. & P. 5/- extra. Coverage
100 fie /x-100 Mea on fundamentals and 100 Me/s to 200
Me /s on harmonics. Metal
case 101n. x 61ín. x 511n., grey
hammer finish. Incorporating
three miniature valves and
Metal Rectifier. A.C. Mains
Internal Modulation
200/250.
of 400 c.p.s. to a depth of 30%
modulated or unmodulated
R.F., output continuously
100
milli- volts,
variable.
C.W. and mod. switch, variable A.F. output. Incorporating
magic -eye as output indicator. Accuracy Plus or minas 2 %.

FAMOUS MAKE

"TELETUNER"

Covers all Channels, Bands I and
ID. Valves used
PCC84, R.F.
double triode, cascode R.F.
amplifier, PCF80, triode pentode
f.c. and mixer. I.F. output 338
Mc/s.
2/6 59/6 Knobs 3/6 per set
:

ost

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
211 Streatham it oad, Mitcham, Surrey.
ALL VALVES LISTED AltE NEW STOCK
Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. Postage 3d. per rahr.

RS

MITCHAIN 6201.
AZ31 10 6
1365
8 6

DAF91 9:DAF96 9/8

DD62010/6

DF91 866
DH719 9/6

9/EABC80
1)K91

FAF421/
Óg
ÉBC41 9/3
F.BF80 9/8
EBFIiO 9/6
EC91
8/9
ECC33 8/6
ECC81 8/6

ECC83 9/ECC84 10/F.CC8510/6

ECF80
12/8
ECF82
12/8

EF85

7/6
E186 121EF89 10/EF91 816
EF95 14/EL42 10/EL84
9/E1.90 816
EM80 10/-

ÉÌ
81

10/-

EYB6 14/8

EY91 9/EZ35 8/6
EZ40 8/EZ41 10/6
2.280 8/E281 81-

FC2

14/6

FC4 23/6
FC13 1418

FC13C19/8
GZ32 13/6
H30
4/9
ECH35
H63
10/1216 HBC90 8/11/8
ECH81 9/6 HL133D
ECL80
11/8
12/8 KT33C
ECL82
12/6
EF37A13/8 LZ'J1912/8
10/3 MKT4(5)
FF90 15/- (or 7) 21/F41 9/6 ML4 12/6
E F42
12/- MSP4 151N

F50(A)

EF80

4/8
8!-

M1114 10/-

MX90 15/N142
9/6

N153 11/3
N154 11/3
N727
8/6

PCC8411/8
PCF80
12/6
PCF82
11/6
PCL82
12/6
PCL83

PENA4
11/6
PEN4VA
11/6
P1.36 15/P1.81 17/6
PL62 10/PL83 14/PY80 8/3
PY81 9/6
PY82 8/6
FY83 8/8
R10 22/R19
19/TDD4 15/-

99

UT

818

9/9
9/6
10/UAF4230/UBC41 8/8
UBF80 8/6
UCH42
10/U397
U153

UABC80

UCH81

10/6

UCL83

UL84
UY41
UY85

VP4B

Wí2
9

19/6
9/6
9/7/6
8/17/6
9!8

W719

X78
X79
221
Z77

8/6

191-

17!-

10/6
10/8
2152
8/6
Z719
8/6
1R5
9/5Y3GT 8/6
5Z4G 10/6ABGT

6AL5

SAMS
6AN5

6BA6

6BE6
6BJ6

613R7

BBW7

10/5/9
9/5/-

8/8
8/3
7/6
12/8/6

8/6
5/9
6F1 19/6
6F12 8/8
BF13 18/B
6J5G 616
6J7GT 10/6BX6

602

extra.

SIGNAL & PATTERN
GENERATOR

UF41
9/UF89 10/-

11L41

11:1

8 WATT 'gr.! AMPLIFIER
complete silh (r.-tal

WILL RECONDITION YOUR
OWN TUBE
£2 - I Os. -7 Months' Guarantee
OR COMPLETELY

lit

6K7

416

6K7GT10/6K8GT
12/3
6L1 17/e
61ñG 7/6
6118 12/6
6I19 21/6N7G/GT

6SL7GT I
6SN7GT

12J7G/GT
10/12K7GT
10/6
12K8GT

12Q7GT

35Z4GT

fundamentals, slow- motion
tuning, audio output, 8
vertical and horizontal bars,
logging scale. In grey hammer . finished case with carrying
handle. Accuracy ± 1% A.C. mains 280 -250 v.

i8

8/6
6X5GT 8/6
787 12/8
7Y4
7/8
8D3
86
10LD11
14/9
12AH810/12AT6 8/9
12AT7 8/9
12AU7 9/12AX7 9/12BA6 8/9
12BE6 8/3

12Q7

25/- deposit plus P. & P. 5!and 6 monthly payments of
21/8. Cash 86.19.6 plus P. &
P. 5/ -. Coverage 7.6 Me /s-210
Mc /s in five bands. all on

AC/DC POCKET MULTI -METER

192

CHANNEL TUNER

13
Complete with PCF80
removed from chassis.
34-38 Mets.

8/6
8/6

8/6

50L6GT
10/-

Quotations given for any types not listed. Obsolete and old
types a speciality.

KIT

Comprising 2in. moving coil meter
scale calibrated in AC/DC volts.
Voltage
ohms and mini -amps.
range AC/DC 0-50, 0-100. 0- 2550. 0 -500.
milli -amps 0-10, 0 -100. Ohms range
0- 10,000. Front panel. range switch,
wire -wound pot (for ohms zero
setting), toggle switch, resistors
and rectifier. Basic movement
mA. In grey hammer finished
Built and
%6 pt g¿p, 1I8.
tested 718
Point to point wiring diagram 1 / -, free with kit.
extra.

19/6 Kno136

& PCC84.

These have been

per2set extra.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.
23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3.
All enquiries S.A.E. GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OUTSIDE U.K.
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ADVISORY SERVICE

Qii/tty itiTNbes

We offer a complete before and after sales service. Our
advice is ALWAYS available and freely given, BUYING or

NOTI

Whether expert or novice, let our extensive experience

ensure your success.

AERIALS

VALUE
IN REBUILT
TELEVISION
FOR

An even wider range.
We select the ever popular I.T.V
add -ons to illustrate our bargains.
5 ELEMENT.
Complete with universal clamp and stand -off
arm. Still unbeatable, 39/6, Also at 45/..
e ELEMENT. As above. 51/6. Also at 62/6.
Easifix. All aerials pre -assembled and collapsed for transit.
Easimod.
All single aerials can be modified to " double "
arrays if desired,
Takiteasi ! DO be careful on the roof. DON'T wear crêpe soles
in wet weather. (Better still, wait for good weather.)
NOTE.- Efficiency and gain of aerials depends on number of
elements, spacing, siting, etc., and hardly varies with PRICE

TUBES

can
supply
direct to you, completely rebuilt C.R.
tubes with new Gun
Units at prices (inc.
P.T.) which are sound
pound value.
All
sizes in stock at

CABLE & ACCESSORIES
Hi- grade, low loss, suitable all normal purposes.
Expanded polythene type. ed. per yd. any length.
SEMI -AIRSPACED. A " must " for long runs in fringe areas.
(" Don't spoil the ship," etc.) 1/6 per yd. any length.
Outdoor
DIPLEXERS (junction boxes).
Indoor type, 10/3.
type, 13/-.
IF- IN- DOUBT.
Use a separate downlead for I.T.V. with a
skirting board " diplexer " if necessary.
CO- AXIAL.

" Brayhead " at E6.19.6.
Easifix.
Over 600 models convertible to I.T.V. by simple
" plug -in " technique, using plug -in adapter at 2/6 extra.
SUCCESSFUL !
We have received very many appreciative
letters. Our supplementary advice ensures success.

After exhaustive tests we

have selected the famous Cossor 562KX.

Definitely the job for novice or expert. Not a " lash -up "
but the real thing. OUR SUPPLEMENTARY ADVICE ensures
success.

Printed circuit technique giving HI -FI 3 watts output
Twin Loudspeakers. Suitable all inputs.
Illustrated step-by -step advice. Everything except the cabinet
/9.15.0 tax paid.

11 I

IIL

Hale; St., Dept)ord High St., London, S.E.8.
Telephone. TIDEWAY 450í

NEW

selected the famous Cossor 701 K.
Everything except the cabinet for a 6 valve V.H.F. /F.M. radio.
Pre -aligned R.F. and I.F, stages.
(Expensive test gear not

required).
IOin. Elliptical loudspeaker.
Illustrated construction manual plus our Supplementary Advice.
/15.15.0 tax paid.

VALVE KITS FOR YOUR TV
Save hours of faultfinding.
Clear 90% faults.
One off, each type. Guaranteed valves (all set- tested).

Complete with TV Fault-finding Guide and advice on your TV.
Standard Kits : E5.0.0 post free. (If non -standard, favourable
( State make and
quote by return.) Why pay repair bills
model number.)

TERMS OF BUSINESS
Write to

WILSON
CATHAY,

BRISTOL, I.

TRAINING TECHNIQUE

Announcing-after years of successful operation

in

other countries

latest system in home training in electronics introduced by

-a

matics
You learn whilst building actual equipment with the components
!

we send you -and you really have fun whilst
And afterwards -you have a first rate piece of home
learning
equipment plus the knowledge of how it works and how it can be
serviced.
This new system brings an exciting new opportunity and is very
moderate in cost. Post the coupon now without any obligation
for full details.
-Fi Installation+
Build Your Own : Radio Equipment
and parts which
!

Test Gear

.

And Learn

as

You Do It.

}Hi

LOTS OF INSTRUCTIVE EXPERIMENTS AT HOME
Post coupon now

for FREE

!

BROCHURE

RADIOSTRUCTOR-'

(Dept. G29), 46, Market Place, Reading, Berks.
us

in

aerials

a

new British training organisation.
At last
simple way of learning -by practical means -the ' how
and why ' of electronics with the minimum of theory and no mathe-

?

confidence.
Above C5 free, except
Packing and carriage 1/6.
(Sel., 2/6 ; Bel., 3/6 ; Others, 5 / -.)
If in doubt or if needing advice WRITE US FIRST.

DO -IT-YOURSELF

AlZ10/0.56ZECTIZONICS
-the

Our DO-IT- YOURSELF radio. Again, after many tests, we have

TEL. 57819 or 26242.

uIm

You Learn While You Build.

!

RADIO KITS (F.M. /V.H.F.)

48,

tu u

ilt I

VIDIO REPLACEMENT CO.

CONVERTERS (external)
/6.19.6. Accessories, 7/6.
Our external converter gives the very simplest conversion to
I.T.V.
Handsome appearance.
Easifix (in fact, dead easifix !) Place on top of T.V. and connect
up as per our instructions.
Efficient. 2 valve circuit. Best on the market at the price.
Definitely superior to the cheap I valve efforts.

with order or C.O.D. (2/6 extra).
Extended credit on more expensive items.

VIDIO

Alternatively we can rebuild your own tube and
return it to you in 72 hours-backed by a 7
months' guarantee from the invoice date.
Remember it's VIDIO for VALUE.
Write or call for full details.

Still available. The famous

Cash

ppumomul11N

VIDIO REPLACEMENT CO.

TURRET TUNERS

Our DO- IT- YOURSELF amplifier.

SAY

Vidio

which concerns finish, long -term durability and patent
DO write us for aerial advice if in doubt.
assembly methods.

AMPLIFIER KITS

May, 1959

TELEVISION

Please send full details of your Radio Equipment Courses without
any obligation to :

Name
Address

L
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connection to chassis at one end and a 10 meg
watt resistor at the other. This resistor can
be housed in the front end of an insulated sleeve
to provide a probe and an empty ball pen case
]nay be used in this respect. Always discharge
EHT paints'more than once, as they charge themselves up again from the C.R.T. glass charge.
1

PYE 18T
The fault is a click from the loudspeaker plus
an immediate darkening of the picture. There is
no change to either the focus or size of picture.
During the few minutes immediately following
this disturbance the picture gradually increases
in brilliance until it is back to normal conditions.
The fault is of an intermittent nature and may
not always occur. The tube was recently repaired,
but as the set belongs to my sister I do not know
whether the fault was in existence before the
repair or whether it is a fault in the tube. -R. J.
Lean (Cambridge).
The usual cause of your fault is dirty valve
pins or faulty decoupling in the vision R.E stages.
We suggest that as a first check you exchange
the vision and sound EF50 valves and notice if
the fault transfers itself, then progressively bridge
each decoupler in the circuit in turn with a good
.0015 µF ceramic condenser.

STELLA TYPE ST.I480U
should be glad if you would assist me in finding a fault which has developed. There is no
raster visible at any setting of the brilliance
control and the line whistle seems to be absent.
The valves UL44 and ÚY41 have been tested and
are O.K. A resistance check between the anode
rap of the UL44 and the anode of one of the
EHT rectifiers shows only 10 il. The sound is
perfect.
P. Batty (Beverley, Yorks).
The symptoms are typical of a deflective line
Qütput transformer and this should be replaced.
However, check the small electrolytic capacitor
associated with the UY41 cathode as This could
be open circuited.
I

-J.

PHILCO 1551
I should be pleased if you could help me find
the fault in my 12in. table model TV. I have a

perfectly good picture, but down the left -hand
side of the screen there are bands of black and
white running vertically and covering about onefifth of the screen horizontally. This gives the
impression of a folded curtain, but one through
which the picture can be seen, although distorted.
When the brilliance control is advanced to maximum, image reversal takes place -this I take to
be a failing tube, for which I have fitted a booster
transformer with very little effect. -P. Towel]
(Hartlepool).
Two .001 µF capacitors are wired across the
line scanning coils in series. A variable trimmer
is wired from the junction of these to the C.R.T.
grid. Check these components.

FERGUSON 992

This is a five -channel set which has been converted to ITV, with a Ferguson tuner unit. I
installed this second- hand set for a friend in the

TELEVISION
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Midland reg''n, the channels being 4 and 8. The
picture on BBC was perfect for a few days, but
then it became distorted as though water was
flowing across the screen from left to right.
Sometimes it wou'd settle and the picture would
be perfect, but when I turned the horizontal lock
control the picture would break up again. The
ITV picture is very poor and it will not lock. I
used a combined chimney aerial, made by Anti ference. Could you please inform me what would
cause these troubles, also if I can remove the
Ferguson tuner unit without interfering with the
BBC on Channel 4 ? -A. McGarry (Reading).
Ensure that the BBC is correctly tuned by
means of the rear right side station tuner. Tune
the required ITV programme in by adjusting the
three nuts on the switch spindle so that they
depress the tuning pedals (which actuate the coil
cores of the tuner unit). Depress these pedals by
hand, all together until sound is heard, adjust nuts
to bring pedals to this point. Check the vision
EF80 valves and the crystal diodedOsion detector
(inside final I.F. coil can).

PYE BV2o
I wish to replace the 100 -I- 50 µF condenser.
This is a 280 v. working electrolytic and I have
one which is a 350 v. working. 64-120 µF. Will
this do in its place ? What effect will the change

make ? -D. Cole (Coventry).
You should not notice any difference by replacing your condenser by the one you suggest. Be
sure and put the 64 µF section nearest the rectifier.

PYE MODEL V4
Sound is O.K. but there is no raster and no
whistle. On removing chassis 1 found no EHT
also EHT rectifier (EY51) failed to light up. 1
then found that the 500 mA fuse was blown and
the anode connecting wire to the top of PYS1
was off (looked like melted solder connection
between wire and clip). After renewing fuse I
made a temporary connection of the PYS1 anode
and immediately the sound dropped and distorted
and the PY81 anode glowed red. This was
renewed with the same results. This also caused
a resistor coupled from l" 81 to PLS1 to heat
up but I don't think the resistor is at fault. I
suspect the line output transformer or scanning
coils may be short circuited but have no means
of checking this, furthermore I have no service
sheet. -R. M. Earle (Northallerton).
We suggest you try and isolate your fault as
follows : -Run the set with P181 top cap connection removed. If PY81 (assumed to be O.K.)
still glows suspect line transformer or scan coils.
Remove line scan coil feed (screened and pink
wires at tag strip beneath scan coils).
If this
cools the PYSI down replace the scan coils. If
it does not, replace the screened lead. If the
PY81 still overheats replace the transformer.

PYE RTL /17 CONTINENTAL
Could you tell what is wrong with the above
set which is 16 months old. There is no picture
(or raster) and no sound. On shorting heater
pins on tube MW43/69 sound is heard and there
are blue flashes in the tube gun. A distinct
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pinging sound can be heard, which becomes

louder when the volume is turned up. I was
wondering if it was a short in the tube heater
and, if so, would an isolating transformer be of
Skade (Manchester).
any use ?
We would say that your tube has an opencircuited heater and is most probably soft. If
this is the case, the fitting of an isolating transformer will be of no assistance.

-I.

EKCO T161

My set gives an excellent picture though it is
slightly cramped up at the bottom with the lines
wider apart at the top. The trouble is that the
picture will keep rolling. If I reset the vertical
hold, it will be O.K. for a few minutes then
roll the other way, and so on, up and down all
evening. The vertical hold is central but very
critical for position. I have changed the 20L1
and the .25 pF condenser on the chassis without
effect.-H. R. Webb (Cambridge).
We adviseeayyou to replace the Q3/4 metal
interlace rectílier which is situated alongside the
frame blocking oscillator transformer and is
coded orange- yellow. This should restore your
hold, but may still leave a distorted scan. If so,
suspect also the 6L18 frame output valve.

BUSH TV24C

This set works quite normally on Band I.
When the set is switched over to Band III it
works normally for about an hour, then horizontal bands of light flash across the screen. These
bands of light move in rapid succession from the
top to the bottom of the screen and are accompanied by a crackling in the loudspeaker. If I
switch back to Band I it sometimes eliminates the
flashing on Band III for about half an hour.
Other times the flashing will go off itself for a
period. I can tune the crackling out with the loss
of sound, but then the bands turn from white to
black. -R. Griffiths (Shiremoor, Northumberland).
You should remove the bottom cover of the

tuner unit and thoroughly clean the switch contacts. Try the receiver again. If it is still defective, check the PCF80
components.

valve and associated

MURPHY 202C
I have recently added an Aerialite converter
for Channels 5 and 8, to my set, which gives good
results but with a certain amount of patterning.
My main problem, however, is that once or twice
during viewing, the picture has gone opaque for

restored itself to normal again.
The contrast control is right back almost to its
stop and if advanced much the picture is too
brilliant and the figures stretch vertically. Can
you indicate the faulty component, please ? -C.
Firth (Co. Durham).
Your symptoms are those of a heater -cathode
short in the tube. This may be overcome by the
fitting of a low capacity isolating transformer to

a second and then

the heaters. This will take the place of the
existing 2 volt supply to the heater pins (1 and 12)

May, 1959

and mains supplies for its primary should be
derived from the set side of the on -off switch.

RE FERGUSON 984T

I have the service sheet and alignment instructions for the above set, but these instructions
state that the 2 mA range of an Avo Model °7
should be used for vision alignment, in conjunction with a potentiometer, etc.
I wish to use my Avo Multiminor for this, but
this meter has no 2 mA range. Could you please
let me know what range I can use on my meter
and what difference this will make to the potential
value, etc. -A. Simester (Bournemouth).
It is not unduly critical which milliamp range
is used for reading the signal current as this is
really only for comparison purposes. A voltmeter across the video anode load resistor would
serve. The degree of deflection or indication of
variation is what is required provided the total
resistance exceeds 50 kit.
H.M.V. 3815

Kindly give me a clue as to what to look for
(and where) to cure a slow downward roll on my
set. This model is the Northern model, but it
has been converted to Rowridge and Chillertou,
with a Brayhead.
The vertical hold is fully to the left when facing
the open back of the set, and at one point when
moving it to the right, a bright bar of light with
the picture superimposed on top of it, appears,
narrowing.
by
considerable
accompanied

-

John M. Welchman (Ventnor).
We would suggest that you replace the 25 ki2
pot. (vert. hold) and also the 2.2 Mit resistor
(red- red-green) situated under the flat type capacitor on the long tag strip (yellow lead) near the
Z63 -B36 valve bases.

FERGUSON 996T
require to change the EY51 on my set. As
a complicated business owing to
the restricted space, may I ask your advice regarding its removal and replacement.-J. Mulholland
(Glasgow).
Pull off front knobs, remove bottom panel and
pull out speaker leads from sockets. Remove
bottom chassis fixing screws and slide out chassis.
Remove tube base socket and ion trap magnet.
Remove EHT cap from side of tube, release tube
1

it looks rather

front clamping band and carefully remove tube.
Unscrew P.K. screws from metal case covering
EY51 box and lift lid. Remove EY51 and solder
the new valve into position, having .cut the leads
to the right size and make connections with well
rounded blobs of solder.

QUERIES COUPON
This coupon is available until MAY 22nd, 1959, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accord with the
notice on page 522
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, MAY, 1959.

NE WNES, LIMITED, Tower House. Southampton Street. Strand, London, W.C.2, and
Published on the 22nd of each month by GEORGE
Exmoor Street, London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand forGORDON &:
printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS.
one year
NEWS AGENCY. LTD. Subscription rate including postage
GOTCH (Aisle), LTD. South Africa and Rhodesia: CENTRAL
Inland 10s., Abroad 17s. 6d. (Canada 168.) Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post.
:
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S

/VISION STRIP

* 8in.
P.M. SPEAKERS
A
offer, but limited quantity of

5/6

/het- Takes 6 EF91, 602, 6Fí4. Valves not
included. I.Fs. 7.25 me /s. Please state channel
required. P. & P. 2/6.
PLESSEY S /VISION STRIP
15/6
S /het. Takes 6 6Fí, 2 6D2.
Valves not included.
I.Fs. 10.5 14 mt /s. Free drawing. P. & P. 2/6.
TURRET TUNER
U /17/6
12 channel tuner.
Suitable for above. Tunable
S

'

II I I I II I III I I I
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P. P. COMPONENTS LTD.

=

*

I

I

1

5/9
bargain
these
modern type speakers. All tested and Money
Back Guarantee. They have a slight cone fault
which is repaired not affecting the quality. P.
& P. on 1, 2/6 ; on 2, 3/6. Also 8in. P.M. Speakers
8/9.
An ideal gift, if fitted in small cabinet,
complete with O.P. Transformer fitted, 10/ -.
P. & P. 2/9.
RESISTORS
6d. per Dot.
270 K ohms. } watt. Post on I doz., 6d. ; post on
4 doz., 1/- ; post on 10 doz., 1/6.

1

*
*
* TIME
BASE
4/9
Contains scanning coils,
unit, line transformer,
drawing.
* TIME BASE
7/9
with aluminium
(latest type).
* Output
POWER PACK & AMPLIFIER
with
H.T.
, Smoothed
centre tapped.
Carr.
* Not tested.
E.H.T. COIL
or
oscillator suitable for
to 9.5 me /s. I.Fs. Post FREE.

focus
etc., less valves. Free

T.V. AERIALS 25/6

3/6

P. & P.

*
*9d. VOLUME CONTROLS
pole,
/9d

For all I.T.A. channels,
I
} meg. ohms.
I meg., single
including Channel II.
Short spindle. New and
For outdoor or loft. Post 6d.
19/6 3 elements. Sold half 9d. 2 meg. log. Short Boxed. Post 6d.
Post 6d.
2/3d. 300 ohms. Wire
stage 6V6
O.P. Trans.,
normal price. P. & P. spindle.
9d.
10k long spindle. wound colvern. Post 6d.
(a) 325 v., 250 m /a., 6.3 v.
5 amp., 22 v. r,0,
2/6.
2/64. Doz.
.3 amp., and 4 e.
Assorted.
Less valves. T.V. AERIALS 7/9 Post 6d.
I /3d.
10k.
Unused. Volume and tone con5/6.
Fitted with 9 ft. co-ax Carbon.
Short spindle. trots
R.F.
stripped
from
9/6 Cable.
Suitable for Post 6d.
working chassis. Post 2/ -,
7-10 Kv. Uses 6V6
P61
rod
or loft.
Ultra V600 or V700. Size 4jin. x 2in. dia. Circuit door
VISCONAL
CONDENSERS,
S
/9.
0.001
Uf,
Extra co -ax can be
drawing. P. & P. 2/6.
12.5 KV also 0.1 7 Kv. Working. Post on each, 6d.
supplied at 6d. yd.
As above,

chassis.

3/6

P. & P.

* T.V. SLIDER CONTROLS

5/- P. & P. 1/3.
5 on a panel, 1K, 5K, 10K and 2 -50 K. Complete
CAR AERIALS 6/9
with knobs. P. & P. If -.
Whip antenPlated.
FOCUS MAGNETS
nae.
50 sa.
long.
ELAC FOCUS MAGNET
Ihn.
to
5/9 Collapsing
35 -38 mm.
Permanent magnet type. Salvage. One hole fixing. P &
/9.
P. & P.
P. II-.

*
* ELAC
FOCUS MAGNET
new.
* ToBrand
FRAME OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
match low impedance coils.
1

35 -38 mm.

P. & P.

3d. stamp for
CATALOGUE
Regret
U.K. ONLY.
Send

3/9

P. & P. 1/3.

NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS

Edgware Road. London, W.2.
PAD 5607
For London's Finest Bargains in
electronics, television and radio
equipment.

LARGE
SELECTION
OF
TAPE
RECORDERS ALL GUARANTEED.
FOR EXAMPLE :

FRUSTRATED EXPORT ORDER.
3-speed tape recorders, brand new
in maker's cartons, fitted with latest
Mark IV Collaro tape deck, 4 watt out put. plays all pre -recorded tapes. Instantaneous track change over. With

microphone and tape. Current list price
55 gns.
Our Price 41 Ens. Leaflet
available on request.
Also smaller
version of the above machine, current
list price 44 gns. Our Price 35 gas.
complete with tape and mike. Fully
guaranteed.

T.V. TUBES
BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED
141m M.W. 3624 tubes, £15.10.0.
171.n. M.W. 43ä4 tubes, 816.10.0.
211n. M.W. 53-80 tubes, 820.0.0.
P.P. & Insurance on all tubes. 15/ -.
T9f3-91n. Ferranti Tube. 4 volt filament
£5 inclusive.
BRAND NEW COSSOR 85K 151n. retails
for £28. Our Prier 814. Also 106K 10in.,
brand new. £8.10.0.
REVACUUMED
&
GUARANTEED
loin. and 121n., £6 ; 141n., £5 ;
and .17in., 87.10.0.
FRUSTRATED EXPORT ORDER
by world -famous manufacturer.
FM
tuner converts any record player into an
FM radiogram or any AM radio to FM
reception -exceptional sensitivity for
perfect interference free VHF/FM
reception, own power supply, full
International coverage.
In modern
finish, light walnut cabinet to blend
with any record player or radio. Made
to sell at £d).
Our Special Price
£12:10.0, incl. caer. Leaflet available
on request..
-

only.
* Callers
SOLDER REELS, /6d.
solder.
* INSULATING}in.TAPE,
wide.

SETS

19/6
10/1N5GT 10/-

607GT
6SL7GT
65N7GT
6U4GT

154

6V6GT

1D5
1115GT

9/-

76

6/3

188

3S4

3V4
5U4G

5V4G
5Y3GT
574C

6AL5
6AM5

8Ì-

6CD6G
6F1

8F13
6iF1C7G

6K7GT
607G

9f6

7/3
7/6

6132J77

61,18

11-

/3

6AT6
6BA6
65E6
6BH6

6K8G
6L1

88

5/8-

6ÁQ5

3 -core

7/7/26/9

8Ì8

12/6
17/6
3/9
8°9
12/1

8!-

6V8G
6X4
6X5G

9/8
71-

6/6
11/-

NEW

6X5GT
7B7
7C5
7C6
7117

!

TESTED

!

GUARANTEED

6/8/8f-

B36
CCH35

9/9

10C2

14/6
17/8

I0F1

lOF9

1Ú

7

12BA6

20Lí

21A6
25A6G
25Z4G

17: 8
13 8

11'-

25E6GT
3601

9,-

98
8; -

8

ECC81

G232
KT33C
KT41

12/8
1516

ECC84
ECC85

EC L80
ECL82

DF96

10e
7/8
8/6
10/6
10/6/3
8/8

DK32
DK40

14/8
18/-

EF39
EF91

DK92
8/6
DK96
8/6
DL33
9/DL35
12/3
DL92
7/6
DL94
8/6
DL96
8/6
EABC80 7/9

EL33

DÁC32
DAF91
DAF96
DCC90

DH76
DH77

17'8

20E2

EZ80

EBF80 8/9
EBF89
8/9
EBL21 21/6

ECF80
ECF82
ECH21

8,7'8
Bi-

12K7GT 7Ì12K8GT 12/6
12Q7GT
7/1723
7/6
19AQ5
7/6
19Y3
8/6

EBC41

21/6
16/9
12/6

CL33
CY31

10/6

159

10P13

AZ1

DF33
DF81

17/13

8'-

35L6GT 10 35ZGT 7/6
35Z5GT
18/6

50L6GT

7S7

7Y4
1001

30L1

6.'9

8/-

DK91

EAC91

EAF42

EB91
EBC33

7/7/3
7/6

518

9/6
5/6

7/-

EC1135
EC1142

7'6
8/9/6
11/6
11'6

169

98
1116

EFF39
41

5/6
9/6
11/6

8F6

13 /6

EF42
EF80

EL36
EL41
EL42
1.1.84

EM80
EM81
EM84
EY51
EY86
EZ40
EZ41

6/3
16/9

2216

9/6
10/6
9/6

136

1018

7/6

STA. 4587

www.americanradiohistory.com

!

for 27/6
for 32/6
for 27/-

8!6

12/6

FW41500 9/6

11/-

8'6

14/6
8/6
12/6
KTW61
6/LN152 10/6
14.114
6/KT63
ET71

gl

M1714

PCC84
POOR

PCF80
PCF82

PCL82
PCL83

8/-

17/6
811016

10/6
12/6

PENA4 11/PEN36C 9/8
PEN45 12/6
PEN46
6/PL36
15/22/6
PLIE
PL81
13/8
P1.82
8/6
PL83
PY32
PY80
PY81
PY82
PY83
PZ30
SP61

PLACE, STAMFORD HILL,

LONDON, N.16.

ERSIN

1/6d.
Finest quality
tape. 75ft. x
in sealed metal tins.
Poston I tin 94., on 6 tins 2/ -.

READERS RADIO
COLBERG
24,

20ft.

4d.

1R5, 155, 1T4, 3S4. 3Q4, 3V4. DAF91, DF91. DK91, 0192, DL94 ANY 4
DAF96, DF96, DK96, DL96
...
...
...
...
4
6K7G. 6K8G, 6Q7G, 6176G. 6X5G or 53G ...
...
...
...
5

lA7GT

304

I

P.

SA

VALVES

155

CONVERTERS, EL 24 v. in230v.
100 watts output minimum.

50 cycles.

Enclosed in a portable steel case I I }in..x Ilin. x
8in. Few only. Buyer collects. This has been
successful on 150 watt -200 v. for T.V. sets.
60/40. P. &

12/9

1/9.

220

*
* ROTARY
A.C. out.,

9/6
18/-

8/-

7/6

8/6
8/6

1176

U78

UABC80

UAF42
UBC41

UBF80
UBF89
UBL21
UCC84
UCC85

UCF80
UC1121

UCH42
11C1381

UMW
UCL83
UF41
UF89
UL41

7/6
6(9

9.9'8
8;8
9 6
9 6

21 6
18 9 19 6
2116

9/9
9/6
13'14'3
9/3

81-

9r3

UL/4
ULM
URIC

88.8
8.8

UY1N
UY21

126

9e8

1706

10,6

ÚY41
UY85

14/7:6
7:8

VP4B
VP41
W76

9'8
6!71-

WTf
5/3/6 Zi7
6'3
Postage 6d. per valve
181-

extra.

Any Parcel insured
Agains
In
Transit Gd. nextra.
Any C.O.D. Parcel 2/6
extra.
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EDUCATIONAL

RATES :
4/- per line or part
line,
thereof, average five words toextra.
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 11-

"HOW AND WHY " of Radio and
Advertisements must be rirepaid
Electronics made easy by a new, non and addressed to Advertisement
maths, practical way. Postal instrucPractical Television,"
Manager,
tion based on hosts of experiments
Tower House, Southampton St.,
and equipment building carried out
W.C.R.
London,
Strand,
at home. New 'Courses bring enjoyment as well as knowledge of this
brochure
Free
subject.
fascinating
RADIO - MAKE YOUR OWN AERIALS with
P.T.I2,
Dept.
from:
STRUCTOR, 46, Market Place. Read- our fully machined parts. Example:
ing. Berks.
full kit of ready to assemble parts
for 5- element array, plus aft. mast
Practical Radio and universal clip, 35/ -, post paid.
INCORPORATED
Get our full lists and Aerial Data
of
courses
Engineers home study
1/- postal order. SKYLINE
radio and T.V. engineering are Chart for Burnsall
Rd., Coventry.
recognised by the trade as outstand- WORKS,
fees
ing and authoritative. Moderate
to a limited number of students only.
Syllabus of Instructional Text free.
" The Practical Radio Engineer,"
Alignwith 12 Months' Guarantee.
sample copy
Superhets,
ment Peaks
14in. Rectangular or Round,
12ín., Ell
Membership and Entry Conditions £121101114 ; 17in., EIS /5 /- ; 21 in.,
booklet 11, -., all post free from the EIS /10/-;; ÌSin.,
all
carriage paid. S.A.E. with
Fairfield
20,
SECRETARY. I.P.R.E.,
all enquiries.
Road, London, N.8.

LOOK, NEW TUBES

mental

A.E.R. SERVICES,

STUDY RADIO, TELEVISION AND
with the world's
ELECTRONICS

36a,

-

largest home study organisation
Courses for the enthusiast
I.C.S.
and for those seeking examination
qualification. Brit.I.R.E., City and
Guilds. R.T.E.B., etc. Build your
own equipment with Practical Radio
Course. Write to-day for free book.
CORRESPONINTERNATIONAL
DENCE SCHOOLS, 71, Kingsway
(Dept. 516), London, W.C.2.

York Street, St. Helens, Lancs.
'Phone St. Helens 7947

T.V. TUBES, rebuilt, 12ín., £8; 14in.
and 17in., £7; 6 months' guarantee.
Dealers supplied.
Send for list.
Aerials and Co-ax. cheap. H. CLAYTON & CO., 1, High St., Chalvey.
Slough. (Tel.: 21860.)

RF27 OR 28, 17/8; 24, 14/8, brand
p.p. 3/6; Bendix Receivers
BUILD YOUR OWN HI -FI at home! new,
-10, 4 -band superhet. 150 kc /sRA
-the
cost
At last, for reasonable
me
/s,
complete, good condition,
10
chance to make your own quality Hi- £3 /15 / -, p.p.
E.W.S. CO., 69,
10 / -.
Fi Audio Equipment and to gain the Church Rd., Moseley.
Birmingham.
knowledge to service and maintain it.
Free brochure from: Dept. P.T.20,
Place.
46,
Market
RADIOSTRUCTOR.
Reading. Berks.

MATHEMATICS, Physics, Electronics
Grammar
courses for G.C.E., etc.
From
School Education not required.TUTOR,
5/. weekly. Write: SENIOR

Tutorials,
Glasgow.

SETS

200,

Buchanan

St.,

& COMPONENTS

Valves, Tubes, etc.
Write or phone for free list. ARION
TELEVISION, 4, Maxted Rd., Peckham. S.E.15. (New Cross 7152.)
COMPONENTS,

BREAKING MANY
TELEVISIONS

ALL SIZES

ALL MAKES

L.O.P.T. for most Sets from £1. 5.0
.. ... 12.8
F.O.P.T. ..
..
..
12.6
Focus Ma s.
.,
Coils
Scanning
12.6 each
Loudspeakers
Condensers and Resistors,' in large quantities only, at Special prices.
The above quoted prices are average on
most makes, but vary on late model sets.
We can also supply new parts to order.

TUBES

TELEVISION BARGAINS, 12in. from Regunned,with 6 month guarantee,P.T_ paid_
£9, 14in. from £18, 17in. from £25.
TYLER TELEVISION. 63. Lee High
Rd. Lewisham, S.E.13. (Lee 5979.)
S /lland T.V. Tubes, £3.10.0. No Guarantee

SETS

& COMPONENTS

(continued)

TRANSFORMERS: input 230v., outputs 7M- 0-750v., 95 mA., 6.3 v. and
4v., 15/- ;,230v. to 0-4- 5-6.3v., twice at
3 amps., 8/6; 110 -230v. to 0- 30 -2v:,
280-0-280v..
12/8;
230v.
to
1A.,
120 mA., 6.3v., 7A., 5v., 3A., 15/-

(post 3/6). Heaters, finned, 115v.,
20 watts, pair, 4/.. Switches, toggle,
IF. Strip 313,
U.S.A., DPDT 1/6.
Vibrators,
new. with valves, 37/6.
Mallory G634C, 12v., 4 -pin, 7/8.
R.F.26, R.F.27, good cond., 181- (P.P.
3/6). Dynamotors (post 3/6); 12v. to
250v.. 60 mA. and 6.3v., 2.5A., 11/6;
Metal
6v. to 250v., 60 mA., 1016.
Rectifiers: 240v., 100mA., 4/. 250v.,
80 mA., 5/6; 240v., 30 mA., 3/83
1,000v., 30 mA., 7 /6; H50, 3/8; J176,
Chokes: L.F., 1911.. 120 mA.,
7/6.
screened, 7/8; 5H, 200 mA., 4/6.
Indicators with C.R.T.s, VCR517 and
VCR139A, 5 valves, etc., 50/- (rail
8/61: Single 6 in. C.R.T., 10 valves,
30/. (rail '1/6). Converters (Rotary),
24v., D.C. to 50v., A.C., 4A., 40/(rail 7/6). Mic Inserts, G.P.O.
carbon, 2/8. Earpieces, inserts, bal.
armature type, 2/6. Morse Trainer
Set with buzzer and key wired for
44v.
battery, 816. Drives: slowmotion Admira:ty 200:1 ratio, scaled
0 -100, 5/8; R1155 S.M. " N " type,
new, 10/8.
Vibrapak, 6v., D.C. to
250v., 60 mA., smoothed cased, 22/6;
12v. to 250v., 60 mA., 20/- (p.p. 3/6).
Meters, crossover needle, 1 mA. x 2,
8 /8; 2in. round flush, M.C. 100. 200,
300 mA., each 8/6; 1 mA., 17/8. 4 /in.
Iron Flush, 250v., M.I 500c., 10/ ,
Valveholders, U.S.A., Octal. doz.. 4/ -.
Potentiometers., 100k. or 500k., new,
doz., 5/-. Preset w/w pots, 1k. or
2k. miniature. 1/3. Trimmers 2-12pf.,
air -spaced, ceramic. 1 /.. List and
s.a.e., please! Terms,
enquiries;
c.w.o.;
postage extra; immediate
W. A. BENSON (P.T.),
despatch.
136, Rathbone Rd., Liverpool, 15.
Save 30% on all outdoor aerials and fittings.
Example
Double Five Array costs only
Self-contained Band Ili Preampli70( -.
Converters 100/- comfiers only RM..
plete. Turret
Area Super ow-lloss Coaxial,
1'4 yard. Reconditioned T.V. Tubes.
19' 110/-,
months' guarantee, 12' 120/
17' 150' -. 21' 2101 -. C.W.O., carriage 10/extra. Tubes delivered in 24 hours all
parts U.F. S.A.E. FOR FULL LISTS.
:

,

G. A. STRANGE

North Wraxall, Nr. Chipprnham, Wilts
Tel. : Marshfield 236.
VALVES: PL81, PY81, PY82, PY80,
PCC84, PCF80, 20P4, 20P3, ECL80,
U801, etc., 5/- each, 6d. postage;
c.w.o to D.E.S., 83, Dockar Rd.,

Northfield, Birmingham.

.

TELEVISIONS

TELEVISION TUBES
NEW TV Tubes. BVA Manufacture.
...
£3.0.0
91n. Triodes from ...
£4.0.0
10M.
..
...
..
.. £9.0.0
...
... £11.0.0
...
1210. MW types...
... £11.10.0
...
...
141n. MW types...
... 812.10.0
...
17(n. MW & CRM types
FACTORY Rebuilt.
... £8.10.0
...
...
121n. MW types...
... £7.0.0
...
14in. MW & CRM types
...
..
£9.0.0
1710. MW & CRM types
... £10.10.0
...
...
21in. MW types...
tubes.
with
new
NINE months' guarantee
SIX months' with reconditioned tubes.
Carriage /Ins. 10/ -.
Four -speed Record Changera.
... £8.5.0
...
Collard Conquest ...
...
...
£8.5.0
BSR Monarch UA8 ...

.

CATHODE -RAY TUBE SERVICE
35, Broomwood Road, St. Paul's Cray.
Orpington 21285.

Tunable any B.B.C. Programme.
Ins.
WASHING MACHINES. SPIN DRYERS.
AT KNOCK OUT
REFRIGERATORS
PRICES
12- Channel

at £5.0.0 extra. Inc. Carr.

&

VALVES
PL81. 10/6.
PL36, 7/6 ;
EF80. 5/- ;
All types in Stock, used, tested, all cheap.
C.W.O. or C.O.D.
Send 3d. for Lists.

Despatched Immediately

ADDRESS

:

SPARES DEPT. 240D,
HAYDONS ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.I9.

124/126,

Phone : CHE 2673.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

www.americanradiohistory.com

LINE

OUTPUT

TRANSFORMERS
DIRECT REPLACEMENTS for 500
sets. State make and model No. (3d.
stamp).

BRAYHEAD TURRET TUNER for
The best converter !
ANY AREA.
State Channels, set make, model No.
26.15.0, post, etc., 2/6.

WESTWAY RADIO
5

Westward Way, Harrow,
Middx.

May, 1959

Practical Teievision

& COMPONENTS

SETS

T.V. TUBES

S. BRADLEY

Beadon A
Waterloo,
Huddersfield.

6,

SEND

DUD

TUBE

for re -vac o/c

heater repairs (under 3 years old).
12in. and 14ín., £3; 17in. and 21ín.,
£4. Save money on spares and equipment; s.a.e., state requirements for
reduced quote by return. Examples:
Turret Tuner (new and guaranteed),
6. gns.;
Factory Re -guns, 17ín.,
£11/6/. 61, Stanley Ave., Dagenham, Essex.

,

.THOUSANDS OF SPARES : Transformers, Coils, Valves, Tubes, cheap.

from dismantled

radio, television
sets. 1938 -1958. We may have what
you need. 9 -19ía. Projection Tubes,
30/ -; 12- 14in.. £3/10/-; 17in., £5.
-All picture tested! EF80, EF91, EB91,
3J6.
Obsolete sets our speciality.
.rite.
'phone, call.
'' ST. JOHN'S
RADIO," 156. St. John's Hill, S.W.11.
tBATtersea..9838. )

91N.

TELEVISION

'OWNERS. -Brand new, factory fresh
Ferranti Tubes, originally
9íií.
£14/10/-, will replace Mazda, Brimar,
G.E.C.. etc., £4/10/- each: 6 months'

guarantee. TOMLINS. 127, Brockley
Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.

C. EDWARDS
HARROW ROAD,

1070

LONDON, N.W.I0
LADBROKE 1734

011en

S/H T.V. in
First -class

Condition
12in. Ea. 0. 0.
14ín. £I2. 0.0.
17in. £17.10.0.
(all 5 channel)

+10/. carriage
G daran teed

tubes, all sizes.
12' 14' 17', ES ea.
in stock
PYE, FERGUSON, EKCO
10 /- Carriage.
CASH ONLY.
:

.

ASTOUNDING VALUE. -9in. Televisions 45/ -. 12in. Televisions 70 / -,
14in. £9/10/. 15ín. £5 /101 -, 17ín. £14;

SHEETS

TELEVISION SERVICE SHEETS, over
100
sheets covering 330 popular
models. 18/8, post free. Send for full
details. All types of Service Sheets

complete but not guaranteed working,
as received in
part exchange.
TOMLINS, 127, Brockley Rise, Forest
Hill, London. S.E.23.
All famous
makes available. Carriage '7/6.

for sale and hire. Radio, Television,
Electronics Books. Television S.irviceIng, 5/ -; Radio Servicing, 4/ -, List
free.
HAMILTON RADIO. BCM/
DATA3, London. W.C.1.

SERVICE SHEETS; also Current and
Obsolete Valves for sale.
JOHN
GILBERT RADIO, 20. Extension,
Shepherds Bush Market, London.
W.12. (Phone: SHE 3052.1

SERVICE SHEETS FOR SALE, T.V.,
4/ -; Radio, 31 -; T.V. and Radio Fault-

finders Igiving most common faults
that the receiver is prone to). 2/ ea.
Also Manuals for sale and hire:
Mixed Sheets and Manuals. 8'- dozen.
Complete list 1/ -; immediate de'ivery;
s.a.e. with inquiries, please. SULTAN
RADIO, 23b, Albert St., Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.

VALVE CARTONS at keen prides.
Send 1/- for samples and list. J. & A
BOXMAKERS,
75a,
Godwin St.,

Bradford,

529
SERVICE

1.

RECLAIMED VALVES, tested and
Service
Sheets
perfect. Huge stock, all types, price WANTED,
and
Manuals: highest prices paid; no
5/. plus Bd. postage each; delivery quantity
too large or small. SULTAN
by return. LEWIS, 57, Ghalford
RADIO, 2.313, Albert St., Tunbridge
Walk, Woodford Green, Essex.
Wells. Kent.
1,000 TELEVISIONS, all makes, from
SERVICE
SHEETS. Radio,
T.V.,
£3 working, 10/- not. Callers only. 5.000
models.
Lists 1/.. S.A.E.
9 till 6, including Sets.
39, White- enquiries.
TELRAY, 11. Maudland
horse Lane, Stepney, London.
Bk., Preston.
ASSORTED
RESISTANCES
10/- SERVICE SHEETS,
-We have the
gr.. your choice 12/- gr. Send for
list
of
components
available. largest stock of Radio and T.V. SerLEDSHAM TRADING CO.. Ledsham, vice Sheets in the country for sale
at
4/- each. Why tolerate delay in
Wirral.
obtaining Service Sheets when we
despatch by return? List 1 / -;
MAKING YOUR OWN TELESCOPES. will
s.a.e. with enquiries, please.
Enlargers,
Projectors,
Viewers, DISTRIBUTORS, 11, Old Bond. S.P.
St.,
Microscopes, Episcopes, etc., then London, W.1.
our booklets ' How to Use Ex -Gov
Lenses and Prisms," Nos. 1 and 2,
2/6 ea., will show you easily and SERVICE SHEETS, Radio/TV for sale
quickly how to achieve the finest from 1/- each.
List free,
J.
possible results at lowest possible PALMER, 32, Neasden Lane, N.W.10.
cost. The most comprehensive lists
of optical and scientific equipment
in the British Isles is free for s a e
H. W. ENGLISH, Rayleigh Rd.,
Hutton, Brenta/god,. Essex.
TERMS : Cash with order. All orders
despatched same day. 6d. per item postage.
TELEVISION SETS.-Learn to service on the genuine articles -part Post free over C3. 5% discount on orders of
exchange Receivers, complete with CIO or over. All valves BRAND NEW
tube, valves and cabinet. £4 each, AND
GUARANTEED.
postage and packin
15/- extra.
Order now while stocks last. Send I R5
7/6 EBC33
7/6
EF9I
P.O. or c.o.d. to: DEWAR'S RADIO.
6/6
-

'FIX IT YOURSELF AERIALS) Preassembled ready for Fittingg. No ' Tech
Gen ' required. Loft 3 EL.. 84/-. Wall 5 EL..
Indoor
BBCC//ITV. 18/6. Dipole &65EL. &Chimney
Kit, 73/
Double, 5 Array, '72/6. Fringe
Area Super Low Loss Coaxial, 1/8 yd.
Standard Low Loss, 714. yd. Diplexers, 12/6.
BRAYHEAD TURRET TUNER. For any
µlea. Will convert over 600 models. 187/6.
State Model and Channel.
ALL CARRIAGE PAID. C.W.O. S.A.E.
for Aerial List.
HASE SUPPLIES
$4. PRINCE ST., BRISTOL. (Dept. P.T.).

CALkING

FOR SALE (Continued)

(continued)

17', 65.0.0. 14', £4.0.0.
Picture tested and 'guaranteed 3 months.
A few 14" and 17' for testing or boosting at 25/- each.
All carriage paid.
S.A.E. enquiries please.

Classified Advertisements

Trade Enquiries Welcome.

FOR SALE

-

102,

6/6

ISS

Grove Lane, Birmingham, 21.

IT4

6/8/-

3V4
5Y3

T.V. MASKS 171n. Brand New. Good quality
7/6
White, 9/9. Grey, 10/9. Post 2/ -. 12in.
6AQ5
soiled. 1 /9. Post 1/6.
7/SOLDER REELS, 116. 20ft. of 3-core 6AT6
60-90 Erain. On plastic spools. Post 4d.
68J6
7/6
CHASSIS 1/-. 6 or 8 valve latest type 68W6 8/midget valve design for A.M. or F.M. Brand 6D2
New. Cadnium plated. Size 12}ín. x 71ín. 6K7
4/6
/
z 21ía Post 1/9.
64(8
DUKE & CO: (Dept. E.S.)
6L18
11/6
821-3, Rosaterd Road, Manor Parli, E.12. 6L34
10/6
Tel. ILF 6001/3
I2AH8 t/12A 77

WANTED
ALL TYPES OF VALVES WANTED.
PL81, ECL80, EY51, 1325, PCF80.
PZ30, 11801, etc., etc. Best cash price
by return.
STAN WILLETT'S, 43,

Spon Lane, West Bromwich, Staffs.
(Tel.: WES 2392.)
A PROMPT CASH

OFFER for your
surplus Brand New Valves. Speakers,
Components,
Test
Instruments,
etc.
100 BAYS of brand new adjustable R.H.S.,
steel Shelving, 72ín. high z 34in. wide ford, 1 155, Swan Arcade, Bradx 12ín. deep, stove enamelled dark
green; sent unassembled, 6-shelf bay,
£3/151 -; sample delivered free: quan- IMPORTANTS
New
Valves and
tity discounts. N. C. BROWN LTD., Metal Rectifiers wanted. state price.
Eagle.. Steelworks, Heywood, Lancs. Same day payment. ROBERT, 414,
(Tel.: 69018.)
Whitefoot Lane, Bromley, Kent.

I2AU7

!/9/-

12AX7 7/6
EABC80 8/6

E89í

5/6

EBC90
EBF80
E8F83
EBF89

7/6

10/6

3/-

ECC8I
ECC82 10/6
ECC83 7/6
ECC84 1I/ECC85 9/EC H81

ECL82
EF36
EF39
EF41

EF42
EF50
EF80
EF85
EF89

11/ 6

6/6/8/6
9/6

EL32
EY86
EZ80
EZ81

0C45
OC71
PCF80
PCL82
PCL84
PY32
PY8 I
U22
U26
UAF42

5/6
12/6/6

8/-

16/-

IÌ/6
l2/-

11/12/6

%
7/6

13/-

1/-

UBC4I á¡6
OCHS! 11/6

7/6
9/6

UY41
UY85

76

UF41

/

6

7/6

NEW METAL RECTIFIERS:

RM2 5 /-,
RM4 11/6, RM5 17 6, 14A86 15/ -, 14A100
18/ -, FC101 15 / -- About a thousand other
types of valves and components.
LISTS
FREE.

J. P.

WRIGHT

Ic, SHOTTON STREET
DONCASTER
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EDDY'S (Nonni.) LTD.

QUALITY REBUILT TUBES

ALFRETON ROAD

NOTTINGHAM
THROAT MIKES

1/-

Service. C.W.O. or C.O.D. All tubes plus
10/- carriage and insurance.

Post 6d.

each.

Can be used for electrifying musical instru-

MORSE TAPPERS. Plated Contacts,
adjustable gaps, heavy duty, good quality.
Special price 3/6. Post, etc., 9d.
GERMANIUM DIODES. I0 /- dozen.
I/- each. Post, etc., 6d.

B.B.C. (BAND 1).

29/11.

MAINS

NEON

TESTER /SCREW-

DRIVERS. 4/6 each. Post 6d.
JACK PLUGS. Standard types
Post, etc., 6d.

I

/11 each

TUBULAR

WIRE

CONDENSERS
END. (Not ex-Govt.).

8 mfd. 450 v. 1/9 ;
mfd. 450 v. 2/6 ; 16 mfd. 2/9 ; 16-16
mfd. 450 v. 3/9 ; 32 mfd. 3/9 ; 32 -32 mfd.
350 v. 4/- ; 16-8 mfd. 3/11 ; 50-50 mfd.
400 v. 5/6. Post 9d.
25 x 25 MFD. MIDGET CONDENSERS.
in. 1/3. Post 4d.
Size
RECTIFIERS. 12 v. a. 5/- ; 12 v. 2 a. 7/6;
12 v. 4 a. IS! -. Post 1/- each.
8 -8

1

PICK -UP- "THE

GUITAR
TRO."

Non acoustical
Super Hi -Fi.
Universal fitting. Sin. x I }in. x (in. High
quality output. Complete with lead and
plug. Full and easy instructions. 39/11.
Post If-.

Yellow /green Spot
Yellow/red spot 13 /I1. Post 6d.

TRANSISTORS.
6/11.

R.F.

NIFE ACCUMULATORS MIDGET.

Single unit size Sin. x 21in. x ¡in. I/11.

Post 1/6.
200 volts D.C. to 12 v.
for train sets. D.C. 19/11

DYNAMOTORS.
D.C.

Ideal
Post 2/6.

For model makers.
MINIMOTORS.
High speed. It v. to 6 v. 8/6. Post /..
RECTIFIERS CONTACT COOLED.
1

250 volts 60 ma. 9/6.

Post

1

/ -.

All above are new and guaranteed.
New and Surplus Guaranteed Valves
PCL82 12/6F33
6/6
12/6
AZI
AZ3I

10/10/6
CY3I
DAF96 8/6
8/6
DF96
8/6
DK96
8/6
DL96
EB9I

ECC8I
ECC84
ECC85
ECF80
EF36
EF37
EF50

4/6/9/6

9/-

12/6

3/6
4/6
2/9

EF50(R) 4/7/6
EF80
S/EF9I
9/6
EL4I
EL84
12/6
EL85
8/6
EZ80
8/6
EZ81
GTIC 15/6

PEN46
PL82
PL83

6/6

9/6
10/6

UCC85

9/6
UCH42 9/VRI50/30
7/6
9/6
266
7/6
IRS
IS5
1T4

7/-

6F1

6F6M
6F13
6F15

2

6J5GT

3

10/6

5/9/7/6

/II
/II

4/6
6K7G
2/6
6K8G
6 /II
6SA7M 7/6SG7M 5/6
6SK7GT
615M

FIRST -CLASS
TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES

°---FREE

8/6

pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications as

7/6
UCH42 8/6
EY83

Z63
Z66
B36
L63

2/5/-

1625

3/3/6/6/7/5/-

SP61
SP41

1/6

807
4D1

4/-

EB41

7/-

6118

9/6

N37
20LD20
23F4í

9/9/ß/-

2/6

6SN7GT 5/6
7/6 6F6G
20121
6/6
Postage 6d. per Valve.

6/6

ELECTRO- SERVICES& Co.
221

BATTERSEA PARK ROAD,
MAC 8155

LONDON, S.W.11.

7

Final

Radio,

P.M.G.

I

I

our remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

5/6

Write now for your copy of this

I/6

invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
'career.

/II

2/II

FOUNDED

1885 -OVER

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
148, HOLBORN,

(Dept. 462),

LONDON, E.C.I.
Africa : P.O. Box 8417, Jo'burg.
Australia : P.O. Box 4570, Melbourne.
S.

www.americanradiohistory.com

I

...
12", 14'
15 ". 16", 17'
..
21"

PRICES

£4.10.0 i Carriage and
insurance
£5. 0.0 f
10 /- extra.
N. 0.0

.

76,

WARWICK TUBES LTD.
Alcester (toad. Birmingham,
Phone

.

HIC.

475:3.

14.

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS

Radio

Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.

of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship(all branches),
etc., together with particulars of

MONTHS' GUARANTEE

Quote make and model number of tube or
make and year of your set and size of tube
wanted. Your local dealer will fit the reconditioned tube at a reasonable charge.

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds

/II

Any parcel insured against dam age in
transit for only 6d. extra per order. All
uninsured parcels at customer's risk.
Postage and
C.O.D. or C.W.O. only.
Over E3
packing 6d. per valve extra.
S.A.E. with all enquiries.
free.
invited.
Trade enquiries

5/6
5/6

Re- vacuumed, reconditioned tubes as good
as new. Our special method treats tubes to
give results comparable to a new TV Tube.

GUIDE"'-'--

The New Free Guide contains 132

9/12/6
1267
I1 /9fDESPATCH
BEFORE
ALL TESTED

PCC84
PCF80

7/6

. .

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how !

6/6
6/6

3

7/6

GET A CERTIFICATE!

6X5GT
6Z4/84 11/6
I2AT6 9/6
25A6G 9/6
3/9
807(8)
807(USA)
954
955
956

"x71 "x21'

7/-

6P28
EB34

7C5
7Y4
3D6

Dept. AX
BRISTOL ROAD. MALMESBURY. WILTS.

4/II
5

Strengthened corners.
111

7/-

KT33C

6/6
6/6
6/6
7/6

Sweetnam & Bradley Ltd.

7/-

6V6G
6V6GT

4/-

8/6
6/6
6/6
6/6
7/6
7/6

PL83
6P25

75 ohms, Bd. per
yard ; Ion Traps, 5/- ; F.M. Twin Feeder,
4d. per yard ; T/V Aerials, Band III, 3 El,
F.M. Aerials, Single
13/6 ; 8 El., 57/6 ;
Dipole Wall Fixing, 29/6.
MAIL ORDER ONLY -NO CALLERS.
C.W.O. or C.O.D. Minimum
Terms :
C.O.D. charge 3/6. Postage and Packing
other than valves : Under E2, 1/6 ; Under
Aerials, 2/6 Carriage.
E5, 2/- ;

71 x 5 x 21" 5/8 12' x 6` x 21' 8/10' x 71" x 21 8/8 14" x 9` x 21" 11 /Prompt service. Add 1/- post and pack.
Orders over It post free. Punching and
drilling to your requirements. Chassis for
all Mallard circuits available.

6SN7GT

5/6

6/6
5U4G
5Y3GT 8/12/6
6A7
5/6AG5
2/II
6B8G
7/6
6BA6
7/6
6B)6

6CH6
6D6

615G

x4} x2

6/-

PY82
PL82

Air -Spaced Coaxial Cable

CHASSIS

swg Aluminium.
}'

8/6

20F2
PY80

3B, GODSTONE ROAD, KENLEY,
SURREY

6'

5/-

2011

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (belt. T.P.)

18

4/6

6L1

j.-

PLEC-

7/7/-

6F13
6F14
6F15

Wall
32,6.
mounting, 3 Element. 33/9.
5 Element. 4113.
+
COMBINED B.B.C.
I.T.V. Loft. 1 +3 Element.
41/3. 1 +5 Element. 48/9.
EleWall mounting, 1 +3
ment. 58/3. 1 +5 Element.
03)9.
Chimney and mast
mounting units also available.
F.M. (BAND 2). Loft "H ", 28/ -. 3 Element loft. 52/6. S/D loft. 12/8. Externdl
S/D, 28/3. State channel when ordering.
C.W.O. or C.O.D. P.P. 2/6. Coaxial cable,
8d. yd. Coaxial plugs, 1/3. Send 6d.
stamps for illustrated lists.

I

6/

DH77
UL46

Element.

Post 2/6.

LIMITED PERIOD

EF80
IOFI

EB9I
EF9I
ECL80

Tele-

scopic loft. 19/8. External.
Sir), 26/3.
I.T.V. (BAND 3). 3 Element loft array. 24/-. 5

ACOS CRYSTAL PICK -UPS. Turnover

FOR
6F1

B.B.C.-I.T.V.-F.M. AERIALS

ments.

head (2 sapphire styli).

SPECIAL VALVE OFFER

y our TV tubes to us for rebuilding,
carriage forward via B.R.S. (Parcels) Ltd.
Mallard and Mazda types only, 12ín.,
87.10.0: 141n.. £8.10.0: 17ín., £10. Fully
guaranteed 6 months plus additional 6
months conditional guarantee. 48 hr.

Send

DEPT. P.T.
172

May, 1959

TELEVISION

I

We operate a prompt and efficient MAILORDER Service. 3d. stamp (only) for
g. Catalogue.

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
FINSTHWAITE, NEWBY BRIDGE,
ULVERSTON, LANCS.

TRANSFORMERS
CONTACT

,forrefit

?

FIRST!

Rewinding and manufacture of all types
for Television, Radio and Electronic
Application.

FORREST (TRANSFORMERS) LTD.

Shirley, Solihull, Warwickshire.

Phone: SHI. 2483.

Est. 34 years.

May, 1959

PRACTICAL

TELEVISION

SUPER- VISION LIMITED

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

Every Item Brand New and Guaranteed at Low Pr;cer.

VALVE HOLDERS
Int. Octal. 4d. each. B7G, 4d. each. B9A, 6d. each.
CER. 89A with screen, 1,9 each.
CONDENSERS
2 to 100 pF 5d. each.
220 -5,000 pF., 7d. each.
.01 to .1, 8d. each.
RESISTANCES

Variable T/V type pots.
2/6 each.

3K, 5K, 25K and IM,

EGEN SLIDER TYPE
3K, 5K and 25K, 1,9 each.
VOLUME CONTRIOLS
.5M, 2.9 each. 15M with DPS switch, 4;'3 each.
ELECTROLYTICS
60,100 mfd., 5,6 each.
32+32+16 mfd., 350 v.,
3 6 each.
Clips. 3d. each. 50 mid., 12 v., Ed. each.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS
50 w. to 1,000 w., from £1.10.0 to £9.0.0.
PLEASE INCLUDE SUFFICIENT TO COVER POSTAGE.
13 CHANNEL TURRET TUNED
projection TN
chassis, also suitable for driving 17in., 21ín. or
24in. tube. 38 gns. Packing and carriage, 10' -.
OPTICAL UNIT for above, complete with tube,
deflector coils, focus assembly and connecting cable
and plug. Suitable for picture sizes of 24in. to 48in.
33 gees. Packing and carriage, 10 / -.
13 CHANNEL T,V TUNERS, 6-position switched incremental inductance type. Manufacturers' rejects and may
require attention. Suitable for modifying Band I and III
pre-amps. With PCC84, PCF80 and knobs, 51.10.0. Less
valves, 10:-. P. & P. 2'- extra.
.Semi for List. Prire 3d.

c
I

136

SUPER -VISION LIMITED

High Street, Teddington, Middlesex. KINgston 4393

531

AND MANUFACTURERS CLEARANCE
IVESTISG HOUSE 41.50. Pencil Recs. 500 v. 6 m,rA. 5:- each,
PRE-SET POTS. 1 K. -2 melt, assorted, 15! -doz.
METERS. 0-1 m A, 2 in. diem., 90í- each. 500-0-500 microamp.
ln. diem., 3g7466 each.
HI-FI CRYSTAL CARTRIDGES. Turnover type for Garrard
and B.B.R., 1618 each.
I.T.A. AERIALS New and Boxed. 3 element, 22' 5 element,
27'8. 4'0-AXIAL (ABLE, Sd. per yd. AIR SPACED, 9d.
RIFE CELLS. 3 x 21 x 1'. Unused 6'- ea., 48: - doz.
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL, DIODES, 1 / -. 10 - per doz.
HEADPHONES.
Moving iron, low impedance, 6' -. high.
Balanced armature, low, 10/ -, high. 10-. Moving cod.
91 -.
low only, 10/- per pair.
GLASS FUSER. 11' 2 and 10 amp. only. 5 for 1'-.
MAINS POWER PACKS. 250 v. 80 m'amp, or stabilised 150
v. 80 m'amp. with 6.3 v. winding. Soh.
RELAY'S. High speed, 1,000 +1,000 ohms, plat. cont.. 7 8.
S'ALI'F.S.
Ail valves tested
before despaten on
MUI.LARDS latest ELE('TRONIC TESTER.
5-6:6

11A

T4

6.-

1U4
1A4

6.8

4D1

4 66AL5 5
SAM5 5.6AM6 7

8AG5
6AQ6
BAU6
613A6

6BE8
6BH6
6BW6

8

8

-

8 -

7:-

6C4

602
6F6

6J5 3
6..16

6.17

6K7
61.6
6SA7
68C7

68J7
68E7
68L7

6V6
6X4
6X5

-1

67-

66
6'6..
4ip{

4 6
8 5 7 -

7'7

902

6'8
7'-

8,6

5

12Á8
12AHH

'

8

6

8 -

12AT7 7'6

12AU7 ^ 12AX7 88
128117 10 128117 8 126J7
8
128K7 8'15D2
6. -

5005 10
07
6EA50 1'6
EABC80

ÉL32
EL91
EY51

5 6

EB41

P6151

ECH42

SP61

7
56
9. ECL8010/EF36 8EF50 3 8
EF50 5.EB91

EF37A 1EEF39 5:8
EF80 8.'8

Pen46

6

-

8

-

{

-

7 -

4

VR150. 30

UIß4

6-

V R138 25 VR139A
25

5,- 68107 7,6
VCRf17
6,6 6136
7;8
EF91
SECONDHAND VALVES, YOUR ('NOWE £1.0.0 for ElHlrl'
PI.81. ECL80, 6C4, 6AM6, 6A05, 6.16, EF50, 6BES, 3A4, I'CF80,
EF80, SP61, P61, 6,15.

HUGGETT'S LIMITED
2 -4

PAWSONS ROAD, WEST CROYDON

Improve your ability to cope with radio engineering
problems with this new book . . .

RADIO ENGINEERING
FORMULAE AND
CALCULATIONS

by

W. E. Pannett, A.M.I,E,E.

Problems in radio, radar and television engineering are
usually presented either in the form of examination
questions and answers, omitting many intermediate steps,
or are -framed solely for the instruction of the student.
In this book, examples have been selected from everyday
practice in design, installation and operation and are
shown fully worked and generously illustrated. Although
it is intended primarily for the practising engineer, it will
be found equally valuable to the technical assistant and
the student about to embark on an engineering career.

-2.

Covers I. Aids to Engineering Calculations
Formulae and Examples :
Resistors and Voltage Dividers-Inductors -Capacitors-A.C. Applications
of Ohm's Law-Circuit Theorems -Gains and Losses-Electrical Tolerances
-Frequency and Wavelength -Resonant Circuits-Coupled Circuits

--

Attenuators and Filters-Thermionic Amplifiers-Amplifier Noise-Receivers-Oscilla tors -Transmitters -Signalling and Modulation -Valve
Cooling and Ventilation -Aerials and Propagation-Radio- frequency Transmission Lines-Power Supply-A.C. Rectifiers and Smoothing Filters
Transformers and Reactors -Cables and Lines -Tests and Measurements
Transistors- Principles of Television -Radar Fundamentals -Great Circle
Bearings -3. Units and Symbols.-4. Mathematical Formulae, Data and Tables
Index.
208 pages . 163 figures . 17s. ód.

FROM ALL
BOOKSELLERS

-

...

or, in case of difficulty, 18s. 6d. by
post from GEORGE NEWNES LTD., tower
House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

www.americanradiohistory.com

LINE OUTPUT

TRANSFORMERS
Most types available. State
Make and Model Number

of Receiver when ordering.
S.A.E. please with all enquiries.

HOWORTH
51 POLLARD LANE,
BRADFORD, 2, YORKS
Tel.

37030

RES /CAP. BRIDGE

3. /;

types of resistors and
condensers.
Easy to Build Up
Easy to Use

Checks

all

READY CALIBRATED
Stamp for details of this and other kits.

RADIO MAIL

(Dept. VN)

Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street. Nottingham

May, 1959

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

532
VALVES AND SERVICE SPARES
BY RETURN POST SERVICE
Loudspeaker Units by
a. b*
Plessey.
/6
Goodma-is oroP

17

465
Miniatere I.F. Transformers
Ke /s. 9'- pair * Henley Solon Instrument Irons 25 watts 220/240v.. 24'- ea.

ALl'IIA RADIO
`1 PPLY CO.
T

VALVES

GII gAFORE
E
DISPATC H

T.R.S. Circular flexible, 20/- coil *
Crystal Diodes, 1/- each * Acns Mic.
33-1 Desk or Hand Microphone, listed
50 / -, brand new and boxed, 29'6 * TRF
Coils aerial and HF coil with circuit.
7/- pair * Pointer Knobs available
cream, white, black or maroon, 9d.
each * Elliptical Speakers, 7ín. x
410. by Plessey. 19/6 each * Multi ratio Output Transformer Optimum
loads 3.000 to 12,000 ohms, 5/9 each *
9ín. Loudspeaker Unit 3 ohms Impedance with a Matching Output Transformer suitable for 6V6. brand new but
soiled, offered at a Special Price of 11 /8
each * American Type T30 Throat
Microphone complete with strap and
plug, 3/- * Monarch ÚA12, the DeLuxe 4-speed automatic record changer,
Iron,
29.9.0 * Tyana Soldering watts,
Instrument Model 230,250v. 40
16/9 * Garrard 4 -speed Single
Player fitted with the GC2 cartridge.
£6.19.6 * Charger Rectifiers Bridge
type 12v. 1 amp. 4/3, 2 amp. 7/ -, 3 amp.
10 / -, 4 amp. 12/6, 6 amp, 15/9 * Charger
Transformers Universal Primary
Secondary 2. 6 and 12v., 2 amp version.
13 / -, 4 amp version, 18/6 * Universal

So Microphone Type 39-1 Pencil
8/10'- 5U4
16'- KT330
ourP i 59/6 * CY31
Stick. listed 005
8/15/- 5Y3GT
13/6 KT66
7Id. DL33
Coaxial Plugs and Sockets, Head11/8/- 5Z4
DAF96
1018 KTW61
each part * High Resistance
13/1478
18/- 6A7
DF96
10/6
phones Type CHR. 13/6 pair * Cyldon
6AL5
6/6
5/8
DICH
10/6 OZ4
Aerial and Oscillator Coils (All
9/10/- 6AM6
0196
10/6 PCC84
7/6
Channels -all Frequencies). 7/6 pair
13/6 6F6G
7/6 PCF80
EBC33
Monarch UA8 4 -speed auto* B.S.R.
14/18/- 6F1
EBC41
10/- PL81
Wafer EBF80 10/8 PL82
matic record changer, 26.19.6 * 12
14/8/6 6F13
-way.
Switches 3 pole 4 -way, 1 pole Empty
14/12/6 6F15
ECC84
1014 PX25
2 pole 6 -way. etc., 3/- each *
5/9/- 6117G
ECC85
918 PY80
Tape Spools 3ín., 3/ -, 51n.. 3/6, 51ín., ECH35
8l8
101- BKGG
10/6 PY81
6I.6G
91PY82
3/9, 7in., 4/3 * Westinghouse Metal
9/EGH42
10/6
all
14A100,
14A97.
14A86,
Rectifiers
15!ECH81
11/- PEN4VA 15/- 6L18
PEN25
9/6/- 6Q7G
17/6 each * Philips Beehive Trimmers
ECL80
13/6
7/6
0 /30 PF. 10d. each * Belling Lee 7 -pin
15/- 6SN7
ECL83
14/6 PENA4
Flexible Plug Fixed Socket, 2/- * EF39
8/31- 6SL7
7l8 SP41
B7G B9A Ampenol Valveholders
6U4
SP61
3'14/EF90
1418
with or without skirt, 9d. each * EF41
71TP25
27/10 6V6G
9/9
Screening Cans, 6d. each * Crocodile
7/8
8/6 6V6GT
EF42
14/- U14
71Clips. 3d. each * Heater Trans14/6 6X50
EF50
4/- 0725
12AT7
formers Mains Primary 6.3v. 11 amp.. EF80
10/6
9/UCH42
9/Boosted Isolation Transformer tap2 gang 500 pF
8!10/- 12AU7
6;9. 6.3v. 3 amp 10 /EF86
14/8 UL41
ped Primary for 2, 6 and 13v. Secondary
Condensers Standard or Midget, 7/6
9!VU39
8/9 12AX7
EL41
11/9!each * Solid Dilcetric Tuning Con15/8 12C8
with a fixed 25% boost, 13/8 ea. *
EL42
121- X78
each *
densers 300 pF or 500 pF, 4/6 75
1218 25A6
EL84
1018 105
11l8
Celestion 8ín. x 5(n. Elliptical LoudCoaxial Cable semi-airspaced CLRohms,
1016 Zçlg
10/6 1H5
EMBO
10/speaker Hi -flux Model, 25/6 * Plessey
Low
1N5
10/8 lbY5
6d. yard * Headphones
EY51
13/6
91loin. x 6ín. Loudspeaker Unit, 25/8.
Resistance. 7/6 pair * Paper based
8/6 35L6
EY86
13/6 1R5
9/8
Recording Tape 1.200ft. on plastic
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Si- 1S5
7/8 35Z4
EZ40
8/7/spool. 12'6 * TRF Kit complete in
1T4
EZ80
8/9
Price
Used in
Type
8ievery detail. £5.10.0, circuit and shop- GZ32
8/- 42
128/8
.'- 3S4
Model Nos.
No.
8'8
ping list 1:- * STC Rectifiers RM1,
3V4
9/- 80
HL23DD
L04 Pye V4-V7-VT4 -VT7, Pam
R1M9/26.
Invicta
908-909-952-953-958,
ILLUSTRATED
R/M5.
* Eleetroly iesRforTV81000 IOUR 1959 FULLY
... 55/2
...
118- 119 -120
mid 450v., 3/6. 100 -200 mid 275v., 7/6.
CATALOGUE of components and access.
L024 Cossor 927 -932 -929 ...
58/6
60 250 mid 275v., 7/6 each * 12 volt
ories invaluable for enthusiasts and
LO17 Alba T372. T472, T3721I.
*
now available. Send 11- in
-is
4-pin UX Vibrators, 2/8 each
engineers
T392,
T4929872B,
TR9872,
Escutcheons for TV 121n. and 17ín.,
for your copy.
stamps
7 6 each * 25 yard Coils 23!36 3 -core
and Packing charges extra, as follows : Order value 10 /- add 1/3 ; 20/- add 1/9
TERMS : Cash with order or C.O.D. Postage
and Postage 3 / -. For full terms of bus ness see inside cover of our catalogue.
30- add 2/8; £5 add 3/6. Minimum C.O.D. Fee to
Monday to Friday. Saturday 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
5 p.m.
Personal Shoppers 9 a.m.

*

-

;

I

EDITION

9 59

59

THE

Gns.-` 17'

RADIO AMATEUR'S

TELEVISION SERVICING HAND30/,
By G. I. King.
BOOK.

'
O.

11,

Postage 1/3.
PRINCIPLES

CIRCUITS.

Postage / -.
AND
TV

OF
By S.

TRANSISTOR

Heller.

Postage If -.
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TELEVISION. By F. J. Camm. 7/6.
Postage 6d.
a Data
TV FAULT FINDING
Pub. 5' -. Postage 6d.
23/ -. Postage If -.
EQUIPTEST
TELEVISION
MENT. By E. N. Bradley. 5/ -.
6d.
Postage
By A. Haas.

A full specification I7in. Television Receiver to SpencerWest standards now available
Remarkable
at your Dealers.
performance and priced at 59
Gns. only, complete.
For Leaflet apply to

THE MODERN BOOK CO

BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
and American Technical Books
10 of British

PRAED STREET
LONDON, W.2

:-

SPENCER - WEST LTD.
Quay Works, Great Yarmouth

Norfolk

19 -23

Phone : PADdington 4185
Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.

HI -F1

Price

231 -.

:

'

"

TUBE

RADIO

OSCILLOSCOPE TECHNIQUES.

ipi

of our

W. Amos. 2I /-.

By S.

Road,

If you are unable to visit us at
Luton, why not send for one

I

TROUBLES.

RADIO

Dunstable
Luton

189/191,
Post 1/9

The A.R.R.L.

By

COVENTRY
LTD.

HANDBOOK
32;6.

LEEDS, 7.

LEEDS TERRACE, WINTOUN STREET,

103

Sales 3009
Works 4794
Phones
Grams: Spencer-West, Great Yarmouth
:

;

www.americanradiohistory.com

1

" CATALOGUES
/-,

plus

6d.

?

postage.

listing over 300
items.

70 pages and

Also

now on sale
GRUNDIG BOOK."
Price

12/6,

plus

:

"

THE

If- postage.

The owner of any make of tape

recorder will find this book
an essential

for successful re-

cording.

LUTON'S HI -FI CENTRE
Telephone

:

Luton 7388, 9.

1

May, 1959
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i

Build your own Aerials

..

AT ypiyE

AERIAL FITTINGS
TINGS FOR
BAND
BAND
I & RADIO
Useful
FAI.
formula and
constructing
for
quick! and your own
illustrating cheaply. Catalogué
Diecast
our increased range
Band 111 tolloy Fittings including
ng
Reflector
Band I Mast Couplers,
b
and Director
Holders,
Insulators (both ,.InliRo
and

IÌÌ

tings, Masts
Masthead
and Elements,
Fittings,ets,
Chimney
etc. ndSend
Chimney
for the above
stamps
to :_

I'

MARLBOROUGH, WILTS.

YOUR OWN

Phone

:

kowl'

657/8

TELEVISION TUBE

RE -BUILT

THE FOLLOWING TYPES AND SIZES ONLY

MULLARD

. .
OR EQUIVALENTS
COSSOR- EMITRON- CATHODEON

48

I

2in.

I

7in. £10-10-0.

£7-10-0.

14in.

£8-10-0.

2I in. £12-10-0.

Hr. SERVICE

All Tubes plus I0 /- carriage and insurance.

TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Terms to the Trade.

OWING TO PURCHASE TAX REGULATIONS WE CAN ONLY RE -BUILD
YOUR OWN TUBE. THESE CAN BE SENT TO US BY BRITISH ROAD
SERVICES (Parcels) LTD., CARRIAGE FORWARD.
TERMS, CASH WITH ORDER or C.O.D.

81,

RE -VIEW
HIGH STREET

(LONDON) LTD.
.

.

MERTON

Telephone CHERRYWOOD 3255
:

www.americanradiohistory.com

S.W.I9

C.R.T. ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS

kk3,:..

OUR LATEST SUPERIOR PRODUCT
TYPE A2. HIGH QUALITY, LOW CAPACITY.
50%. 75",,.
10 la PF. OPTIONAL BOOST 25
S EACH.
TYPE B. MAINS INPUT. MULTI OUTPUT 2,
'. 6.3, 7.3. 10 AND 13 VOLTS. BOOST 25
LOW CAPACITY. 21' -.
AND 50

::..Lyn..

8

I

5

t

1.

III

-5

:It111

..hn1

Io

.

5

.

l'9

w..

'E°

5i

Meg- Stranded ,
D.P.Sw. -Losses out Iii"
Fringe Quality
4/9
Air Spaced.
Linear nr tog Tracks.

5K

FIVE VALVES

THREE WAVEBANDS

1'

-50

I

t

GEVAERT GEVASONOR
59' extra long play plastic tape. 1,70 it. 7in.

t

SUPERIOR 1,200 ft. Plastic Tape on 7' Plastic
Reels. Quality Guaranteed, 21 -.
SPARE REELS, ALL SIZES. 3 -.
Instant " Bulk Tape Eraser, 200'250 v. A.C.

I

l

:

.

Carr. A lee. 4/6.
Dep. 95.5.0 and live monthly of £1.
TI{Il \IS
MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR ABOVE CHASSIS.
kin., 17/6 ; loin., 25 / -; 12in., 30 / -.

L9.10.0
:

O.P. TRANSFORMERS. Heave Duly 51 In 5., 46.
Maliratio, push -11011. 7,8. \hinnature, :,:1, ehr..In 41.
Ii.
014., 5. -.
L.F. CHOKES I:. In II.
5
10 \''. 114' -.
0.. 10 8
:

I

I

I

.

i

:

1

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 200;250 v. A.C.
STANDARD, 25O -0 :150. nu na 0.. 16.3 V. 3.5 a.
a. 5 c.
: :olie l 4 ,'. 4 .a. heel iller 0. // c.
22/6
.1
4 5.2 a. ditto, ::30- 0.:11"
MINIATURE. 20. v 20 ni \ 6 5 v. 1 a. 101
15;6
MIDGET. 220 v. 45 A 6.5 v. 2 a.
bin in A l..3 v. 3.11 a, 19 /8
SMALL.
Io mA., 6.3 v.
STANDARD. 1..

I

1

I.F. TRANSFORMERS

.

17

I

amp
11

,

/6

7

7/6

amp.

8,'6

UA8

;

tuuparv,

ail

9.

V.,

I

less trimmers, 8 / -;

-:

2/6

lui.

.0.,.t

SPEAKER FRET.

80

pl'.,

100

pp.,

pr., 3:6.
CLOTH. Ille. x

4

i.

71

-.

300, 200

Expanded Metal silver, 1511e. x

t

25 n., 5 / -;
h. GOLD
i.. IO -. Tygan 4ít. lin. wide, 10' ft. ; 2f t.
,. 5 it. samples. 5. 4.1/.
New and Boxed VALVES 90 -day Guarantee.

l

ll

., 2 - ea

8

.

Kdu
86 112171I
38 6Q711
I

1T4

fSO

I-4

S'8

y4

\l0

1.s
P.Kr,
I

I.
ID.

6sÁ7

I;

88 6SN7
88 6V0G
10.6 tIN4
86 685
56 II1AT7

7/5I :Rni
106 I: Et ,.
77,'8

-8

11111

V

816 13

:1
1

9/8 EF41
9/6 EF50
10
10 8 12R1;6 10/6 EF80
8/8 EF9I
7'6 12K7
9/8 EF 2
7 8 12Q7
9'8 E1,52
3 6:651,11
9/8 EL."t
6183524

8'6 007
6

I

818 HVIl2A 7/I
8,8 M I' l 10/1
10'6 P61
8/I
I

10 6 1'rUl I 125
1216 P1'FSn 11/1
11,6 Pc I,S1 1111

Er Vs)
7/8 I;I H4" 10,61'LN15
718 1U' I.,2 12/8 P1,82
718 l'YS0
9/6 I:P30
7 8

12All7
1'IAX7

7180

HÁ141,01

10/6

1818

86 1isJ711 101 TEE,.
1'n1

V.l

II

EAet'^n

B

10/8 E0181

8/6 EZ40

8'.ói4

5(6 FAIN

RADIO
Postal service.

1/6 EZ80
1/6 E1148

H

£7.19.6

Lost

6/1
10,1
10/1

-speed t'ollarn

"Junior" Unit

UAW..

i

:,o,.

8

1

18 n.w.g. nndrilled.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS.
With 4 sides. riveted corners and lattice fixing
holes, 211e. sides. 7 n 4in.. 4/6 ; 9 x 7in.. 5/9
13 x Oin., 8/6 14 n I tin., 1015 ;
11 x 7in., 8/9
15 x Llin.. 12/8: t6 x 16 x 3in., 18/8.
TRANSISTORS, GENUINE PEE GOLTOP.
R.P. (:1 Me /s average), 181 -.
Audio, 101..
Power, 20 /.. Complete data sheets supplied.
HANDY VOLT METERS . 0 =25 v. and 0-2l,0 v.,
D.1'. with leads and leather case. 9 /8.
CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Aeon, precision
Size only Tin. n 3 /16in., 8 /8.
engineered.
1

:

10/1

10 /8 ÚL41

101 l

6

12'8

10 /1

All

10/1
8/1

for maximum performance.

PY81
PY82
SPOt

1011

10 /I
5/l
UBC41 10 /I

UGH42 10 /I
1'1,41
11

Y4 I

10 /8 1'22

9/8 VRI.5
1/6 VRI50

transistor.. printed rlrenit. Ferrite aerial.
parts and cabinet, £11.19.8. Plans 9d.

We inolnde 8 Goltop or Millard Transistors

8/I

COMPONENT
II-, over f2 free.

(Export Extra.)

(Wed.

1

p.m.)

S

31

4'-

'-

5

+l'
+3

500V. 7/8 100

I

4

-

6
'-

7'8
11 r,

.126

+20
E.H.T. TYPE FLY-7.

.

1,

,,

,

I

r

"Q" ivre odi. dust care from 4-, All r
TELETRON. L. A Met. T,R.I'.. with recel in, 3:6.

FERRITE ROD AERIALS. 51.\1'., Sig: M S 1.., 1218.
T.R.F. COILS A /Ill', 7/- pair. H.F. l'1tOKI:.s, 2,6.
FERRITE ROD. 7in. s a In. dia.. 2/8.

H.F.
JASON F.M. TUNER COIL SET. 28/ -.
coil, aerial coil. Oscillator eoil, two I.F. trans.
10.7 Mc's. Ratio Detector and heater choke.
Circuit hook using four 6AM6,
COMPLETE JASON F.M. KIT WITH VALVES,
28.15.0. Fringe area kit, 22,1 extra.
MULLARD 8 -3 AMPLFIER READY BUILT.
Spare Power for Tuner, etc., 07.17.8.
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS:
2, 6 or 12 v. 11 amp.. 8 /9: 2 a., 11/3; 4 a.. 171.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped input 200/
250 v. for charging at 2, Ii or Cl v., 15 amps 15/8.
amp., 17/8; 4 amps., 221. t'ircuit included.
VALVE and T.V. TUBE equivalent honk,. 5/ -.
TOGGLE SWITCHES. s. P. 2/ D.1'. 3/1 D. P. D.'l'.4' -,
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES
I ... 8/8
5 p. 4 -way 2 wafer long spindle
... 208
a
or 3pp. 2-way short spindle
2 p. L
p. 6-way, 4 p. 2-way, 4 p. 3 -way long spindle... 3/8
3/8
:I p. 4.wav, or I p.
12 -way long spindle.
VALVEHOLDERS. Pan. Int. Oct., 4d. CESO. I:ASO,
8d. 1412A, DIRT, 113, Eng. anti Amer. 4, 5, 6, and
7 pin, 11-.
MOULDED MAZDA and Int. Oct.. 8d.
671:, 118A, BAG, BOA. 9d. 1371; with can, 1 /8.
BOA with can., 1/9. CERAMIC E1,50, 117G, 139A,
Int. Oct., 1/-. B70 with can.. 1 9.

,

OUR ONLY ADDRESS
337 WHITEHORSE RD.,
WEST CROYDON

Catalogue ¡6.

www.americanradiohistory.com

-

4 5 6

K:: 25 2 kV., 5 -: K' I"
BACK VOLTAGE.
1
8 -;
kV., 7 -, K::, : 3.6 kV., 716: K51.111 .I
K3,081 H k \'., 1418; 50 e.p.s oil:,
A. 7 6.
MAINS TYPE SELENIUM
CONTACT COOLED 2.50 V. 50 011..7 8: 411 w A.. 8'8:
n1 S,, 9/8: o-nn rnA., 211 -: cull
Midget
COILS Wearite "P' type, 3/- earn. Osm

SPECIALISTS
C.O.D. 1/6.

2-

4

--

4/6

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.

HI -GAIN BAND 3 I.T.A. PRE -AMP KIT.
Caseode circuit with valve ECi14. Price 29/6.
With Power Pack, 49/8. Plana only 8d.
Band 1 B.B.C. version salve prices.
TELETRON " TRANSIDYNE "
MIDGET SUPERHET PORTABLE 6' x 4'n 1f-

10/6
5/6
10/6
8/6
5/8
5/8

In1

111

`

1C1

1

31 6 +6/500c

31-

4i- 5+ 1,040.v. 5 - 32 +1cl /:::Inv.
56 10+5
52/4505 5/6 .' 1I
4om. 51 61 +12
1,9 In
21- 32-1-32.012,0v. 4;8 64 +12 "':I .10

ate'

£4 12
1

2/3 5uu/12v.

/zm, v. 2/9 8+H /4508.

17ne.
In/v.

/ii e - ,
171 x
£2 5 0
play 1ät1. reeor,ls
Ready -built 3 - wall amrlilier withh
£3 12 8
two valves and loudspeaker
or £9.115.0 complete kit post tree.

Handsome
with e111/111

v.

101

BUILD
THIS REPRODUCER
BARGAIN SINGLE PLAYER KIT
Ready for immediate assembly.

Standard
midget, 716.

160 p4'.,

1

n 4511

"0"

I

-.11.1

£6.19.6

:

COLLARO LATEST MODEL
HIGH- FIDELITY AUTOCHANGER
4- SPEEDS -10 RECORDS
pick -up
With Studio
BRAND NEW -.IN MAKER'S BOXES

STENTORIAN HF1012 :0in. :: to l5ohrn 111 w., 99 6.
:.,I;er 1:t Wart 3 ohms, or IS ohms, 105 -.
CRYSTAL DIODE I:.16í'., 2í -. GEX34, 41 -.
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4,000 ohm +. 16/8 pr.
MIKE TRANSF..'1: 1. 319 ea. ; 100:1, Potted, 10 /6.
SWITCH CLEANER. Fluid squirt spout. 9/3 tin.
36S
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS.

SINGLE, 50

CAN TYPES
TUBULAR
I /310 v. 2/- 64 /350v.
5/8
2.451 v. 2/3 100/25v.
21- lit 2/6 a" :,,nc,
41.1 V. 2/3 2nu/20v.

Der. £3.10.0:uot four monthly of £1.
UA12 011.17.6.
Stereo Model UAS £9.19.8 ;

T'I:II\Ia

OUR PRICE

w

lin.

TUBULAR

World's Fiuest 4-Speed Antochanger

OUR PRICE

.

IS

x

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES

tin., Bd. tin., 1Od.
ALADDIN FORMERS :I I,
a. í.. FORMERS 593718 stil Cans TV112. 11n. sq. x
-1. x Ilin.. 2'- ea.. with cores.
,i.,1 i
TY.ANA.- 11Idr. t Sn11.01114 Iron, 40 w., 18/9.
REMPLOY Instrument Iron, 2: w., 17 6,
Adl. Sliders.
:l n. x llin.
MAINS DROPPERS.
ohm,., 4'3.1).2 amp., 1,000 aluns, 4' 3.
ohms per foot.. 200 1110, 1,11
LINT iJRIS
!0'-,..60
8d. per lint, 3w':n. 7d, l,r fl.
17/6.
LJ UD]Pt.AK`'R P.M. 3 OHM. 21in. v 6 tin.
n.It 4in. Roba, 18' -. ¡In. R.A.,
lo u.
l'. is 6.
... 21 -. lut 1ìín., 276. lain. Bola. 30' -.
1

pair.

High Q and good bandwidth.
By Pye Radio. Data sheet supplied.
Wearite M800 I.F. 465 Ke,s. 1218 per pair.
Wearite 550 I.F. 465 Kc /s. 12/8 per pair.

lin.

,

I

7/6

465 Kc: s Slug Tuning Miniature Can. 2,.in. z

.

HEATER TRANS.

yd.

/

i.

nio

.

9d,

C
1

vd.
1
a
DOUBLE SOCKET
COAX PLUGS... 1/-4 6
... 1/OUTLET BOXES
SOCKETS
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER yd. 8d. Sn or 3m, hug -.
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1B. öu ohms 0111,.
Pre -set 51
WIRE -WOUND POTS, 3 WATT.
'1'.\'. Type. All values 25 ohms to 2.1 K., 31- I..
30 K, 50 1:.. 4/ -. (Carbon 30 K., to "- meg.. 31 -.,
Pote ^_lin. Spi)dII
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT.
\:,lues, lus ohms to 00 K., 8/6; 100 K.. 716.
.nul odd. 7 LI.
New Stork.
CONDENSERS.
5/8; Ditto, TO kV., 9/8: No ph."tn :An pi.
Miens, 8d.: Tubular 5O11 v. .0(11 to .111 11161.. 9d.:
.1, 1 -: _r,, 1/6; .51::50 v., 1/9:.1 B5u v., 9d
.01 /2.0;111 v.. 1/9; .1 nifd., 2,000 colts, 316.
3 pt. to .01 mí11., 9d.
CERAMIC CONDO. :500 v
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 10% 5 pi. to :.10
pì.. l' -: 0011 pf. to /i,000 pf., 1 /3. CClose tolerative
pr.) 1.5 Pl', to 47 p1', 1/8. Ditto 1 ^;,
to 4I:, pF., 1,9; 1,000 pF. to 5,000 pF., 2; -.

.

1

In w.. 2.3

2

3/ - w

in.
ILA'l'Est' MULLA R11
S.54.
1.50 tn. í:('H42. 1SF11, E6t'll,
81.W. 'Tun I1
l,mld in.
EL41, 1040,
L.W. t00
I'- molt is guarani ee.
A.('. 200'l:111 v. 4 -way Swi -h Short- MediumNegative
feedback
A.V.C.
and
Lo
I.2 w,atin. I'Iwsgis I:;.t a 51 x 2 tin. I :la..s dial
iri I. -al Irvin. 5455e.
¡
horizontal
lllin
or Ivory.
u
! l'Il ` La vl ry. Vino' Knobs
Isolated Chassis.
Ali. ,ed n'l calibrated.
16

1
year.
ohms to
No S .

teed

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

1959

2
:

Conran- Semi-air spaced PolyMidget throe insulated. 1111. dia.

Long spindles.

:

WIRE-WOUND RE3ISTORS
0).000 ohm:
_.I h111_

I

Volume Controls I80 (.HLE COAX

1

,

',

I

.

:

I

;

'.

,

PLAYER

£8.0.0

.

I

SINGLE

Designed to play 18, 33, 45, 78 r.p.m. Records
7in., 10in., 12in. Lightweight Xta1 pick -up.
GCE turnover head, two separate sapphire styli.
Post Free.
each.
OUR PRICE
De lute cabinet. finality ampl tier and b.. t
ni I, le kit, £14.10.0.1
speaker, 26.15.0 or complete

R6.

"
TRIMMERS, Ceramic.
u p1
3
J pi.. 119.
L. 1
..
"r
RESISTORS, Prel=.rred values. n1 ohms tII
,,.. 9d. _ w., 1:
,,.. Bd.
45.
.. 40.
,,.. n"...2!-. 1'reterrnl ,:dues.
HIGH STABILITY.
1011tt I., 5 mec. D, 90
1
,

4SP.

AUDIO PIiILIt'I.C'FItlN

t

12 h.

,

GARRARD

FINEST VALUE

'

TAPPED MAINS PRIMARIES
BOOST ON
TYPE A. OPTIONAL 20 and 50
S! :CONDARY.
OR 4 V. OR 6.3 V. OR 10.8 V. OR 13.3 V.
C Y

.

May, 1959

'PRACTICAL TELEVISION

iv

1

THO

1665.

Buses

133

or

68.

